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SOCIAL SECURITY OVERSIGHT:
EARLY RETIREMENT

THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:40 p.m., in room

1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Heinz, chairman,
presiding.

Present: Senators Heinz, Cohen, Pressler, Grassley, and Pryor.
Also present: John C. Rother, staff director and chief counsel; E.

Bentley Lipscomb, minority staff director; Larry Atkins and Mi-
chael Batten, professional staff members; Kathleen M. Deignan,
minority professional staff member; Robin L. Kropf, chief clerk;
Nancy Mickey and Letitia Hoadley, clerical assistants; and Eugene
R. Cummings, printing assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, CHAIRMAN
Senator HEINZ. The committee will come to order.
Today, the Special Committee on Aging holds the second of sev-

eral hearings on the complex issues involved in restoring fiscal
stability and public confidence in the social security system.

The purpose of today's hearing is to explore the increasing trend
toward early retirement and its impact on social security.

Closing the age 62 early-retirement option is seen by many as a
way of saving money in the social security system. Even with
reduced benefits for early retirement, the number of people choos-
ing this option has increased dramatically. .

In 1956, only 12 percent of all workers under 65 chose to retire
early. In 1978, this figure had risen to 68 percent. Because Ameri-
cans are living longer and healthier lives, this trend toward early
retirement is significantly increasing the cost of the early retire-
ment option.

The administration has recently proposed reducing benefits for
early retirees at age 62 from the present 80 to 55 percent of the full
benefit beginning next year. While this proposal may have served
to highlight the need to look carefully at this trend and its impact
on the system, it also has caused a tidal wave of very adverse
reaction and a further erosion of public confidence in the social
security system. Criticism of the administration's proposal was es-
pecially harsh from people who are on the verge of retirement.
Among the public in general, the proposed changes have alarmed
working and retired people alike who view them as changing re-
tirement benefit rules in the middle of the game. In my judgment,
we will not change those rules.
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On May 20, I cosponsored, along with some of my colleagues
from this committee, I might add, the resolution opposing any
precipitous or unfair reduction in social security benefits, and sin-
gled out for opposition any sudden cut in early retirement benefits.
The resolution passed by a vote of 96 to 0.

The early retirement option is important for many older work-
ers. Some two-thirds of those eligible take it. At the same time,
studies show that half of the people who are retired say they would
prefer to work in some manner.

A major purpose of our hearing today is to explore why, if so
many older people express this preference, they are not working.
Older workers who want to continue to work beyond the early
retirement age of 62 and the so-called normal retirement age of 65
should have the opportunity to do so. The choice to continue work-
ing is as valid and important as the choice or need to retire early.

Employment and retirement are not mutually exclusive concepts.
I believe it is important to remember the diversity of our older
population and create a climate in which each individual has the
opportunity to exercise his or her choice concerning these issues.

We must examine carefully retirement trends and the incentives
and disincentives in public policy which are relevant to those
trends. We need to take a closer look at private pensions and
personnel policies in order to identify discriminatory obstacles
which force older workers into early retirement. And we need to
examine positive incentives and new approaches proposed by em-
ployers, labor unions, and others concerned with older workers in
order to promote retention policies and new employment opportu-
nities for older workers.

While all these complex issues cannot be addressed here today, I
do plan a further examination in subsequent hearings this year on
employment and the older worker, and I expect, nonetheless, this
hearing to throw valuable light on the trend toward early retire-
ment.

This afternoon, the committee will hear from a panel of distin-
guished witnesses representing the academic, industrial, and labor
communities, concerning these important issues.

Senator Lawton Chiles, the ranking minority member of our
committee, and Senator Quentin Burdick are unable to attend
today's hearing because of prior commitments. They have submit-
ted statements for the record and without objection they will be
inserted into the record at this point.

[The statements of Senators Chiles and Burdick follow:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR LAWTON CHILES

This hearing is a particularly important one as we look at the state of the social
security trust funds and legislative options for change.

We have heard much of the continuing trend toward early retirement and the
problems this poses for the financial solvency of the social security system.

I'll have to give credit to the administration for jumping into this fray with both
feet, though I'm not sure they looked before they leaped. Their proposals for
immediate and drastic reductions in early retirement benefits would certainly have
reversed this trend.

I think we have had a judgment from the people on the administration's early
retirement proposal-to reduce current benefits by almost one-third for all those
who were planning to retire at age 62 next year. Such a drastic cut, so soon, would
be unfair to all our Nation's workers.
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But I also fear the administration never considered what impact such a quick andmajor change in early retirement policy would have on employers and on our
Nation's struggling system of private pensions.We do want to make it possible to reverse the trend toward early retirement. Weall must rethink our attitudes toward retirement. Both the worker and his employer
should be encouraged to see the value of delayed retirement.But we need to allow time for these changes to evolve. I am very concerned that ifwe change the system, like the administration proposed, there be something there
when people reach age 62 or 65.If the retirement age is to be increased, we must also increase the availability andvalue of jobs for those over 65. Congress can do part of this by removing, over time,some of the incentives in the social security laws which encourage early retirement.
A lot will have to be done by others.

The Social Security Reform Act of 1981, which I introduced in February, would
make three changes'in the law to help accomplish these goals:(1) My bill would make retirement solely on the basis of age illegal at any age.Presently, it is legal in the private sector to force workers to retire solely because
they have reached age 70.(2) Beginning in 1986, my bill would completely remove the earnings limitationfor those over 65. I would like to remove it earlier, but I believe that socialsecurity's short-term funding problems make'it unwise to act before 1986.(3) Effective January 1, 1982, I propose an "older worker tax incentive" byremoving the social security payroll tax for employers and employees based onwages earned by workers over 65. For the employer, this is a direct economicincentive to hire and retain older workers. For older workers the incentive is moretake-home pay. Under the terms -of my bill, general revenues would replace any lostincome to the social security trust funds. This is not a fiscal shell game. Incometaxes generated by those working beyond age 65 would more than pay for the cost of
these changes.I believe these provisions would help to pave the way for change, but as a Nation,
we have a long way to go.

This committee held hearings last year on "Work After 65: Options For The 80's."
We found a number of seeming contradictions.

Despite a change in law raising the mandatory retirement age in the privatesector from 65 to 70, large numbers of older workers are still deciding, even
encouraged, and in some cases being coerced, to retire early.There is also a great deal of evidence that many older citizens want to continue
working. National opinion polls in 1974 and 1978 have shown us this.Little is being done to stimulate work opportunities for older persons, eventhough a number of major corporations have shown the way with very innovative
and flexible programs. I would like to mention specifically IBM, the Xerox Corp.,the Polaroid Corp., the Bankers Life & Casualty Co. of Chicago, and the Atlantic
Richfield Co.

I am pleased that we will be adding to this evidence today, hearing from theGrumman Aerospace Corp. I had the opportunity to take earlier testimony onGrumman's older worker policies from a representative of the Grumman manufac-turing facility in Stuart, Fla. In Florida, Grumman pursues a policy of actively
retaining older employees for a longer period of time and aggressively seeking to
rehire retired employees, especially when they are looking for special skills.

The experience of these companies has been particularly enlightening. They have
pretty well allowed us to lay to rest many myths about older workers: They are not
accident-prone. They generally have better attendance records then younger work-
ers. They do just as well or better than younger workers when new learning is
required for a job.

As I've said before, I believe expanding job opportunities for older workers is cost-
effective for our country-and it is a way to insure dignity for older workers. It is
time to encourage more options so current trends will begin to change.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR QUENTIN N. BURDICK

Mr. Chairman, it is certainly appropriate that we focus today on the question of
early retirement as it relates to possible changes in the social security system,
because no aspect of the administration reform package stirred more criticism thanits proposal for sudden and severe cutbacks in early retirement benefits. The outcry
in Congress and the country was immediate, and rightly so. The proposal was
fundamentally unfair to those who are now approaching early retirement and who
have carefully planned retirement budgets based on existing benefits. I was pleased
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that the Senate voted 96 to 0 on May 20 to reject any such precipitous and drastic
reduction in benefits.

I know that this hearing is designed to explore the full range of early retirement
issues and that the administration has indicated its willingness to compromise on
this issue. I do not wish to beat a dead horse, but the comments of Robert J. Myers,
Deputy Commissioner of the Social Security Administration, at Tuesday's hearing
before this committee, reflected the same insensitivity to the problems of older
Americans that gave rise to the administration's ill-conceived proposal on early
retirement. It appears that this dead horse is still kicking.

In response to questions from Senator Bradley, Mr. Myers expressed doubts about
surveys that show that 70 percent of those who take early retirement cite poor
health as the principal reason. He had no evidence to support his view that most of
those who claim poor health are not in fact unhealthy; he just doesn't believe them.
Mr. Myers went on to make the astonishing statement that even those who are
actually in poor health would benefit from continuing to work and not taking early
retirement. This statement is as unfathomable as it is offensive.

We do need to make some hard decisions about what changes in the social
security system are necessary to preserve its financial solvency. We may well have
to find ways of providing incentives for healthy, older Americans to stay on the job
past age 62. But this process is not furthered by the kind of careless and unfeeling
statements made by Mr. Myers on Tuesday.

I hope that the administration will demonstrate more understanding and sensitiv-
ity toward those who are old, or poor, or disabled, or infirm, than that displayed by
Mr. Myers. I trust these hearings will proceed with that lesson in mind.

Senator HEINZ. Before I call on our first panelists, I would like to
yield to Senator Cohen from Maine for any comments he would
wish to make.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WILLIAM S. COHEN

Senator COHEN. I do have a prepared statement, but I ask unani-
mous consent that that be made a part of the record.

Senator HEINZ. Without objection, that statement will be made a
part of the record.'

Senator COHEN. First, I want to commend you for the continu-
ation of these hearings and perhaps point out for the benefit of the
panelists, that Senator Heinz, as a former member of the House
Committee on Aging, over the years has expressed a great deal of
interest in the older citizens and older work force. He was, along
with Representative Claude Pepper, one of the leading voices in
trying to eliminate what we thought was a fundamentally discrimi-
natory practice, that of age discrimination aimed at our citizens
over the age of 65.

My own judgment is that the issue of mandatory retirement
almost amounted, perhaps, to a constitutional level that we have
invented in our system, a belief and a protection that if people are
similarly situated but treated differently, there is a denial of equal
protection. I believe that the converse is also true, that is, that
people who are not similarly situated, who are different, who have
different abilities, capabilities, and desires, are suddenly treated
the same-that is, they are all treated alike at the age of 65, and
they are forced to retire. That too is a denial of equal protection of
the law.

Under the Constitution, we want to preserve the uniqueness of
the individual and have each person treated as the individual
within the Constitution.

'See next page.
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But, Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this hearing, I think, is to
explore some potential remedies we might propose in trying. to
come to grips with running our social security system.

The size of our work force is declining. We are growing older as a.
society with half of the population, for the first time ever, over the
age of 30. We are living longer and we are retiring earlier and we
also have a situation of what is referred to as COLA, the cost-of-
living adjustment. That is also involved in our social security
system.

I think if you look at it from the perspective of the working
person today and the potential for setting the jaws of the young
against the older generation-their parents-it is rather clear that
what we have is an inverted triangle resting on the backs of the
younger people in the work force. There is a tremendous expansion
of the number of people retiring with the narrowing base of those
who have to support that system. If we continue to have older
people who are living longer but retiring earlier-and if you factor
into that a system that automatically adjusts for higher and higher
inflationary rates tied to the Consumer Price Index, then you can
see that the system is expanding at the top with a very narrow
work base at the bottom. That system cannot continue much longer
in the future without some fundamental reforms.

With that, I commend you again, Mr. Chairman, and look for-
ward to hearing from the witnesses, who have some expertise in
their fields to give us some guidance as to what we might do to
encourage people to work longer, and amend some of the laws
providing incentives for early retirement.

But certainly we will also have some constructive proposals to
save the social security system.

Senator HEINZ. Senator Cohen, thank you.
Let me say, although it is unnecessary, that I commend you for

your interest in these hearings and in the problems of our senior
citizens generally. You have an absolutely impeccable record of
attendance at our hearings. You have contributed much, and you
are indeed an extremely valuable member, and I compliment you
for that.

Senator COHEN. Please do not hesitate to offer those words at
any time in the future.

Senator HEINZ. They are right here on the note paper that you
gave me.

[The prepared statement of Senator Cohen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAM S. COHEN

Mr. Chairman, It is an indisputable fact that the population of the United States
is getting older. In fewer than 20 years, the number of people 65 and older will
exceed 31 million. Already, over half the population, for the first time, is over 30
years of age.

This "graying of America" will have a profound effect on the work force. What we
have come to expect for the last few decades for older people after age 65 will,
inevitably change. Older workers who traditionally worked until they reached 65
and were expected to retire on social security benefits, a company pension, and,
perhaps, investments are no longer part of this longstanding pattern. Changes in
demography, family situations, improved health and longevity patterns, changes in
the economy, and other powerful forces have either forced older people to work
longer, or encouraged them to seek work opportunities past the normal retirement
age.
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Today's older workers differ from those of previous decades: They are healthier,
they began working later than their predecessors, and-although the average level
of formal education of older workers several decades ago was far below that of
younger employees-the gap has been closing and will close even further in the
1980's.

With the marked decline in death rates, the potential length of productive work-
ing life has increased greatly. Yet people have been ending their working careers
earlier and earlier, some voluntarily, some under duress. Many now wish they
hadn't, and many of those still at work say they would like to, or will have to,
continue working beyond age 65.

I hope that today we can analyze the reasons why more and more older people
have left the work force in recent decades. Public policy decisions will depend on
finding out why they chose to leave. Different consequences follow, for example, if
early retirement provisions or social security changes have induced people to short-
en their careers than if other forces such as changed health or life expectancy have
been involved.

Because of the many factors which have encouraged older people to stop working,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected a continued decline in the percentage
of older people who stay on the job. However, a number of forces are emerging that
are slowing. or reversing this decline and which could encourage older people to
extend their work lives. According to the Work in America Institute policy study,
"The Future of Older Workers in America" conducted by a number of public policy
experts:

The rapidly rising cost of social security may lead to raising the retirement age,
taxing benefits, or reducing the protection against inflation.

Raising from 65 to 70 the age at which a firm may force an employee to retire has
inevitably led more people to remain at work.

Many employers have felt the need to retain older workers to take advantage of
their experience.

Inflation so erodes pensions that many people continue working as an economic
necessity.

Continued good health has convinced many older people that they do not want to
retire.

The higher education level of older workers means that more of them have
interesting work; therefore they have a stronger desire to stay on the job.

Greater use of flexible hours and part-time work makes jobs more attractive to
older people.

Other factors continue to discourage the extension of working life by older people,
which I hope we will look at closely today: Work sharing, '30-and-out" pensions
allowing employees to retire after working 30 years, and the pressures to keep a
younger work force.

All of the witnesses here today are experts on these topics, and I look forward to
hearing of their experiences and perspectives as we continue to examine the issue of
income security for older Americans.

Senator HEINZ. I would like to call on our first witness, Robert
Clark of North Carolina State University at Raleigh.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. CLARK, RALEIGH, N.C., ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, NORTH CAROLI-
NA STATE UNIVERSITY AT RALEIGH
Mr. CLARK. Thank you.
I have been asked to do several things in my testimony. The first

is to give you a little background in terms of the trend toward
early retirement, with labor force statistics and perhaps give you a
framework for review, and then to look at some of the incentives
that the Senators have been discussing and, finally, examine some
of the proposed reforms.

First, if one reviews the history of the United States, we do
observe a long-term decline in the labor force participation of men
over 65. It is not a recent phenomenon but has been continuing
since the late 19th century. But what is more recent is the decline
in the labor force participation rate of younger men. Women do not
seem yet to have been affected by the tendency to move out of the
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labor force. In fact, women between 24 and 64 have been entering
the labor force in greater numbers, so these labor force participa-
tion rates have been rising, although there was a cessation of that
rising during the 1970's.

Just briefly, let us review the labor force participation rate of
men 65 and over. This rate declined from 50 percent in the mid-
1940's, to 20 percent in 1970. So there has been a 30 percent point
drop for men over 65.. For men 55 to 64, the participation rate
remained in the high eighties, until the beginning of the 1970's;
and from 1970 to 1979, the participation rate dropped from 83 to 73
percent.

Also-there-has been a-noticeable and again-more recent-decline-
of the participation rate of men age 45 to 54, declining from the
midnineties to about 91 percent in 1979.

The question then arises: Can we explain these trends? Incen-
tives, economic framework, and individual behavior I think provide
much of our answers.

Senator Heinz had suggested earlier that people tell us that they
want to continue working and yet they leave the labor force. That
may be a paradox that we- need to analyze.

The question is: What do people mean when they answer survey
questions like that. I think we have to be careful concerning the
interpretation of survey data that asks people do they want to
continue work, in part, because it is my guess that what they are
responding to is, yes, I would like to continue to work if I can stay
on my same job at my old wage rate and still draw my pension
benefits.

So it may be a combination of those effects that leads one to
answer that question. So be careful when you review interview
data along those lines.

What I think is important in why people have been leaving the
labor force are the incentives that they have, both public and
privately promulgated.

First, if we look at the gain people have from work, they clearly
receive cash wages. They receive a variety of fringe benefits-life
insurance, health insurance, and the like. If we look at private
pensions and try to determine exactly what does a person gain
from continued work in private pension benefits, one can clearly
show that under certain circumstances, in fact in most plans, there
comes a point after which one becomes- eligible for benefits that
continued work does not increase the value of their pension in a
present value sense. If you take the flow of benefits starting at one
age, let us say 63, and see what is the present value of that stream
of benefits over the rest of one's life and compare it to the present
value of the stream of benefits starting at age 64, you can calculate
what the gain in one's pension compensation would be. Clearly
under most defined benefit plans you observe that that gain de-
clines with age, declining for a variety of reasons. One of the
reasons is that firms have the option of not providing any addition-
al benefits after the normal retirement age. Say 65 is the normal
age. Then firms do not have to continue service or salary after
that.

Another reason is that firms have special early retirement op-
tions that enable people to take early retirement and they are not
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penalized, that their benefits are lowered in any actuarial fashion
for taking early retirement. Put that another way, if the person
continues to work, their benefits do not rise in a manner that
would be justified by an actuarial calculation.

The pension benefits clearly can influence people's retirement
decisions. We were just mentioning cost-of-living adjustment. It is
clearly possible for pension benefits to be adjusted after retirement
and in fact there is a select group of Federal workers that receive
these cost-of-living adjustments while most people in the private
sector of the economy do not. Whether or not one's benefits after
retirement are adjusted clearly will influence the decision on
whether one continues to work. If we are in a world in which,
through public pressure, wage increases are held down such that
one can retire and get a raise in their pension benefits but their
cash wage remains constant if they continue to work. Clearly social
security has many of the same effects.

One of the major reasons I would argue that the trend toward
early retirement has continued over this period of time has been
the growth in development of the social security system. That is,
large liberalization in the benefits over time which I would argue
were basically unexpected by many people. So you can imagine
people on the verge of retirement now getting increases in their
benefits, seeing that as an increase in their wealth, and choosing to
retire earlier than they would have.

So the trend in the social security system has had an effect.
Having said that, one can examine the current structure of the

social security system. Clearly as one becomes eligible for social
security I would argue that the access to benefits, that is, current
eligibility, has an effect on one's decision to retire or not to retire.
So access to benefits is an important determination of retirement.
But then if one imagines continuing to work and examining the
effect on one's benefits, there are really three effects.

First, the earnings test. If one begins to draw social security
benefits and continues to work, their social security benefit is
reduced after an earnings allotment-a minimum amount of earn-
ings, $1 per every $2, in effect a 50-percent tax on earnings. Clearly
that has an effect to entice people to work less.

The second effect is that by continuing to work you can raise
your earnings history on which social security benefit is calculated.
This effect acts as an addition to your future benefits and, there-
fore, that would have an effect of keeping the person in the labor
force.

And, finally, there is the actuarial adjustment for staying in the
labor force between 62 and 65 and the bonus for deferred retire-
ment after 65 that would also affect an individual's decision. Clear-
ly what one has are penalties and subsidies for continued work. By
working longer you are penalized by the earnings test but you are
receiving some augmentation of the future social security benefits
from the two other effects, the recalculation based on continued
earnings and the actuarial adjustment. All of these effects will
likely have an influence on the person's decision to remain in the
labor force.

There are many other effects, policies, programs, and personal
characteristics that influence people to leave the work force, clear-
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ly health, a person's wage rate, presence of wife or husband, health
of wife or husband, and presence of dependents in the family. All
of those have an influence. Becoming unemployed tends to entice
older workers to leave the labor force and the continuing existence
of inflation also has an effect on people leaving the work force.

I discuss this in more detail in my prepared statement and some
background papers have been made available to the staff.

In looking to current proposals to reform or modify the social
security system, one should examine first what is the current prob-
lem, what is happening and what are the options that face the
Congress.

First, the long-term financial structure of the system is primarily
in deficit because of a changing demographic structure that the
chairman mentioned. Given that we have this changing demo-
graphic structure, what are the options that they face. Clearly I
think they can boil down to only two options, one, either there will
be higher taxes that people will pay in the future or, two, there
will be lower benefits. Clearly there are a number of benefits under
each of those that one can propose to affect the overall financial
structure of the program. Personally I have argued in the past that
the most appropriate way I think of alleviating the situation is
through lowering benefits in a particular manner and that is rais-
ing the age of eligibility for the current age of full benefits from 65
to 68. One could raise early retirement options from 62 to 65 or you
could penalize even greater the 62 to 65 range that has been
proposed. When these options. are proposed, one should keep in
mind that if one raises the age of eligibility from 65 to 68, that
there will likely be an effect on the disability program.

If you change the age of disability to 68, the cost of the disability
program will rise as people remain in disability status for extra
years, even if you are reducing the cost of the OASI program. In
conjunction with raising the age of eligibility, I would eliminate
the earnings test for those over 68, for people that defer benefits
over age 68. For those deferring benefits over 68, I would raise the
deferred retirement credit from its current-next year's 3 percent
up to a more actuarially fair basis.

Finally, it seems only fair that Federal workers be brought under
the social security system. Any program that has a large amount of
income transfers should be supported by all the population. There
is no conceivable reason why Federal workers should continue to
be eliminated from the social security system while other workers
are incorporated in. Many private workers also have private pen-
sions. Clearly that is not a legitimate reason for keeping Federal
workers out. These programs would substantially affect the long-
range health of the system, would have the additional effect of
keeping them in the labor force longer as well as lowering their
lifetime stream of benefits. These programs also eliminate the need
for new taxes in the future. One would suspect that there would be
many modifications of private pensions to meet changes in the
social security system that would also have the effect on people's
security system.

Senator HEINZ. Before I leave you, you were moving so fast on
all these things that you advocated and you did very well. You
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came in on the money. I am not sure I got all of them though. One
of the things you said is going from 65 to 68.

Mr. CLARK. Yes..
Senator HEINZ. Increasing the benefits for those who were past

65 from 3 percent to--
Mr. CLARK. Those who were past 68.
Senator HEINZ. Now 65, you shift it to 68. But you did not specify

a number.
Mr. CLARK. Ms. Rappaport is our actuary and she can give us a

number. But I would say this, probably somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of 8 or 9 percent.

Senator HEINZ. You said, keep the Federal workers in-and what
other points did you make?

Mr. CLARK. Eliminate the earnings test for those over 68.
Senator HEINZ. Those are the four.
Senator COHEN. Let me just ask on that point about Federal

workers. Is that a matter of equity or is it actuarially desirable?
Mr. CLARK. It is a matter of equity across individuals. I think

there have been a number of studies that have reported on this. I
think virtually all the commissions I have seen have supported
that. It would have a minor effect on the actuarial soundness of the
system.

Senator COHEN. I will pursue that later.
You are talking about equity but not about actually solving or

salvaging social security.
Mr. CLARK. It has a minor effect on reducing the overall long-

term deficit. But it is a positive effect.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Professor Clark.
The plan was to do a panel but, Senator Pryor, if you have one

question, by all means.
Senator PRYOR. One question.
You say you would abolish the earnings test for those over 68 but

retain it for those retiring before age 68.
Why wouldn't you abolish the earnings test for those retiring at

an earlier age than 68? Why would you not abolish the earnings
test altogether?

Mr. CLARK. If you were going to maintain the relationship be-
tween the accumulation of future benefits-by deferring benefits,
one's subsequent benefit from-let's take between 62 and 65, or
what I was suggesting, 65 and 68-one has a choice. If you elimi-
nated the earnings test, then people would start drawing a benefit
at, let's say, 65, and continue that over the rest of their lives. If you
eliminate the earnings test, then you would want to eliminate any
actuarial gain from continued work and not receiving social secu-
rity benefits. .

Senator PRYOR. I have always considered the earnings test to
have a dehumanizing effect. I feel very strongly that there should
be no earnings test once a person begins to draw social security.

Mr. CLARK. That is what I am saying. Once you reach the age of
full benefits, then there would be no further earnings test. So if
you say 68 is the age for normal full social security benefits, then
there would be no earnings test after that point.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Clark follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. CLARK

EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVES'

Introduction

The decline in the labor force participation (LFP) rates of older men in the past
three decades has been one of the most prominent factors in the changing composi-
tion of the U.S. labor force. The LFP rate of men aged 65 and over has declined
substantially since the late 1800's. Table 1 shows that the participation rate for
these older men dropped from 45.8 percent in 1950 to 20 percent in 1979. By
contrast, the LFP of women aged 65 and over has declined only slightly. The decline
in the work effort of younger males is a more recent phenomenon. The LFP rate for
men aged 55 to 64 fluctuated around 94 percent between 1890 and 1930 before
declining during the depression years to 88.7 percent in 1940 and remaining at this
level through the 1950's. Since 1960 the LFP of men aged 55 to 64 has declined
significantly and the rate of decline has accelerated in the 1970's. Table 2 shows
that this LFP rate dropped from 83 percent in 1970 to 73 percent in 1979. The LFP
rate of men aged 45 to 54 has historically ranged between 95 to 98 percent. Until
1967, the LFP rate of this group was over 95 percent in each of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics annual surveys (see table 3). By 1979, however, the participation rate had.
dropped to 91.1 percent. The trends for women in these age groups show substantial
increases in the market work effort of older women, although the rise seems to have
slowed during the 1970's.

TABLE 1.-CIVILIAN POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE, BY SEX, FOR INDIVIDUALS 65 YEARS AND
OVER

Total Males Females-

Year Popula- Labor L Popula- L LFP Lobula Labor LFPtion ' force tion ' force lion X force
(thou- (thou- pe- (thou- (thou- per (thou- (thou- (per-
sands) sands) cent) sands) sands) cent) sands) sands) cent)

1950 .11,378 3,038 26.7 5,358 2,454 45.8 6,021 584 9.7
1955 .13,718 3,306 24.1 6,379 2,526 39.6 7,358. 780 10.6
1960 .15,356 3,194 20.8 6,909 2,287 33.1 8,398 907 10.8
1965 17,461 3,108 17.8 7,638 2,131 27.9 9,760 976 10.0
1970. 18,947 3,221 17.0 8,075 2,164 26.8 10,887 1,056 9.7
1971 .19,294 3,145 16.3 8,192 2,089 25.5 11,126 1,057 9.5
1972 .19,917 3,107 15.6 8,287 2,022 24.4 11,667 1,085 9.3
1973 .20,295 2,963 14.6 8,368 1,908 22.8 11,843 1,054 8.9
1974 .20,709 2,920 14.1 8,594 1,925 22.4 12,146 996 8.2
1975. 21,297 2,939 13.8 8,783 1,906 21.7 12,446 1,033 8.3
1976 .21,772 2,874 13.2 8,946 1,816 20.3 12,902 1,058 8.2
1977 .22,214 2,910 13.1 9,179 1,845 20.1 13,148 1,065 8.1
1978 .22,701 3,042 13.4 9,380 1,923 20.5 13,333 1,120 8.4
1979 .23,343 3,073 13.2 9,617 1,928 20.0 13,726 1,145 8.3

1 Population figures are derived from data on the size of the labor force and the labor force participation rate for each year.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, "Employment and Training Report of the President' (1979). pp. 237-41t and unpublished data from the

Department of Labor.

I This paper is based, in part, on "Reversing the Trend Toward Early Retirement," Washing-
ton: American Enterprise Institute, 1981 and "Employment of Older Persons" prepared for the
Technical Committee on Employment, White House Conference on Aging.
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TABLE 2.-CIVILIAN POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE, BY SEX, FOR INDIVIDUALS 55 TO 64 YEARS OF
AGE

Total Males Females

Year Popula- Labor LFP Popsta Labor LFP Popula- Labor LFP
tion force (pe- I' force tion ' force
(thou- (thos- (per- (thou- (thou- (per- (thou- (thou- cer-

sansand sands) ceot) sands) sands) cent) sands) sands)

1950 .................... 13,462 7,633 56.7 6,667 5,794 86.9 6,811 1,839 27.0
1955 .................... 14,308 8,513 59.5 6,965 6,122 87.9 7,357 2,391 32.5
1960 .................... 15,412 9,386 60.9 7,373 6,400 86.8 8,027 2,986 37.2
1965 .................... 16,721 10,350 61.9 7,994 6,763 84.6 8,727 3,587 41.1
1970 .................... 18,248 11,277 61.8 8,583 7,124 83.0 9,658 4,153 43.0
1971 .................... 18,505 11,362 61.4 8,693 7,146 82.2 9,825 4,215 42.9
1972 .................... 18,903 11,361 60.1 8,867 7,138 80.5 10,033 4,224 42.1
1973 .................... 1 9,1 15 11,182 58.5 8,944 7,003 78.3 10,168 4,179 41.1
1974 .................... 19,288 11,187 58.0 9,083 7,030 77.4 10,214 4,157 40.7
1975 .................... 19,557 11,226 57.4 9,211 6,982 75.8 10,351 4,244 41.0
1976 .................... 19,857 11,279 56.8 9,357 6,971 74.5 10,482 4,308 41.1
1977 .................... 20,161 11,411 56.6 9,518 7,043 74.0 10,651 4,367 41.0
1978 .................... 20,415 1 1,555 56.6 9,642 7,087 73.5 10,792 4,468 41.4
1979 .................... 20,713 11,719 56.6 9,782 7,140 73.0 10,931 4,579 41.9

I Population figures are derived from data on the size of the labor force and the labor force participation rate for each year.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, "Employment and Training Report of the President" (1979), pp. 237-41, and unpublished data from the

Department of Labor.

TABLE 3.-CIVILIAN POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE, BY SEX, FOR INDIVIDUALS 45 TO 54 YEARS OF
AGE

Total Males Females

Year Popula- Labor LFP Popula- Labor LFP Popula- Labor LFP
tions force ( ion * force tion ' force
(thou- (thou- (thou- (thou- (per- (thou (thou- (pen
sands) sands) sands) sands) cent) sands) sands) cent)

195 .17,235 11,444 66.4 8,473 8,117 95.8 8,778 3,327 37.9
1955 ................... 18,641 12,993 69.7 9,160 8,839 96.5 9,484 4,154 43.8
1960 ................... 20,599 14,852 72.1 10,004 9,574 95.7 10,598 5,278 49.8
1965 ................... 21,732 15,756 72.5 10,507 10,045 95.6 11,222 5,712 50.9
1970 ................... 23,060 16,949 73.5 11,058 10,417 94.2 12,006 6,531 54.4
1971 ................... 23,228 17,026 73.3 11,136 10,457 93.9 12,098 6,569 54.3
1972 ................... 23,343 16,970 72.7 11,182 10,422 93.2 12,148 6,548 53.9
1973 ................... 23,432 16,988 72.5 11,216 10,431 93.0 12,209 6,556 53.7
1974 ................... 23,572 17,137 72.7 11,335 10,451 92.2 12,245 6,686 54.6
1975 ................... 23,543 17,092 72.6 11,320 10,426 92.1 12,207 6,665 54.6
1976 ................... 23,404 16,991 72.6 11,269 10,322 91.6 12,125 6,669 55.0
1977 ................... 23,199 16,889 72.8 11,175 10,192 91.2 12,002 6,697 55.8
1978 ................... 22,966 16,903 73.6 11,086 10,122 91.3 11,876 6,781 57.1
1979 ................... 22,781 16,913 74.2 11,028 10,052 91.1 11,753 6,861 58.4

' Population figures are derived from data on the size of the labor force and the labor participation rate for each year.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, "Employment and Training Report of the President" (1979), pp. 237-41, and unpublished data from the

Department of Labor.

This decline in the incidence of work among older persons has reduced the
number of persons in the labor force and increased the number of people receiving
Government transfers. Table 4 shows that the reduction in LFP of persons aged 45
to 64 has resulted in almost 1 million fewer people being in the labor force in 1979
than would have been in the labor force if the 1970 LFP rates had prevailed in 1979.
A further indication of the tendency to leave the labor force is that over half of
eligible workers aged 62 to 64 start receiving their social security benefits prior to
the age of 65.
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TABLE 4.-POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL LABOR FORCE, PERSONS AGED 45 TO 64, 1979
[In thousands]

Labor force. Change in
Demographic group Labor force, Labor force, 1979 with Labor force

1970 1979 LFP rates of (col. 2-
1970 cl. 3)

Men ............................................. 17,541 17,192 18,507 -1315
Women..................................................................................................... 10,684 11,440 11,094 346

Total........................................................................................... 28,225 28,632 29,601 -969

Source: Robert L. Clark and David T. Barker, "Reversing the Trend Toward Early Retirement." Washington, American Enterprise Institute, 1981.

Retirement Decisions

Labor supply decisions of older persons are influenced by the availability of
retirement income, market wage rates, pension and social security characteristics,
personal factors, and labor market opportunities. These factors determine the net
value of continued work relative to the individual's desire for retirement. In the
remainder of my testimony, I will outline for the committee the direct effects of
these factors on the retirement decision.

Social security
Labor force participation may be affected by the social security program through

current eligibility for benefits, the amount of benefits, and how the system alters
the gain from continued employment through the earnings test and the recomputa-
tion of future benefits.

Access to retirement benefits increases the likelihood that older persons will
withdraw from the labor force. Current eligibility allows a person the option of
retiring and starting pension benefits. Prior to the age of eligibility, the value of
future benefits is considered by the individual, however, he may have a difficult
time borrowing against future pension benefits. Thus, retirement prior to eligibility
might create a cash-flow problem. My own research indicates that current eligibility
for social security benefits significantly lowers the probability of being in the labor
force by as much as 18 percent. This result indicates that policy changes raising the
age of eligibility will increase the LFP rate of the newly excluded group even if the
discounted value of benefits is held constant.

Increases in social security benefits or in the replacement rate will increase the
probability that older workers will retire. This finding is stronger for persons over
age 65 than for early retirees. Unanticipated liberalization in the benefit structure
has probably been one of the principal reasons for the decline in LFP of older
persons. Thus, current proposals to lower the replacement ratio can be expected to
prolong worklife.

A third effect of social security is that it alters the net wage for continued
employment. If a worker is receiving benefits, the earnings test reduces benefits by
$1 for every $2 of earnings in excess of the exempt amount, $5,500, in 1981. With
the earnings test, many older workers will face an effective Federal tax rate,
including income and payroll taxes and the earnings test, of over 70 percent. A
marginal tax rate of this level can be expected to reduce the labor supply of older
workers.

Offsetting these tax rates is the potential increase in future social security bene-
fits due to continued earnings. Continued employment may alter the earnings
history used to calculate benefits thereby raising future benefits. In addition, for
each month benefits are reduced due to the earnings test workers receive a % of 1
percent increase in benefits at age 65. Delayed benefits after age 65 have a smaller
effect. The increase in future benefits from working acts as an inducement to
continue on the job. Recent evidence indicates that the recalculation of benefits and
the actuarial increases may be sufficient to offset the earnings test prior to age 65
for some people; however, the size of these effects depend on life expectancy, the
appropriate discount rate, and the presence of dependents. Thus, proposals seeking
to increase the penalties for early retirement, raise the bonus for deferred retire-
ment, or eliminate the earnings test will encourage continued labor force participa-
tion.

Employer pensions
Pension benefits and other pension characteristics may alter individual retire-

ment decisions. The availability and size of pension benefits have consistently been

83-457 0 - 81 - pt. 2 - 2
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found to be significant factors influencing labor supply of older persons. Several
research studies find evidence for a threshold effect of pension income that implies
that retirement probabilities rise significantly after a threshold level of income is
obtained. All research findings support the hypothesis that pension eligibility and
higher levels of benefits lead to earlier retirement.

The parameters of the pension plan alter the net compensation from continued
employment. These characteristics include early retirement options, determinants of
the benefit formula, and nonaccrual of benefit credits after the normal retirement
age. Firms can alter these characteristics in order to reduce the gain in the expect-
ed discounted value of pension benefits and therefore, encourage early retirement.

The gain in the discounted value of lifetime pension benefits falls after a person is
eligible for full benefits in most defined benefit plans, even if workers continue to
accrue benefit credits by working past the normal retirement age. The result is due
to the increasing value of benefits given up by working relative to the gain in future
benefits. Table 5 shows this result for an earnings formula defined benefit plan for a
male worker who has 15 years of credited service and is eligible for full benefits at
age 60. Column 4 shows that pension wealth actually falls with continued work
after age 64. For example, in this model the worker receives a benefit of $1,744 per
year if he retires at age 64. If he works at age 64 his benefit rises to $1,886 the next
year; however, the value of the benefit given up ($1,744) exceeds the discounted
value of the gain in annual benefits over the remainder of the person's life ($!,623).

TABLE 5.-INCREASE IN THE PRESENT VALUE OF PENSION BENEFITS FROM AN EXTRA YEAR OF
WORK 1

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Present value Present value Cfrange in
Age of increased of benefit not Pension wealth

annual benefit taken (cl 2 less
col. 3)

60 ........................................................ 1,548 1,231 31761 ........................................................ 1,57 1 1,350 221
62 ........................................................ 1,591 1,475 116
63 ....................................................... 1,608 1,607 1
64 ....................................................... 1,623 1,744 -121
65 ....................................................... 1,634 1,886 -252
66 ....................................................... 1,643 2,035 -392
67 ....................................................... 1,650 2,190 -540
68 ........................................................ 1,654 2,351 -697
69 ........................................................ 1,655 2,519 -864

' Benefit is derieed from a 5-year averaging period where real wages are growing at 3 percent per year and there is no inflation. Worker wasinitially hired at an annual salary of $6g000.

Source: Robert Clark and Ann McDermed, "Inflation, Pension Benefits, and Retirement," unpublished paper, North Carolina State University, 1980,P. It1

It is easily illustrated that nonactuarially reduced early retirement benefits will
further encourage employees to retire at early ages. This is also true of special early
retirement bonuses and the refusal to consider service past the normal retirement
age. Firms can clearly change the incentives for older persons to remain with the
firm by altering their pension plans. Firms that are now precluded from forcing
workers to retire with mandatory retirement policies may attempt to entice them to
leave by modifying their pension plans. In addition, social security legislation alter-
ing the age eligibility for benefits will cause firms to reevaluate their pension
systems for costs and adequacy.
Mandatory retirement

Some firms have adopted personnel policies that require workers to terminate
their employment with the company at a specific age. In the private sector, age 65
was the most frequently used age prior to the 1978 Amendments to the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. These amendments preclude the adoption of
forced retirement prior to age 70 in most jobs.

Several studies have attempted to estimate the effect of these amendments using
data from around 1970. These studies have typically found that mandatory retire-
ment was not a major constraint on the labor force participation of older persons.
This is attributable to several factors. First, only about 40 percent of the private
labor force was covered by compulsory retirement provisions. Second, many people
retired prior to the age of mandatory retirement.
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An additional problem in investigating the independent effect of mandatory re-
tirement is that these requirements are usually found in firms that also provide
pensions. Data from the 1971 wave of the retirement history study showed that
firms without pensions rarely had compulsory retirement provisions, while only 38
percent of the employers with pension systems did not have mandatory retirement
clauses. Multiple regression studies that attempt to hold pension factors constant
find that mandatory retirement provisions in effect in the 1960's probably reduced
the labor force participation rate at age 65 by approximately 5 percentage points.
Thus, the evidence suggests that the total elimination of compulsory retirement
would increase the number of older persons in the labor force by only a small
amount.

Health and life expectancy
Health impairments may reduce an individual's market productivity and, there-

fore, lower the wage that he is offered. In addition, adverse health status can be
expected to increase a person's desire for time away from work. The probable result
is that fewer persons with health limitations will be in the labor force. Virtually all
research studies conclude that health is a major determinant of individual retire-
ment decisions. Current health and mortality trends should tend to encourage
continued work effort by older persons.

Health-related retirement decisions are made in light of access to disability bene-
fits. Several studies indicate that the development of the disability insurance pro-
gram has significantly reduced the labor force participation rate of persons prior to
age 65. Increases in the disability benefit and expansion in coverage will tend to
decrease market work. Therefore, a tightening of these standards will encourage
continued work.

Unemployment
Unemployed workers will leave the labor force if their employment prospects do

not justify continued search in the labor market. Since the gains from search are
greater the longer the expected duration of employment, older workers are more
likely to become discouraged and leave the labor market. The response of older
workers to changes in unemployment does not appear to be symmetrical. The
decision to retire from one's job is often irreversible and, relatively few older
workers who lose their jobs and drop out of the labor force during a prolonged
recession are likely to reenter the labor market several years later. Older workers
who are laid off may remain unemployed awaiting the age of eligibility for pension
benefits. After achieving this age, they accept benefits and retire rather than
continuing to search.

Inflation
Inflation may affect older persons by raising the prices they pay and by altering

their real income. If nominal wealth rises by less than the rate of inflation, individ-
uals will be encouraged to remain in or return to the labor force. It is unclear
whether inflation has a greater impact on the elderly than the rest of the popula-
tion. The indexation of social security benefits has insulated real value of these
benefits from inflation. Other pension benefits, especially in the private sector, are
generally not automatically raised with price increases. Thus, inflation will lower
the lifetime wealth value of benefits and encourage continued employment.

It is possible for inflation to encourage people to retire if pension benefits are
indexed to changes in the Consumer Price Index but wages are rising by a lesser
amount. These effects may currently be operative for Federal workers whose pen-
sion system is fully indexed while salary increases have been less than the rate of
inflation. Altering the indexing formula for social security and the Federal pensions
could reduce expenditures by a significant amount; however, it seems appropriate
that the promise of future pension benefits should be in real terms.

Social Security Reform

Current demographic trends require that either the tax rate used to finance the
OASI program must be raised substantially or benefits must be reduced. Benefits
may be reduced by lowering the average replacement ratio, eliminating benefits for
some groups, or raising the age of eligibility. In examining these options, Congress
should consider the expected cost savings from each proposal while keeping in mind
the objectives of the social security system. The committee should also recognize
that changes in this program will directly affect the work decisions of millions of
older Americans and these subsequent effects will influence the cost estimates of
various proposals.

Any modification that reduces the discounted value of social security benefits will
tend to delay retirement, increase payroll revenues, and decrease total expendi-
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tures. The most visible method of achieving this result is to raise the age of
eligibility for full benefits from 65 to 68. This increase should be done gradually and
people should be given the opportunity to plan for this change. However, enabling
legislation should be considered in the near term. For example, if age 68 is the
desired target, the increase in the age of eligibility from 65 to 68 could be done over
a 12-year period, increasing the age of eligibility by 3 months each year. If such a
program were to take effect in 1995, the retirement age would be 68 in 2007, just at
the time large future tax increases would otherwise be required. It would be advan-
tageous to enact such a provision into law as soon as possible so as to enable
individuals to adjust to this rather significant modification in the social security
program.

Increases in the age of eligibility for benefits are consistent with the improving
health of older Americans and their increasing life expectancy. This modification
could-be made part of an overall reshaping of the national retirement policy. Policy
changes would raise the age of eligibility for other age based programs and tend to
establish an older age as the normal age of retirement

The appeal of raising the age of eligibility is that it will simultaneously reduce
benefit payments and increase tax revenues by encouraging continued employment.
Within this framework, I would abolish the earnings test for those over 68 but
retain it for early retirees with eligibility for reduced early benefits being raised to
65. In this context, delayed retirement after age 68 should result in an increase in
benefits that is more actuarially fair. These actions would significantly lower the
long-run deficit of the OASI program.

Federal workers should be integrated into the social security system. There is no
reason why all private employees (many of whom are also covered by a pension)
should be covered by a program that has a major income transfer component while
Federal workers are excluded. Virtually all study commissions have urged this
policy initiative which would help the overall financial structure of the OASI
program. The direct incorporation of Federal workers into the social security pro-
gram would also eliminate the need for some of the recent proposal designed to
penalize persons who are eligible for both social security and a Government pension.

Senator HEINZ. Ms. Rappaport.

STATEMENT OF ANNA M. RAPPAPORT, F.S.A., VICE PRESIDENT,
WILLIAM M. MERCER, INC., CHICAGO, ILL.

Ms. RAPPAPORT. I will raise some issues relative to the definitions
of the problems we are talking about, and relative to life-cycle
patterns. We must begin by being sure we are asking the right
questions.

You mentioned in your opening remarks certain trends, the baby
boom and the problems caused by the baby boom. Dr. Clark men-
tioned the trend to earlier retirement.

Retirement itself is a relatively new social phenomenon. If we go
back to 1900, about two-thirds of the men over age 65 were in the
labor force. In that connection, a key concept has been forgotten in
our discussions about retirement systems. The existence of social
security and retirement systems makes retirement possible. Retire-
ment is not something that always existed and it is not a pattern of
nature.

Rather, we have created systems that provide for paying people
for not working at certain times in their lives in order to make it
possible for them to leave the labor force and in doing so, we have
encouraged this behavior.

Today, because we have had the behavior for about 45 years, we
tend to assume that is the only behavior pattern that is possible.
We need to think about what behavior patterns are possible, par-
ticularly in light of the demographics.

We also have some definitional problems. I would like to give you
some examples to illustrate those problems because I think that
understanding the definitional issues is important.
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My first illustration: A retiree is aged 50 with a military pension
of $3,000 a year, and is employed at a local bank earning $25,000 a
year. Is he retired? Answer using the viewpoints of an enumerator
for the Census Bureau, of a market researcher, or of social scientist
trying to determine if people are satisfied with their retirement
plans.

The second example, and I ask you to think about it from the
same three viewpoints, is also drawing a military pension of $3,000
a year and stays at home to care for the household and four minor
children. The spouse of this person is employed and earning
$25,000 a year. Is that person retired? Now take this example and
switch the sex of the person and spouse. --

The third example is a person aged 60, receiving a pension of
$15,000 per year from work on the local police force and now
employed at a bank earning $8,000 a year.

We must stop thinking about retirement as if retirement and
work are two totally separate conditions. I am certainly a person
who has studied and used the statistics about retirement, but I am
very suspicious of these statistics because I do not think we know
what retirement means and what it is we are measuring. We need
to start focusing on patterns of work and retirement together.

If you would refer to the graphs I have submitted, you will see
one called alternative lifetime patterns. The line on the top of the
first graph focuses on what I call a linear life plan; and you will
see that it has three sections. The three sections are-early stage;
that is, an education and leisure stage; a middle stage, which is
work time, and a final stage that is a leisure time, or retirement.
That is the life-cycle pattern that we are assuming in our retire-
ment systems today.

The line at the top of the second graph is a cyclical life pattern,
and you will notice that interspersed between the work periods are
more periods of education and leisure. But the work periods start
earlier and end later. I believe that many individuals in fact are
trying to move to a cyclical life plan for themselves and that this
will better fit the needs of people.

Altemative Lifetime Pattems
Lineat Life Plan

I 1 1
Cyclic Life Plan

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Age In Yearsgo
Age In Years Education and Leisure l_| Worktimne l

ource; World Future Society. The Futurist. February 1978
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In that regard, if we think about the cyclical life plan as the
desirable pattern because it gives people more choices in their
lives, the question becomes: How do we provide for people's in-
comes over the life cycle?

A primary form of income in our society is work. What we then
need to do is find ways for our income maintenance systems; public
systems, employer-sponsored systems, and individual savings to
help people maintain themselves during those periods of nonwork.

When we think about life patterns, we must deal with issues
relating to disability. If retirement is later, that alone will make
disability a bigger issue. A cyclical life pattern implies more indi-
vidual choice and more spreading of work and. leisure. In many
situations, people can get radically different benefits if they are
disabled than if they are "retired." Yet disability is partly subjec-
tive so that, given the same physical condition, you would find
different actions by different individuals. Some of them would be
disabled and some of them would continue to work.

The relationship between disability and retirement plans is going
to be an increasing problem in the future.

I would like to point to a number of.reasons why I think the
cyclical life pattern will suit society well and make sense.

First, women are increasingly involved in a variety of activities.
It is well documented that there are more women in the labor
force. Women are likely to have a life-cycle pattern which includes
some periods of homemaking. They may combine working and
homemaking in their life-cycle patterns. A strictly traditional
linear pattern does not fit many of them.

The second problem is that, in today's technological society, the
idea that one can learn enough and be fully educated by age 25 in
order to do a job reasonably well until retirement age, is ridiculous.
It may work in some particular portion of our society, and the
concept of educational half life was mentioned earlier. In many
areas, as each year goes by-education becomes more obsolete. We
need to find meaningful ways for people to renew education
through life and for them to be retrained and do other things as
they go through life. So the concept of single career should be
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replaced by choice so that an individual can have a single career or
multiple careers. Financing for education in midcareer is an issue
that needs to be addressed if people are to be able to make career
changes.

I also believe that leisure time can be better enjoyed if spread
through life. Options for part-time and flexible work schedules will
fit well with a cyclical life pattern and they will fit particularly
well for certain groups of workers: Those involved in a more in-
tense educational activity at a particular time in their life, those
involved in child rearing or heavier household duties, and also
older workers.

Cyclical life patterns raise issues with respect to income during
periods of nonwork. This issue has not been explored. Some of the
things that might be theoretically possible would be employer pay-
ment of salaries for specified sabbaticals as occurs in universities,
support by other family members which may increasingly be possi-
ble as the number of two-income families rises. Personal savings
can be used for support during periods of nonwork. A portion of
employer provided benefit plan accumulations could theoretically
be used. You could extend thrift and savings plans in that direc-
tion. It would also be conceptually possible to develop a pension-
type system whereby a number of specified months of paid leave
are available. This is rather like the sabbatical concept.

In many ways, these are rather radical ideas. But in the long
term, these ideas. should fit better with people's needs than simply
taking a social pattern that was developed 40 years ago and con-
tinuing to design systems around it regardless of the demographics
and regardless of the way people lives have changed.

I will now review what I see as some of the major long-term
issues.

The first one is: What life-cycle choices will public policy sup-
port? People's lives show they are making more choices. Which of
these choices are we going to recognize and support by public
policy? How are we going to treat disability versus retirement at
older ages? We need to focus on the relationship between work and
retirement and do things that will accommodate different work
options. We need to be concerned about what a retirement system
is about.

Questions were raised about the earnings test. From my perspec-
tive, the earnings test should be maintained or strengthened, be-
cause I do not think a retirement system should be designed to pay
benefits to people that are working. I think a retirement system is
designed to pay benefits to people who are not working. Since there
is no sharp line between work and nonwork, income limits provide
a reasonable criteria.

Gradual retirement seems to me to make much more sense. That
is, to be able to taper off rather than a full sudden retirement.
Being forced to say, "Today, I am working full time; tomorrow, I
am not working at all."

Lifelong education seems vital to both employers and workers if
we are to have work options on a meaningful basis. Performance
evaluations are critical. We need to make our social security
system support these choices.
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I support raising the retirement age for full benefits-I think 68
may not be high enough. I commented on the earnings test. I do
believe an actuarial increase is the appropriate basis of increase for
social security deferred benefits. The concept of actuarial increase
is inconsistent with the general basis of social security. It is not a
relevant concept since the social security benefit formula is based
on the law, and there is relatively little relationship between an
individual's contributions and his or her benefits. Rather, it is a
social program designed around social adequacy needs. The actuar-
ial increase concept is very much of an individual equity concept,
and it is therefore inconsistent with the basis for social security
benefits.

Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Mr. Knowles.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL KNOWLES, VICE PRESIDENT OF PER-
SONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION, GRUMMAN AEROSPACE, INC.,
BETHPAGE, N.Y.
Mr. KNOWLES. Thank you.
This is the fourth time in the last 5 years that I have been here

to testify.
Senator HEINZ. How does it feel to be a. professional witness?
Mr. KNOWLES. I keep hoping that something is going to happen,

Senator.
Senator HEINZ. So do we.
Mr. KNOWLES. So far, I have been disappointed in the Congress,

in the Department of Labor, and industry, in their failure to help.
But I will save those gratuitious remarks for later.

I am glad to hear Senator Pryor is a humanist. I think we might
have something in common here.

To start off, a basic. tenet of the human relations field as exem-
plified in a practical implemented methodology in business and
industry is "don't take something away from your employees once
you have given it to them and if you must, make sure you trade it
off for something of comparable value." Certain things, like the
coffee break, once granted, can't be expected to be taken away
without an insurrection within the organization.

In addition, we, as a Nation of employers and employees, are
heading toward. a more behavioral approach to living, both on the
job and away from the job. More and more, industry and business
are providing employees with more and more choice in determining
their own destinies.

Such things as flex working hours, flex benefits, level income, or
social security adjustment options within pension plans, career
information profile systems and job counseling, second careers are
just a few of the present or impending approaches to dealing with
people in the work environment. Therefore, with these two princi-
ples or objectives-don't take something away once you have given
it, and give them as many choices to determine their own destinies,
then maybe some of my remarks will make sense.

What I am saying is, do not make changes within the social
security system that reduce benefits or eliminate or limit options to
people. Retirement in the United States is really going in two
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directions at the same time-earlier and earlier and later and
later. Essentially. we are seeing a behavioral phenomena of people
electing or selecting what they consider is best for their particular
lifestyle. Let's not interfere with that process.

Within that context, the following are specifics that relate to the
above:

Maintain the 80-percent benefit level of social security for early
retirement benefits at age 62.

Maintain 65 as normal retirement age with 100-percent benefit.
Incentivize people to work past normal retirement age of 65 by

increasing benefits at a more realistic actuarial rate of 6- to 7-
percent instead of a 3-percent rate,-to a possible maximum of 200
percent of benefit at age 80.

Incentivize people to work past 65 by removing salary or wage
limitations after age 65, but tax social security benefits if a person
earns wages, and don't tax if the person is not working for wages.

Incentivize employers by providing an escalating tax credit for
each year an employee works beyond age 65. By the time the
person is 80, you are really offering industry a benefit to encourage
that individual to stay in the work force.

Perhaps another thing is to eliminate death benefit and disabil-
ity benefit provisions of social security and transfer them to State
disability plans, making such plans common to all States. This will
increase cost to such plans but by maintaining same rate of contri-
butions from employer and employee, it will help fund social secu-
rity somewhat better.

Another thing you might consider doing is revise the Consumer
Price Index, CPI, formula to more realistically reflect cost-of-living
conditions of retired persons receiving social security.

Senator COHEN. Is that a reduction in benefits?
Mr. KNOWLES. No, but it will be a slowing of the rate of increase.
Senator COHEN. Something less than what they would otherwise

expect?
Mr. KNOWLES. What I would be recommending is that it be

realistic and that the COLA provisions within social security actu-
ally reflect the conditions that exist for retired people and not an
unrealistic formula.

I would also recommend that you mandate a minimum pension
system, MUPS, type plan; provide for portability but not immedi-
ate vesting and provide favorable tax treatment to employers pro-
viding pensions for employees; extend IRA, independent retirement
account, opportunities to all wage earners whether employers pro-
vide a pension plan or not; retirement income in the future must
be based on private pensions, social security and personal savings,
not just on pension and social security. By extending IRA provi-
sions to all wage earners, Congress will incentivize people to pro-
vide for a better retirement based partially on their own savings.

I conducted 1,300 in-depth interviews; 70 percent of the people
said they could not make it on the pension plan and social security,
and we have one of the best pension plans in our industry. I think
we have to do more in terms of convincing people that they have a
responsibility in preparing themselves for their own retirement.

Some additional supplementing thoughts pertaining to the Age
Discrimination Employment Act, ADEA, follow:
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Clean up ADEA by removing the age discrimination provision in
the act itself. How can industry and business be expected to take
the act seriously when the act itself provides for key employee
involuntary retirement at age 65?

Put some teeth into ADEA and provide parity between older
workers and minorities, women, handicapped, and veterans.

Strengthen the act by requiring the Department of Labor to do
its job, some of the things that are vastly and desperately needed to
help middle-aged and older workers while they are working, much
less in retirement, and specifically, I think the Department of
Labor ought to put out a how-to-do-it booklet that ought to be put
out to every business, exploding some of the old wives' tales, such
as, you can't teach an old dog new tricks, and perhaps provide
better demographic statistical information so that companies would
be able to do an analysis to determine whether, in fact, they are
discriminating against the middle-aged and older worker.

If you went and asked a company whether they are discriminat-
ing against older people, they would rise up with righteous indigna-
tion; and if you asked them to prove that they weren't discriminat-
ing, 1 in 10 might be able to do so. The rest of them would not have
the foggiest notion of how to show that they were not discriminat-
ing.

Finally, I think we need an awareness program to convince
industry and business that it is good business to do business with
the middle-aged and older worker, and if business and industry do
not rise up and voluntarily do something, then maybe the Congress
will end up making another mandatory affirmative action program
to cover the middle-aged and older worker.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Knowles, thank you. You do seem very prac-
ticed.

Mr. Young.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD YOUNG, DETROIT, MICH., DIRECTOR,
SOCIAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT, INTERNATIONAL UNION,
UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AEROSPACE & AGRICULTURAL IMPLE-
MENT WORKERS OF AMERICA-UAW
Mr. YOUNG. Thank you very much.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here on behalf of the UAW. I

endorse the chairman's comments that the administration's pro-
gram and proposals on social security were unnecessarily alarmist.
I think that your indication that the debate ought to be put in the
proper perspective is the right tone, and I would like to do that,
especially with respect to the area of workers' goals, the alterna-
tives as they affect employment and unemployment, the long-term
overall population situation, and also the strength of the economy.

It is very clear to us, Mr. Chairman, that UAW members want to
retire early. That means before age 65. Furthermore, they believe
that early retirement would be good for them. As I will indicate,
they believe it will improve their health. I suggest that UAW
members are more representative of most Americans than are
those people who write about deferring retirement age, or even
most of us in this room who tend to have fairly easy jobs, at least
in physical terms, and tend to be able to control the amount of
time they spend at work, as well as their workflow.
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Most people in this country work pretty hard physically for a
long period of time and they want to retire. I disagree with my
fellow actuary, Anna Rappaport. I do not think that pension plans
lead to people wanting to retire. My understanding is that people
wanted to retire and pension plans were developed to meet that
need.

I also think that this distinction or apparent paradox between
people who say they want to work and people who say they want to
retire simply means they do not want to continue working at the
same hard job. Certainly, they would like to do some things after
they get out of the work force. They might look for part-time work,
or another type of job. They do not want to be in the factory, on an
assembly line.

The UAW has a long bargaining history with respect to pension
and early retirement, and while there is not anywhere near the
amount of time here necessary to do it, I want to emphasize that
we have not confined- ourselves exclusively to retirement or early
retirement as the way to meet a lot of the life-cycle issues that
Anna Rappaport mentioned.

We have talked about them and in many cases have achieved
extended- vacations, additional time off, sabbaticals, and phased
retirement. I agree with all of these, I think they make sense. I
have personally worked on or designed many of them.

When one comes back to the issue of retirement, that is a goal in
and of itself, and, I think, as Mr. Knowles said, many people want
many different things. A lot of people want to retire even earlier
than they are now able to.

Let me say, briefly, we have been negotiating pension plans since
the early 1950's. We have always had an early retirement option in
the plan. In the early years, the early retirement option had an
actuarial reduction. The results of that, plus the fact that the
benefits were fairly low, meant that there was no significant utili-
zation.

In 1964, we developed the first really significant breakthrough in
early retirement benefits. It became possible for people to retire at
age 60 on a substantial benefit. We improved that periodically in
each bargaining and in particular in 1970 and 1973. In 1979, we
moved toward a point where people with 30 or more years of
service could retire regardless of age. We have been interested in
finding out and in understanding the implications of all of this as
we went along. As a result of that, one of the things we did was to
sponsor research. As early as 1964, we stimulated the Institute for
Social Research of the University of Michigan to do a study on
early retirement, and that study was cited as late as this year as
the standard in the field. I have brought a limited number of copies
of this study along, which I will leave. We can provide more if you
like.

Subsequent to the 1973 negotiations, the Michigan Health and
Social Security Research Institute with a grant from the Social
Security Administration, did a similar study of people who retired
under the "30 and out" early retirement program. I have enough
copies of this study for the entire committee, which I will also
leave.
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I might mention that that Michigan Health and Social Security
Research Institute is sponsored by, but incorporated separately
from the UAW. It has its own board of directors, and it engages in
what I think is reputable research.

We, basically, wanted to know why younger and older workers
might want to retire, younger and older people being over or under
age 55. I would like to mention a few of the results. But since I will
be leaving the study, I will not attempt to be exhaustive.

The auto companies have a contract year which runs from Octo-
ber to September. The first time that full retirement with 30 years
of service, regardless of age, was available was October 1974. It had
been negotiated in 1973, so people had a year's notice to adapt to
that situation. In the 1974-75 year, 52.8 percent of the people
eligible for that retirement took it. I think that is a ringing en-
dorsement of the fact that the people wanted the benefit. That rate
naturally dropped off, in subsequent years, in part because you had
the initial flush out of people who had taken it. We also observed a
very clear pattern, which I will not bother to itemize but can easily
be documented. What happens under our program is there is a
large number of retirements and then as we approach the next
bargaining, retirements slow up because people wait to see what
will happen, particularly since, in general, we have not been able
to negotiate exactly identical increases for people already retired
as for those that will retire in the future.

In addition to that, one real weakness of the design of the pro-
gram that we negotiated in 1973, which was unchanged for 6 years,
was that the benefit level for those who went on early retirement
was frozen once they had retired, and, therefore, as inflation took
off,,particularly post-1974-75, as a result of the oil situation, bene-
fits became relatively less attractive financially, which means that
people simply felt they could not afford to retire in addition to
which they recognized they did not have protection against infla-
tion.

So that while only 20 percent of the retirees expected to encoun-
ter financial problems, in fact, after the fact, over 80 percent of
them reported that they had financial problems. That was found in
our study and I believe every other study to be a major predictor of
satisfaction with retirement. When people tell you they are not
happy with retirement, what they generally mean is, I do not have
enough money to take care of my needs.

Two-thirds-of retirees cited health factors as a major factor con-
tributing to the decision to retire early. That does not mean they
were disabled, but it does mean that they felt that their health was
a reason to retire. Many received pressure from their doctors and
they believed that retirement would help improve their health.

On the other hand, when they were asked, after the fact, wheth-
er retirement did improve their health, only 20 percent said it did
not; 36 percent said there was no significant improvement, which
means that 46 percent had some improvement in health.

Finally, in that area, a full two-thirds of the people who were
interviewed, after they had retired, reported that they would do it
all over again if they were presented with the opportunity again,
and only one-third of that group; that is, one-third of the two-
thirds, said that they would do it over again because they felt they
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could not continue to work because of poor health. A substantial
number of the people would have repeated it and a substantial
number would have repeated it out of choice.

Now, let me turn to the question of putting this in a broader
context.

What about employment and unemployment?
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that we have to be realistic. Certainly

for the past several years-I think for the next several years-and
frankly, I believe that for a long time to come, the problem in this
country will not be too large a work force, it will be too small a
work force. We will suffer from the lack of full employment. We

-will have a worker surplus. That has been the problem that we
have faced for many years and, unfortunately, I believe we will
continue to see that. I do not see us coming back down to the 3 and
4 percent unemployment levels that many of us defined as full
employment, even if we believe that it should be less than that. In
the auto industry, let me cite the example of the biggest, and also
really the most successful of the companies, GM, which has not
had the relatively large number of layoffs.

During 1980, on the average, every month there were roughly
120,000 UAW members laid off. During that period, almost 10,000
workers, at GM, took early retirement. In other words, if we had
not had an early retirement program another 10,000 people would
have been laid off.

Now, in my mind, that represents a significant distinction be-
tween planned and unplanned leisure. Somebody is going to be out
of the work force. They will either be not working or unemployed. I
think it is better in a situation like that for people to be able to
plan to leave the work force and voluntarily go out on early retire-
ment than for younger people to be told, we do not have a spot for
you in the work force. That is the alternative.

I will not take your time to detail the human and social costs of
unemployment. That has been done in too many committees.

Let me, instead, jump to the question of the social security
system.

You have adequately dealt with the point that the rules should
not be changed without notice. I think that there is some tendency
to lose sight of the fact that the rule which the administration
proposed on early retirement is completely unfair. If it were pro-
posed by a commercial company, I suspect they would be subject to
truth in advertisement charges or something else.

To put it in its most simple terms, to say to people, you have a
choice between taking 50 percent of your benefit for life, starting
at age 62, or 100 percent starting at age 65, is simply a ripoff.

Let's say that your choice was to get half of your benefit for life
starting age 62, or a full benefit at 65. That means by the timeyou
reach 68, you would have fully paid back all of the advances you
got before age 65, but you would continue to get half of the benefit
for the rest of your life. You would be better off to go to a bank,
borrow half of your benefit for 3 years, pay it back over the next 3
years, and collect full social security benefits while on retirement.
So it is not simply a question of phasing in the program. It is a
question that the formula is unacceptable.
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I would like to comment on the relatively small cost of retire-
ment, but I will go into that during the question and answer
period.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much.
You know, I cannot resist asking Mr. Young and Mr. Knowles,

both of whom essentially came to somewhat different points of
view with respect to the desires of people for early retirement, how
you reconcile that?

If I understand Mr. Knowles, and maybe I am reading more into
it than what he says, if business would change its attitudes and if
we identified what is and is not discrimination, and if we just
generally treated, as we would be well advised to do, the wisdom of
the aged, with a bit more respect and with a bit more utility, that
we would have a significantly larger number of people who would
want to work longer, particularly if hours and working conditions
could be adjusted to suit them a bit more. I assume Grumman does
that; is that right?

Mr. KNOWLES. We do a lot of different things. We maintain
programs for secretaries who are out raising families and they
come back on a temporary, part-time basis. We maintain a work
skill inventory bank for our retirees and we bring them back either
on temporary or a part-time basis. We do have a very active
retirees club that plays a major role within the company.

We do a lot of things to provide an environment that is reason-
ably conducive to a middle-aged or older worker. I do not see any
disagreement--

Senator HEINZ. The implications in what you said to me were
that you were successful in encouraging people to work longer. Mr.
Young is saying that most people have had a fairly physically
demanding work experience and they can hardly wait to retire at
age 62.

Now, if I have-I know I have simplified what you both said, but
if my characterization is generally accurate, there is a conflict
between the two of you.

Mr. KNOWLES. I did not detect a conflict.
Mr. YOUNG. There is somewhat less conflict than you suggest

because I found myself agreeing with not all but a lot of what I
heard Mr. Knowles say. We are talking about different parts of the
work force. I think when Mr. Knowles is talking about people
staying longer, particularly when you mean longer beyond age 60
and 62, he is referring to middle-aged people, and I already consid-
er myself there. When you talk about people staying longer, you
are talking about people who have relatively easy jobs, people who
work in air-conditioned environments, people who can, in fact,
often control when they do their work so that if work piles up on
their desk today, they can take care of it tomorrow. That is very
different than a worker in the factory, whether he is on an assem-
bly line or otherwise, who does not have those opportunities and
for whom the companies find it very difficult to create that kind of
situation.

Now, we have worked at that very hard. I would not try to give
you the details here, but we have developed a program called paid
personal holidays, in which people are scheduled off-there is an
individual schedule for every person, or really for groups of people,
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throughout the plant so that they have days off periodically, but
that is done without closing the plant. That ended up giving people
more leisure time. It ended up enlarging the work force. However,
the companies, when we proposed it, said it would be extremely
difficult to implement. In fact they found it not so difficult to
implement, but it did take a great deal of work and it probably
could not have been done without modern-day computers in order
to balance the work force.

So that is very different from saying in a different environment
that some individuals will come in later in the morning or not
come in on Tuesdays.

Senator HEINZ. Let me ask Mr. Knowles if he would agree that it
is a function of the type of work.

Mr. KNOWLES. I think what Mr. Young said has a great deal of
validity to it. Up until recently, the average age of retirement was
62 years and 5 months with 221/2 years of service with the compa-
ny. That is moving. Where a few years ago, I had a handful of
people who would choose to work past age 65, I now have gone
since 1977 from a handful to 250. I think that is a problem of
inflation and fear that is causing people to stay on, not because of
the Age Discrimination Employment Act.

Senator HEINZ. One of the facts that we have to work with that
Mr. Clark gave us is an intriguing fact which is that between 1970
and 1979, the participation in the labor force for those between 55
and 64 dropped from 83 to 73 percent, and I suppose if you looked
at age 60 to 64 it would be an even more dramatic decline, because
what I expect you are seeing is in those early 60 years. But none of
the panel has been able, at least to my mind, to satisfactorily find
out what it is that causes that shift that appears to me to be so
dramatic.

One thing that we did was to make social security a good deal
more secure by indexing benefits. Indexation has been around so
long we all take it for granted. By indexing benefits, we told people
that they would not have to depend on the Congress every so often
to do something about their benefits. This is a better system now,
we said.

Another thing that came in was the 1974 pension reform law,
ERISA, which may or may not have had an impact here.

I know I am overstepping my time. It is 5 mintes on Senators
and 10 minutes on witnesses.

Let me ask either Mr. Clark or Ms. Rappaport whether they
have a hypothesis that fits-or anyone else for that matter-that
fits here.

Ms. RAPPAPORT. In addition to the social security benefit expan-
sion, there has been a tremendous expansion and liberalization of
the early retirement benefits available in private pension plans.
Larger companies tend to want to follow industry practices. When
our clients see liberal early retirement benefits in their industries,
there is pressure to offer similar benefits. That is certainly a factor.

One thing we need to study further is what people do after they
retire. Some may be retired and doing something in the under-
ground economy so that even though they are not in the recognized
work force, they may in fact be working.

Senator HEINZ. Anybody disagree with that?
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Mr. CLARK. I do not disagree, but you also, in 1972, passed
substantial increases in the social security system and indexed
social security benefits to inflation automatically. Substantial in-
creases in the 1972 amendments that came in in 1973, 1974, prob-
ably stimulated a trend toward early retirement options.

The benefit in many pension plans was raised. A general in-
crease in the number of people covered by plans and liberalization
of pension benefits would also account for that drop in early retire-
ment.

Ms. RAPPAPORT. One other factor. I think plans are starting to
mature. Many private pension plans started after World War II, so
there are probably a lot more people that have private plan bene-
fits.

Senator HEINZ. Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Knowles, you said it is your belief that you

should not take something away that is once given unless you have
some comparable benefit.

How do you feel about the Reagan economic package in general?
Do you support President Reagan's attempts-I am serious now-
in terms of reducing food stamp benefits, cutting back on social
programs in order to achieve a reduction of $30 or $40 billion in
order to get a balanced budget by 1984; would- you apply your own
philosophy to the present economic circumstances we find our-
selves in?

Mr. KNOWLES. That is an awfully good question and I have not
given a lot of thought to that.

But speaking for myself, I guess it would hold pretty strongly
that other than perhaps making sure that the people who are
receiving benefits legitimately are entitled to those benefits, yes, I
would be very careful about increasing them. But as a general rule,
I would not take them away once they are given out.

Senator COHEN. The problem is on a different level that you have
talked about, a long-range solution and not a short-range solution.

Now, the administration takes the position that the long-term
and the short-term problems are inseparable. Other economists
indicate we have a long-term problem and a short-term problem
and we have to deal with them separately.

I think what you have talked about today I could support. But
what do we do about the short-term problem today, for example? I
think Professor Clark indicated you can either reduce benefits or
increase taxes.

I was going to get to you, Mr. Young, on that, and I was going to
ask you whether you would want to propose to your workers
whether they would want a massive increase in social security
taxes in order to sustain the fund for a short-term period.

I come back to you, Mr. Knowles.
You made, I think, some very promising recommendations but

they are long term. What do we do in the meantime, right now,
about the kind of deficit in the social security trust fund in the
immediate future?

Mr. KNOWLES. I grant you that my prime concern has been one
from a personnel look rather than an economic or financial look at
the thing, and I recognize that you cannot have pie in the sky and
you have to have the money to pay for these things. That is one of
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the reasons why I suggested taking some of the provisions out of
social security and using social security as a retirement plan, not a
disability plan, and not a death plan, and move those features out
of the social security. Put them back in another plan such as State
disability. I do not have the studies so I do not know how much you
save--

Senator COHEN. That gets to another account but that does not
deal with the bottom line of the ledger. I agree with what you are
saying except it does not solve our immediate problem.

Before I turn to Mr. Young, I would ask Ms. Rappaport some-
thing. As I understand your talk of alternative life cycles, it seems
to me it is a variation or expansion of the concept of flextime;
namely, you are expanding the notion of altering employment
patterns on an existing job to accommodate different needs within
a family, but you would also extend it to different jobs.

For example, I myself have, during my relatively brief life, occu-
pied a position of being a lawyer, a teacher, now a politician. I hope
to one day have a different occupation. There are quite a few of my
constituents that hope I come to that decision soon.

I hope to one day have a job that gives me a greater sense of
fulfillment. That is fine for me and I look forward to that.

I think if we expanded that to the whole range of our employees
in this country, that that would be desirable. But it occurred to me
as I was thinking about a book that came out recently, entitled
"The Z Factor," written by a Japanese economist, that we are
frequently being compared to the Japanese-to their workers, their
unemployment levels-as well as the Germans who have a quite
different integrated system where they do not switch jobs very
often. As a matter of fact, they have a long-term commitment to
one company because they have almost a vested interest in that
particular company.

So I am wondering how we can separate out this proposal to
have different jobs and-reconcile that with increasing productivity
in a larger sense in this country so-that we can remain competitive
with foreign countries that are challenging our economic prosper-
ity? Can we examine these problems and just keep with life-cycle
alternatives without taking into account whether or not we are
upsetting a more long-term objective of being competitive?

Ms. RAPPAPORT. One of the problems I see is that so many things
are related. You mentioned the productivity issue and whether
increasing productivity is compatible with an alternative life cycle.
Increased productivity would be compatible, particularly since our
concentration of education at the early phase of life may be a
contributor to productivity problems. That is an issue that deserves
some study.

I am sympathetic to the notion that the person working in the
conditions that Howard Young mentioned really wants out, desper-
ately wants out. The alternative life cycle raises the question, if a
person wants out, maybe one of the things which should be done is
to encourage them to want out into another job.

Mr. CLARK. I wanted to add a comment on that.
The discussion of life cycle and phasing years of not working

with years of working throughout a life cycle has been around for a
long time and one wonders why don't we see people doing it, and I
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think Senator Cohen was correct on the productivity argument.
You expect people to be in those jobs that provide them the highest
remuneration; that is, where they are most productive. One of the
reasons they do not leave the auto industry is because they are
making more money in the auto industry than they are going to
make doing something else. To take a year off at age 35 or 40 from
that high-paying job where they had become very proficient be-
cause of a long-term investment in their skills is going to cost them
a substantial amount in salary. What they are implicitly doing is
saying, no, I do not want to take this year off to go back to school
to retool for another career because the cost of that retooling, the
cost of the career switch is in effect in excess of what I am making
now, so they reject that.

Senator HEINZ. Senator Pressler.
Senator PRESSLER. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I do have a brief

opening statement that I did not present. I ask that it be printed in
the record.

Senator HEINZ. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Pressler follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank the committee for scheduling this hearing on the
implications of early retirement. The inescapable financial crisis of the social secu-
rity system makes it imperative that the Senate carefully review this retirement
program upon which a growing number of Americans depend.

I see the Committee on Aging as being charged with the specific responsibility of
reviewing how changes, including the proposal to reduce early retirement benefits,
would affect our elderly population. Financial security in one's retirement years is
crucial. Although the long-term solvency of social security and the economic well-
being of the country are important, we must not forget the needs of our elderly
population who would be greatly affected.

Since coming to Congress, I have received a great many complaints about the
earnings limitation on social security. To impose such a test stifles productivity and
is unfair to the working, middle-class elderly. In considering the need to encourage
longer employment, we must be reminded that we are currently discouraging longer
employment by actually taxing 50 percent on earnings over the imposed ceiling.

I believe older Americans are dedicated, resourceful workers who should be en-
couraged to remain' a part of the productive work force as long as they desire.
However, the option for early retirement should be available without a severe
benefit reduction. We must be extremely cautious in implementing initiatives in
order to minimize disruption in retirement plans for those now close to retirement.

Senator PRESSLER. I want to commend the witnesses. I think your
remarks have been very educational. I think we need to carefully
examine the social security system. However, I think, despite all
our criticisms of it, it has been a magnificent system in that it
works, checks are delivered to the recipients. But we have to be
very careful to preserve that success story; and that is what we are
trying to do here in part.

Let me ask you a few questions.
First of all, briefly, what is each of your positions on the income

tax on social security benefits?
Mr. YOUNG. Organized labor has opposed the income tax on

social security benefits, largely because they have argued that the
benefits are not that enormous to begin with and that simply
turning around and taxing those benefits will compound the prob-
lem.
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Senator PRESSLER. However, there are people who have unearned
income who can earn $1 million a year and collect full social
security. Should this person be taxed?

Mr. YOUNG. I think, Senator, that that issue, the income tax on
social security, suffers -from the jurisdictional divisions in the Con-
gress in the sense that it tends to be considered independent of a
lot of other things. I think that if there were assurances that
everything were considered and everything came out on balance,
sort of as Mr. Knowles says, you do not take something away
without doing something else, I think it may be analyzed different-
ly.

I -think the problem is the experience-in terms of what was done.
Consider, for example, the taxing of unemployment insurance. The
argument there was, well, it will only hit those that get a large
amount of unemployment insurance. But, at the same time, noth-
ing was done to improve the unemployment insurance system, and
there are plans to cut back on it now. If it was an overall rational
package, people might approach it differently. Certainly at the
moment, there is very strong opposition in organized labor and
much more generally throughout the country to a tax on social
security benefits.

Mr. KNOWLES. I split the difference. If a person were living on
social security and not earning wages, then they should not be
taxed. If they were working for wages and collecting social secu-
rity, then I would tax the social security.

Ms. RAPPAPORT. I think you have to decide what the purposes of
the social.security system are. You can reach different conclusions,
depending on your purposes.

Mr. CLARK. If one is going to continue to promote the system as a
life-cycle system where you save and you are taxed during one
period and then see benefits in the next, you would certainly want
to consider the aspect of people who have already been taxed on
that income once in terms of their employee contributions. I think
you are correct in saying that a vast number of people, especially
those low-income people, would not pay any tax on .the benefits
anyway, and to that extent it would be a progressive tax.

Senator HEINZ. Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Before I begin questioning the witnesses, I would

like to -submit my prepared statement for the record.
Senator HEINZ. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Pryor follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR

I am pleased to be here today as the Special Committee on Aging continues its
series of hearings on social security and related issues. These hearings are particu-
larly timely, and I am certain that they will contribute significantly to the wealth of
knowledge the Congress is gathering as it prepares to make needed changes in the
social security system.

The continuing trend toward early retirement has become a major issue affecting
the social security and private pension systems. It has been brought about by a
combination of factors including age discrimination, economic and demographic
conditions, as well as provisions of the Social Security Act and private pension
policy. Clearly, this phenomenon will require careful examination as the Congress
acts to bolster and strengthen the financial aspects of the social security system.

In recent years there has been some action taken to correct factors present within
the system which encourage early retirement. Extension of the age for mandatory
retirement through the Age Discrimination in Employment Act has played a major
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role in allowing senior citizens to remain in the work force. Other Federal initia-
tives include the establishment of employment and training opportunities through
the Older Americans Act. However, it is obvious that despite these efforts there is
still much which could be done legislatively to encourage continued work-force
participation of the elderly.

Probably among the most innovative actions taken to stimulate continued work-
force participation of older workers is happening in the private sector. Last year,
under the able chairmanship of Senator Chiles, the Special Committee on Aging
held a series of hearings on, "Work After 65: Options for the 80's." These hearings
highlighted the need for innovative approaches for providing incntives to older
workers. Among the approaches advocated were part-time employment, phased
retirement, second career training, job redesign, and older-worker-oriented job-
finder organizations. It is encouraging to note that these efforts are taking place in
the private sector. I am hopeful that through coordination of Federal and private
efforts we will succeed in going even further toward developing a national policy for
older workers. It is my belief that our efforts toward this goal will have a substan-
tial effect upon future work-force participation of the elderly, and in turn on our
retirement income systems.

While it is important that we try to slow the trend toward early retirement in an
effort to maintain the soundness of the social security system, we must remain
mindful of those who are truly no longer able to continue working. I have grave
doubts about efforts to drastically reduce early retirement benefits. My concern is
for those individuals who have spent long years in the labor force and who have
made lifetime plans based on the current law, and who now face the frightening
prospect of having to either continue working or face a dramatic reduction in
retirement income.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for scheduling these hearings and am
hopeful that we will be exploring some of these important issues through the
testimony of our distinguished witnesses.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Knowles, I appreciate your testimony today
and the interest your company has shown in retirement and retire-
ment problems. You must have a tremendous number of assembly
lines, and I would like to know what Grumman is doing to utilize
older workers and their experience.

Mr. KNOWLES. The national work force figures for people over 45
years of age, I believe, is about 32 percent-and our figures are
around 57 percent. Now we are considerably higher, not only in
terms of the total work force but breaking it out, everything from
officials and managers to craftspeople, semiskilled people, and so
on. As the chairman of the board of our company has stated on
many occasions, it was not a bunch of kids that built the lunar
module that went up to the moon. It was a bunch of middle-aged
people. That is not meant to knock young people but rather as a
positive statement about middle aged and older people.

He personally takes offense when anybody leaves the company
for any reason, including death. So, I am fortunate in having a
chairman of the board who is very positive in the area of middle-
aged and older workers and it makes the job a lot easier when you
have that kind of attitude on top of the company.

We have an average length of service in the company of 15 years
and an average age of 46. I feel very comfortable seeing the demo-
graphics of the company made up of young people, middle aged,
and older people. I think it works well.

Senator PRYOR. We had some absolutely splendid testimony last
year before the committee from such corporations as Xerox, Bank-
ers Life, and other major corporate entities that testified, I
thought, most eloquently and articulately relative to the utilization
of mature or older workers and keeping them in the work force
longer. I think their experience has been most positive and I rec-
ommend to you that testimony and to the president of Grumman
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to review because it is very, very revealing and most positive as to
what some of these private corporations are doing.

Now, this next question I would like to ask of Mr. Young of the
UAW.

I listened intently when you said UAW workers want to retire
early. We know that the types of jobs that many employees in auto
plants have are physically more difficult to stay with than, let's
say, a desk-job in an air-conditioned office.

Has the UAW ever done any exploration into the possible cre-
ation of new types of jobs for older workers or into training older
workers for new jobs? -

Mr. YOUNG. What we have done largely, Senator, is through the-
workings, for example, of the seniority system. When a job that is
somewhat easier opens up, a more senior worker will have an
opportunity to bid for that job. The first time I checked, I was
really surprised to find that there were a number of workers in
their late fifties or early sixties who voluntarily moved to lower
paying jobs because they were less demanding upon them.

I carried around in my head the conventional wisdom as people
got older, their pay went up. But in fact there are people voluntar-
ily downgrading themselves. We have urged the companies to work
with us in retraining. We have expanded things like the age limits
at which one could enter an apprenticeship program and, there-
fore, have less barriers to becoming skilled. We have negotiated a
tuition refund program which would assist people in order to go
back to school, and things of that nature.

The problem largely is that all of this usually, happens within
the environment of a single plant. There simply is not all that
much variation when you come down to it in the total number of
jobs, say, in an auto assembly plant.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
My time is up but I would be remiss, Mr. Chairman, if I did not

compliment the UAW for decades of service to the retired individu-
al, not only to the retired UAW -workers but also to retirees every-
where. It is my understanding that community centers and commu-
nity organizations that the UAW uses are open to all citizens. I
have had the privilege of speaking in Detroit and some other places
to UAW retirees and you folks have been at the cutting edge for a
long time and I would like to personally compliment you for it.

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRASSLEY. I am sorry I was not here to hear all your

testimony. I appreciate your helping us solve the problems that are
before us, and that must be solved' before 1982, when the trust fund
will not have any money left in it.

You know, we have many different alternatives that we have to
work on and one of these is to deal with the subject of early
retirement and, hopefully, something can be found that will not be
an immediate adjustment in anybody's lifestyle as a result of any
changes that we might have to make.

In fact, hopefully we can find a solution to the problem without
even dealing with that aspect of the legislation.

Senator Pryor asked the question of Dan Knowles that I wanted
to ask, but I guess I will take the opportunity to compliment you
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and your corporation for giving employment opportunities to older
Americans and for having an experience with them that obviously
has been beneficial both to the corporation and to the individual.
Hopefully the pattern you are setting-as Americans continue to
live and work for a longer period of time-will be followed by other
industries as well.

So I can't-do not need to ask that question.
But I also had a question of Anna because she has spoken of the

concept of life cycles and I guess I would like to have some view
when you would advise that the concept be taught and its patterns
put into motion.

I guess I would primarily be concerned whether that is in your
judgment just something that lasts half a lifetime or whether it
would be throughout the lifetime; that the concept would be in-
stilled?

Ms. RAPPAPORT. I think that a lot of people's lives follow alterna-
tive life cycle patterns today. It seems to me that the time is now
for us to find ways to do a better job of midcareer education. It is
not a matter of teaching people to have different life patterns, but
rather doing things that would create options for people to make
the choices.

I place great emphasis today on midcareer education as being the
thing that in the long term will make later retirement really
feasible. It is education that will keep people's skills meaningful in
the work force.

Senator GRASSLEY. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Mr. Young, let me ask you this, as Senator Pryor mentioned,

labor unions have worked very long and very hard to develop early
retirement options for their members and the UAW has done an
outstanding job in that regard. It is quite important in heavy
industry such as yours, where the physical demands are very de-
manding.

Given high inflation rates and energy costs, are pension benefits
adequate for workers who take early retirement?

Mr. YOUNG. Usually not after they leave the work force. That is,
they may be adequate at the time they leave, but with the excep-
tion of social security and some very limited other plans, very few
plans include increases after retirement which equal inflation. We
have, in our programs, specified increases after retirement but
those are not equal to the inflation rate so that people do lose
ground year by year.

Senator HEINZ. As they lose ground, do they look for additional
employment, even if it is on a part-time basis?

Mr. YOUNG. Well, I do not know how to characterize that in
general. I think that a lot of people do. In spite of all our good
words, there are clear age barriers to hiring people in their sixties,
particularly if they do not have unusual skills to sell. While, I
think, a lot of them look for and find employment, it is in the
intermittent period that one does not always find employment.

Senator HEINZ. A logical place for them to find even part-time
employment, assuming a much healthier auto industry than what
we have now, would be in your case with the auto companies with
whom they have been employed.
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Are there examples of unions which encourage retention of older
workers, say, in part-time jobs to help them make ends meet?

Mr. YOUNG. I am just not familiar with any.
Companies tend to feel that the part-time line worker is not that

hard to replace with a younger worker. I think that you find a
need for part-time workers with specific skills for which there are
shortages, electricians, and people like that. These people are usu-
ally able to find part-time employment. But, in terms of assembly
line workers, there is less interest on the company's part in provid-
ing part-time employment. .

I would also like to make it very clear that, at the same time
that we have promoted the opportunity for early retirement, we
have opposed any mandatory requirement, particularly at any un-
reasonably young age. I think there has been a tendency to say, we
moved the mandatory retirement age up, so let's move up the early
retirement age. Moving the mandatory retirement enlarges peo-
ple's opportunities. If we move early retirement age up, that would
restrict them.

Senator HEINZ. I am wondering if collective bargaining contracts
make it difficult-as they are structured next to impossible to offer
a worker who is in the conventional sense of the word, retiring-to
have that worker be offered some type of part-time employment in
a job setting with which he may be familiar. Further, if that is the
case, whether there are insurmountable barriers to making
changes to accommodate what we have agreed upon turns out to be
the need for additional income close to retirement.

Mr. YOUNG. I think, in general, there tends to be opposition to
part-time work by many unions because it is frequently seen as a
way in which companies avoid hiring permanent workers who gain
seniority.

However, I come back to the fact that you must remember that
over the past 6 or 7 years all of this has been negotiated in the
context of a substantial number of younger workers who are out of
work. They may or may not be part of the union, nevertheless,
they frequently have young families to support, so that there has
been more priority given to how does one provide them with jobs,
than how does one bring the older worker back into the labor force.

Senator HEINZ. There is no question there are not enough jobs to
go around. There are some suggestions that as we get toward the
end of this decade, we will have-definitely, relative to what we
have now, some would say, a shortage of workers and it is looking
down that road 10 years that perhaps this issue could become a
problem, if it is a problem.

Mr. YOUNG. Could I just say one word on that? Because I think
there is another side to that story. I do not think that will happen.

I think while none of us can see the future very well, I think
that with the increasing participation of women in the work force,
with the kind of takeoff that we are going to have in this country
technologically, we will not have stagflation forever.

Senator HEINZ. President Reagan will be happy to hear that the
UAW--

Mr. YOUNG. I did not ascribe a cause to it. I simply said we
would solve our problem at some point. But I really think that this
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idea that we will be short of workers is an unduly pessimistic
assessment of the capabilities to solve our economic problems.

Senator HEINZ. Do any of the rest of you have comments on this
question of whether there is any potential problem for us with the
collective bargaining agreement and preventing workers from get-
ting into part-time employment if they need to?

Mr. KNOWLES. Coming from a company that is nonunion, we
have no problem at all with collective bargaining, which gives us
considerably more flexibility in terms of how we design our work
force. I surveyed some 3,000 retirees, and 1,500 of them indicated
they would like to come back to work in some manner or other,
some people as old as 80 and older. If nothing else, it was a very
flattering experience for them. They appreciated the fact that they
were wanted. It was a great morale booster.

Ms. RAPPAPORT. I would think there would be, but I am not
familiar with the specifics. I know of some programs in nonunion
situations where retirees are coming back as part-time people in
part-time pools.

Mr. CLARK. There are certain economic incentives and public
policies that influence the desire of companies to have part-time
workers. We have payroll taxes that will apply on earnings up to a
certain ceiling. Employers have certain startup costs and things of
that nature that need to be addressed before part-time work is
going to be a major component of any large company.

From the standpoint of employees, you have two things about
conscience to consider. If a person has not yet retired but is trying
to phase down, reduce their hours, the question is, what does the
reduction in work and therefore correspondingly reduction in bene-
fits have on future pension benefits?

Many companies with a definite benefit plans-where benefits
are derived from the last 3 or 5 years of earnings, people are not
interested in reducing their earnings by part-time work because of
the effect on future benefits. So some adjustment or way of recon-
ciling that would have to occur and, second, for people reentering
the labor force, the question would be-will their current benefits
be affected by their reentry into the work force.

Senator HEINZ. Those are all absolutely valid and good points.
Senator Cohen.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman; Professor Clark, did you find-

did your study find any trends in a higher rate of early retirement
in Federal employees compared to those of the private sector?

Mr. CLARK. I have no numbers on Federal retirees in terms of
numbers of people.

Senator COHEN. You indicated that those are incentives to em-
ployees, and you specifically cited Federal employees. I was won-
dering if you found any correlation between the kinds of benefits
that are extended, whether that encourages early retirement or
not, compared with the private sector.

Mr. CLARK. One can examine the Federal retirement system and
compare that to a private plan. What you would find with Federal
workers, is that their wages, their salaries, have not been rising
with the rate of inflation. Yet, if they retire, once they are retired,
their pension benefits compare with inflation.
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Where you have persons considering whether or not to retire, he
will take that into account. It is conceivable by judicially choosing
their date of retirement, they can in effect get a cost-of-living
increase by retiring at a certain time. The cost-of-living adjustment
for civil service pensions are far more generous than most private
pension plans.

Senator COHEN. In view of the fact that you encourage a system
of equity; namely, having one retirement system for all of our
employees without distinction between Federal and private, would
you recommend we have two cost-of-living adjustments for all
social security retirees or reduce the Federal employees to one?

Mr. CLARK. I think that if Federal employees are included in
social security, that there would be a separate employer pension
for them as well. I would not envision the case where Congress
would bring Federal workers into the social security system and
that would be all they would have. Those of us in the private labor
force also have private pensions in addition to social security, and I
assume they would do that. But I think the indexing system once a
year is more appropriate.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Knowles, I want to congratulate you. You
are one of the few representatives of industry that have come
before the Aging Committee calling for tougher standards and
enforcement of age discrimination-the Antiage Discrimination
Act that we passed a couple of years ago. Most of the business
community came to the House Select Committee on Aging at that
time opposed to the raising of the mandatory retirement age.

You are one of the few people that have come in and said we
ought to have parity for older people that are doing the job they
were hired for, and I want to commend you for that.

Mr. Young, we never did get to this issue, but we have a problem
as far as-your original statement that we are much too alarmist
as far as the social security system.

We had a hearing 2 days ago in which economists came to testify
and said that back in 1977 we were not nearly alarmist enough.
You may recall we passed the biggest peacetime tax in the history
of this country when we imposed higher social security taxes.

I can remember the headlines, "Highest Peacetime Taxes in the
History of the United States."

The economists who testified several days ago indicated that we
were much more optimistic about the future of the economic
system at that time than perhaps circumstances warranted. Cer-
tainly recent history has proven that we were overly optimistic.
Now we come to a situation where you and others may say that we
are too pessimistic about the future of the economy.

What happens if you are wrong about that? Where are we in 3 or
4 years if we do not assume a pessimistic potential, at least for this
economy that does not turn around. What if technology does not
come on line quickly enough to prevent the kinds of continuation
of stagflation that we are currently experiencing?

What do we tell our social security recipients at that point when
there is no money in the fund?

Mr. YOUNG. Well, I think that if, in fact, 2 or 3 years from now
the experience had been so bad that the funds all ran out of money
beyond some reasonable point, then one would have to sacrifice.
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But I think that the important point is that the generally accepted
projections are nowhere near as pessimistic as the figures that
have been cited. The administration witnesses and spokespeople all
carefully say, although it frequently gets lost in the translation,
here is what might happen under the worst possible case. They all
carefully say that by October 1982, the old-age and survivor fund
will run out of money, but they do not mention that the disability
and health fund will have substantial amounts of money. I think
one has to act on the basis of reasonable assumptions. Certainly
they can prove to be wrong and we would have to face those
consequences.

The best figures that I have seen, when one looks at the short
term, is if you look at the three trust funds as an overall entity,
and then you look at the total tax rate available. While there are
shortages, clearly, in the old-age and survivor fund, the overall
shortage between now and 1985 would not exceed $10 billion. Now,
that is a lot of money and I would not like to cough up $10 billion;
but in the national economy over 5 years that is not a lot of money.
Furthermore, we have a real U-shaped graph. When you talk about
the projections, about the money in the trust fund-1985 is about
the low point. It then turns around. It starts to climb extremely
rapidly, and as I recall, under the intermediate projection-not an
optimistic projection-it climbs to the point where you have in the
trust fund three times the annual payout. That is automatically
adjusted for inflation and everything else. That would be an enor-
mous trust fund of roughly $450 billion. What we clearly face, I
think, if one assumes some reasonable assumptions, is a short-term
cash-flow problem, particularly in the old-age and survivor fund,
but that problem could be dealt with by short-term measures.
Taking the longer term and in particular this question of delaying
the retirement age, again the projections are, according to the
Reagan administration, that making the change they produced in
the retirement age would have the effect of saving only eighty-five
one-hundredths of 1 percent of payroll.

The Pickle bill used figures of 1.35 percent. The National Com-
mission on Social Security used 1.07 percent with a maximum
impact of roughly 2 percent of payroll.

Nobody likes taxes, but all the surveys I have seen indicate that
people would rather pay a little more taxes than have substantial
cuts in benefits. I think what they want is assurance that nobody
will tinker with the program; that nobody will come in and make
proposals and say, next year we will cut it back. But, I honestly
believe that if people were asked, would you be willing to give up,
over a long period of time, say 2 percent of pay, or would you
rather be forced to wait 3 years to retire, I think they would end
up giving up 2 percent of pay. Employees would contribute 1 per-
cent, and employers would contribute 1 percent.

Senator COHEN. Let me ask you directly, in addition to combin-
ing the three funds, or borrowing between the three funds that we
currently have, would you recommend any action beyond that?

Mr. YOUNG. Yes.
I think there are a number of things that can be done.
One thing, although it is a little like Mr. Knowles said about

shifting the problem to someone else, the States and localities are
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very slow in remitting money to the social security fund. They pay
it much more slowly than private employers do. I understand if
they were put on the same basis as private employers, there would
be a one-time impact of better than $1 billion.

I would argue for a shifting, half of the health insurance cost, to
general revenue financing, and putting that into social security.
But in the absence of that, I think it would be perfectly appropri-
ate to lend the trust fund a limited amount of money, no more
than $8 or $10 billion for a limited period of time in order to get it
through what is clearly a short-term cash-flow problem.

Senator COHEN. Every economist who has testified so far has
indicated that in addition to the possibility of providing the funds
and solving your immediate cash-flow problem, that perhaps the
CPI is not the right index to use in the long term. How would your
workers react to that, putting it to the wage scale as opposed to the
CPI?

Mr. YOUNG. I think if one, in fact, constructed a CPI that was
appropriate to retired people, you might find it goes up faster than
the CPI, but let the cards fall where they might. The reaction to
this question of changing the CPI is a little like Senator Pressler's
question about taxing social security. I think there is a gut reaction
that says, let's stay with the CPI. My own feeling-and this is
strictly my personal feeling-is that if somebody made what I
consider a fair proposal which is, say, let's all get in the same boat,
and we will go to wage indexing now because things are bad, but
when things get better, we will still have wage indexing. But the
proposal is, give the people the worst of all possible worlds. Then
you cannot expect them not to oppose it.

Senator COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HEINZ. Just following up on that, I gather what you

are-if I can put the proposition that you just made without claim-
ing you endorsed it or any of us endorsed it-that if you said for
the next 5 years, social security will be indexed at the CPI or the
wage, whichever is lower, but that after that, it will be indexed as
wages or of CPI, whichever is higher, that that would be a reason-
able proposition?

Is that what you meant?
Mr. YOUNG. That is a possibility. But what I had in mind is

simply saying social security will be indexed to wages, period,
whether they are higher or lower than the CPI. I personally be-
lieve that retirees would be better off in the long run under such a
system; because I believe we will get back to a situation where we
have real wage gains in this country.

But what is being said to retirees is, take the lower of the two
forever. I think, if as several people have said, this is a social
program and we all ought to be in the same boat; if workers are
losing ground to the cost of living, you can argue retirees should,
too. But if they gain ground, retirees should gain, too.

Senator HEINZ. You mentioned the fact of transferring half the
fund to general revenues.

Should we eliminate half of the payroll tax that applies to health
insurance?

Mr. YOUNG. No.
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What ought to happen is that half of the payroll tax ought to go
into the other trust funds. In other words, we would maintain the
payroll tax at the current level but in effect free up half of the
health insurance portion of it to go into the other benefits.

Senator HEINZ. I think Mr. Knowles suggested that disability
should be funded from general revenues and, of course, there is a
certain irony in those suggestions. The two funds of the three-the
OAS, the DI, and the HI being the three funds-that are OK right
now are the disability fund and the health insurance fund.

When people talk about, first of all, combining the funds, that is
what they are talking about. It strikes me a little ironic when
people say we have one of these funds that. is solvent, the cost of
which should go into general funds; I wonder exactly what is being
accomplished here.

It seems to me those are fully funded programs. They are funded
half by employee, half by employer. They are insurance, intergen-
erational transfers.

Is it wrong to do it that way?
Mr. YOUNG. The health insurance fund will not stay in good

shape, mainly because of what happens to health insurance costs in
this country. We have-as you know, argued for a long time that
there has to be a different way to deal with that. We make no
secret of the fact that we have argued for a long time and continue
to seek as a goal that a significant portion of social security costs
should be financed from general revenue.

I do not quarrel with the conclusion that when one looks ahead
there will be, as Professor Clark said-a choice between higher
funds or lower benefits. The system will require more money. The
conclusion I quarrel with is that we cannot afford that. I believe
the economy will be able to afford it. I believe that the workers will
not be unduly burdened with a high dependency ratio, and I be-
lieve the order of magnitude of that money is not so great that it
cannot be handled.

But I do believe that a reasonable part of it should come from
general-revenue financing rather than payroll tax financing be-
cause of the inherent problem with payroll tax financing.

Senator HEINZ. The Europeans, of course, finance most of their
social programs out of a very different method than we have. They
do not do it by taxing payroll, or by taxing income, or by taxing
investment or savings. They do it by taxing consumption. That is
what the value-added tax is. It is a hidden national sales tax, and
they are able to support much higher levels of taxation for an
equivalent amount of growth than we do because they, presumably,
get a little more savings. and investment than we do and they
discourage consumption accordingly. They tilt their societies in
favor of savings and investment through that tax system even
though the tax burden per person, taking all taxes into account, is
higher than ours.

One last question, because it is getting late, and I think you have
been an excellent panel of witnesses and very thought-provoking
and very helpful in getting a number of facts and ideas on the
record.
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One of my colleagues complimented you, Mr. Knowles, on the
stance you took on the Age Discrimination In Employment Act
enforcement question, and I join in doing so.

Let me ask you, in your testimony, you cited a number of things
you thought business ought to do to make its workers more aware,
to make itself more aware of what is and what is not discrimina-
tion, of what people might prepare better for.

Does Grumman engage in those activities that you suggested for
others?

Mr. KNOWLES. Let me see how I can answer that.
Senator HEINZ. How about yes or no?
Mr. KNOWLES. I do not have to run very specific programs in

order to accomplish the goals that should be accomplished. They
have happened because that is the nature of the policies in the
company, longstanding, long before the Age Discrimination Em-
ployment Act ever started.

Now, I do not want to sound like a paragon of virtue, that I have
set up all sorts of good programs. They have not been necessary.

One of the measures I go by is doing a company utilization
analysis annually, taking the annualization and checking it against
the national work force figures. But it occurs to me that in associ-
ation with personnel people and my own industry and other indus-
tries, that there is a tremendous amount of discrimination taking
place of an insidious nature that is unconscious; people do not even
know they are discriminating.

Senator HEINZ. The reason I asked the question is, I was curious
as to whether there were any materials that Grumman had devel-
oped along the lines of the how-to-do-it booklet that you indicated,
the awareness program that you suggested might be, first of all,
useful to the committee.

We have them?
Mr. KNOWLES. You have four copies from the four other times I

have testified, and I even got a letter written to Secretary of Labor
Marshall. Still waiting for the response.

Senator HEINZ. In any event, I think the suggestions you make
are very good and I hope we can work with you and other employ-
ers who are as enlightened as you are to build a considerably
greater awareness among U.S. employers as to the potential of the
about-to-retire as well as the retired workers.

Do any of the witnesses have any closing comments or parting
shots, as the case may be?

Ms. RAPPAPORT. I would like to add a comment about educating
employers.

We have given more than 20 presentations, seminars, on social
and demographic issues relative to aging. I started such presenta-
tions about 3 years ago. I see a small change taking place in that
when I started, people were very surprised at what I had to say.
Today, the ideas seem more familiar. While employers have not yet
done much, the information in the public press has changed enor-
mously. The amount of information in the public press on such
issues has changed dramatically over the.last 6 or 7 years. Just
look at Newsweek, June 1, 1981. So I believe that employers will
get interested.
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Senator HEINZ. We will be having a hearing specifically on this
issue of work and retirement and including attitudes thereon in
the very near future.

The purpose of this hearing was to try to get at some of the
factors that have been impacting on people's decisions, motivations,
and disincentives to retire and retire early. You obviously cannot
consider all of these things in a vacuum.

Ms. RAPPAPORT. It is extremely important that the long-term and
short-term social security issues be dealt with separately. I see the
long-term solution as being a combination.of needing more money
and being able to pay less benefits. But it must be done very
gradually. You cannot implement short-term big reductions in
benefits. I believe the short-term problems must be solved on the
money-raising side.

Senator HEINZ. On Monday of this week, before we started these
hearings, I put a statement in the record where I tried to lay out
the differences in the problems, the fact that because there are
different problems, they necessitate different solutions that we
should bear in mind.

Mr. CLARK. I would like to echo that; that the long-term problem
is very real. It will not go away because it is primarily demograph-
ic, and productive gains will not save us, and reducing the rate of
inflation will not eliminate that problem.

Depending on what assumptions one makes about fertility and
mortality, we could require social security rates 10, 11, 12, 13
percent on each.side, both on the employer and employee separate-
ly. So you are not talking about 1 or 2 percent increases, but 5 or 6
percentage points. You are talking about a person paying 13 per-
cent of salary to support a social security system.

The way in which the current political debate has developed is,
every time a long-term solution for social security is put forward, it
seems to me it is taken as if it is going to be done immediately. If
you are going to solve this long-term problem, proposals will have
to be introduced so people are given an opportunity to plan.

Having said that, Congress needs to act today if they are going to
start future reforms gradually that may take 20 years to accom-
plish. I would argue that you should consider legislation this year
to start a gradual raising of the age of eligibility for full benefits in
the 1990's and then let that continue for 10 or 20 years so you do
not achieve the full impact until about 2010, giving people the
opportunity to plan; not taking something away from people tomor-
row or next year, but giving them the opportunity to plan their life
cycle around that. That is a very realistic approach to reducing
benefits and it is quite clear unless there are catastrophic events or
dramatic increases in fertility that these cost increases of social
security are going to occur.

Either you will pay substantially higher taxes or you will do
something to lower benefits in a life cycle sense.

Senator HEINZ. Not everybody agrees, at least as yet, that we
should address both problems at the same time, albeit with differ-
ent solutions, tailored to each of the problems. Part of the role of
this committee-and I think it is a vital one-is to develop a
consensus that there are in fact two separate issues; they are
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separate and distinct. They require different kinds of solutions and
the time is now to deal with both in an intelligent fashion.

I do not believe that that consensus exists in the Senate. I do not
think it exists in the House. We will all have to work very hard to
try and build an objective record that people will trust and be
convinced by that that will motivate a majority of my colleagues
and hopefully a very broad bipartisan consensus to act. It is going
to be very tempting for the House and Senate just to address the
short-term problem. It is here and now. The sooner we address it
the less painful any addressing of it will be later.

The year 2025 or 2030 is a long way away. Wait until next year
or the year-after. Many people will say -this to themselves, and-it is
hard to fault them unless-except if you do not address them, you
will probably lose 1 or 2 years or 5 or 6, because the impetus in
addressing the short-term problem gives you the motivation and
the opportunity to seek incentives for people to work longer, struc-
ture some more creative solutions than we have necessarily re-
ceived so far, and I do not mean that critically.

We will have another hearing where we will look for much more
creative solutions to this problem than we have asked you to
propose.

Everybody is talking about increasing taxes and reducing bene-
fits. There are other things that we can devise. They may not be
successful. You could offer people the option of taking a little less
in social security for the privilege of putting more into individual
retirement cuts. This is the so-called social security option account
which was proposed to the Finance Committee a week ago. That is
presumably the type of ingenious American inventive iceberg.

As time goes by I suspect we will have other ideas.
I have one question, Ms. Rappaport, or Mr. Clark, which is this:

The experts say that the funded liability between now and the next
75 years on social security-excuse me.

The amount of money we need to cover ourselves for the next 75
years is equivalent to 1.7 percentage points of payroll, of taxable
payroll. You used a number that was much larger than 1.7 percent.
You said taxes could be up around 11 percent on both employer
and employee, which represents a 4- or 5-point increase.

How do I reconcile this?
Mr. CLARK. I think what you are being told by that 1.7 percent is

that in fact you would have to raise taxes by 1.7 percent today and
keep them above the legislative increase by that amount for the
entire 75 years to offset that.

Senator HEINZ. That is what that means?
Mr. CLARK. I am saying, if you keep the system on a pay-as-you-

go basis those same projections show that the expenditures as a
percent of payroll would be required to be 25 or 26 percent in the
first quarter of the next century.

Senator HEINZ. That clarifies the discrepancy.
Ms. RAPPAPORT. I have a book by A. Haeworth Robertson, "The

Coming Revolution In Social Security." Mr. Robertson is with
Mercer today as a vice president, and is a former chief actuary of
social security.

In his book he presents some projections of the long-term costs of
the system, under "pessimistic, intermediate, and optimistic as-
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sumptions." The long-term costs as a percentage of payroll are 17
percent under optimistic assumptions, 24 percent with intermedi-
ate assumptions, and 44 percent with pessimistic assumptions.

The assumptions are listed in the book, and I commend to the
Senators to look at these assumptions, because it will give you a
feel for the effect of changes in the economy on the system and
explain why there is so much uncertainty in the numbers. Also, if
we assume pessimistic assumptions that really do not look that
unreasonable, the costs could get very big indeed when you go out
in the next century.

I would recommend the book as providing good insights into the
uncertainties.

Mr. YOUNG. I do not want to prolong this, but the only thing I
would like to urge that goes beyond what you have said is that you
look at the issue in a broad context. If, for example, the economy
or the country, because those assumptions include demographics
and other things, were to experience anything like the pessimistic
assumptions that produce 44-percent social security costs, we will
have tremendous other problems in the economy besides which the
social security problem would pale.

So I think it cannot be abstracted. When one says that if, for
example, the birth rate turned around, we would not have the
demographic problem, and the burden of social security. That may
be true, but I suspect you would be here worrying about the prob-
lems of overpopulation. We should look at the realistic alternatives
and realistic effects on the total economy and not act as if this
were the only situation that would have to be dealt with.

Senator HEINZ. That is a point well taken.
Thank you all very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:53 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the Special Committee on Aging

FROM: Committee Staff

RE: Early Retirement

DATE: June 16, 1981

SCOPE OF HEARING

The hearing will focus on three majoi topics relating to

early retirement and Social Sccurity.

First, it will examine early retirement patterns of older

workers in order to draw out implications changes and funding in.

the Social Security system.

Second, it will examine disincentives in current retirement

and pension systems, as well as the social security system, which

tend to promote early retirement. It will also examine advantages

of early retirement for both employers and older workers.

Third, the hearing will explore some solutions to the above,

problems and attempt to identify incentives that will encourage

employers to promote retention policies and older workers to defer

early retirement.
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The desired outcome of the hearing will be a series of early

retirement options which can be considered by Congress over the

coining months as Social Security legislation is developed. These

will take into account:

o The traditional policies and pi-actices which encourage
early retirement and how these might be changed.

o The value of older workers and their continued voluntary
activity in the labor force.

o Cost and savings factors that can result from more flexible
retirement policies which allow both early retirement
options for workers who-need it and retention incentives
in the social security and pension system for older, able
'workers who may wish to defer retirement.

MAJOR ISSUES

The trend toward early retirement among older male workers

is now a well established fact. Participation rates for men over

age 60 have been in steady decline since 1955.
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CIVILIAN POPULATION AND LABOR Foocr FzrTY-rIvc TO SmoTY-rouRr Ycans or Act
(inc Ihoosasrds)

JObd Mo~les Females

Ye., Populltion Labor force Peren t Popolao' LAr fort cct Population' Labor forc Ptrctlt

1950 13,462 7,633 56.7 6,667 5,794 56.9 6,311 1,839 27.0
1955 14,308 8,513 59.5 6,965 r,122 87.i 7,357 2,391 323
1960 15,412 9,386 60.9 7,373 6,400 56.8 8,027 2,936 37.2
1965 16,721 10,350 61.9 7,994 6,763 04.6 8,727 3,537 41.1
1970 15,248 11,277 61.8 8,153 7,124 03.0 9,658 4,153 43.0
1971 18,505 11,362 . 61.4 8,693. 7,146 82.2 9,825 4,215 42.9
1972 18,903 112361 60.1 8,867 7,130 S0,5 10,033 4,224 42.1
1973 19,115 11,182 58.5 8,944 7,003 78.3 10,168 4,179 41.1
1974 19,288 11,187 5'8.0 - 9,083 7--',030- 77.4 10,214 - 4;157- 40.7-
1975 19,557 11,226 57.4 9,211 6,012 75.8 10,351 4,244 41.0
1976 19,857 11,279 56.8 9,357 6,971 74.3 10,482 4,308 41.1
In77 20,161 11,411 56.6 9,518 7,043 74.0 10,651 4,367 41.0
1978 20,415 11,555' 56.6 9.642 7,087 73.5 10,792 4,468 41.4
1979 20,713 11,719 56.6 9,782 7,140 73.0 10,931 4.579 41.9

Popolatioo ores ace Aeri-ed from dala on Ithe sie of thre lAoe force rod thre lbor fore parrlirpatioo rate foe eath year
SoL-s: U.S. Department of LAbor, Errployrrot and . rhrir5 Repor f tire Prcr t r, t (1979), pp. 237-41; aed vopablisted data from
he Drpartmrcr ot Labor.

CIVILIAN POPUL-iIOr AND LABOR ro~cc Srtry.rlvc yEARs AXD OVtR
(ir thoo..ads)

Total Arils rr aS

Yea, Popoltioo' Labor force Percoot Popralation' Laor force Por-ool Popolatioo' Labor force Prrcoot

1950 11,378 3,038 26.7 5,358 2.154 45.8 6,021 584 9.7
1955 13,718 3,306 24.1 6,379 7,526 39.6 7,358 700 10.6
1960 15,356 3,194 20.8 6,909 2.257 33.1 8,398 907 10.82965 17,461 3,108 17.8 7,638 2131' 27.9 9,760 976 10.0
1970 13,947 3,221 17.0 8,075 2,164 26.8 10,037 1,056 9.7
1971 19,294 3,145 16.3 8,192 2.059 25.5 11,126 1,057 9.51972 19,917 3,107 15.6 3,2S7 2.022 24.4 11,667 1,005 9.3
1973 20,295 2,963 14.6 8,368 1,9Q8 22.8 11,843 1,054 09
1974 20,709 2,920 14.1 8,394 1,a25 22.4 12,146 996 8.2
1975 ' 21,297 2,939 13.8 8,783 1,006 21.7 12,446 1,033 8.3
1976 21,772 2,874 13.2 8,946 1.816 20.3 . 12,902 1,058 8.2
1977 22,214 2,910 13.1 9,179 1,S45 20.1 13.148 1,065 8.11078 22,701 3,042 13.4. 9,380 1,923 20.5 13,333 1,120 8.4
1979 23,343 3,073 13.2 9,617 1.28 20.0 13,726 1,145 8.3

* Popofarion fores are doriced frem dala or the stia of tire labor -rere ad rht labor force artrkiati rafo t crah a
Soor.s., U.S. Drearrorror ot Labor, £orploimra cnd Teainirr1 Re-rrr of hre Prrrdr. r (197-9), ht 237-41 nd oerobtdhrd data frombe, IVepae..tm of Labo., l
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Labor force growth and projections over thc next ten years

suggest that this trend will continue.

PROJECTED GR(lVTII OF THIE CIVILIAN LAIII>R rORCE

Act ial Labor Foce Poject .d ILabor Force
(mupillio0 s) (97lli7 o19s)

Dcnio5lpwpic

Crosips 1970 1977 19SS 1990

Total, age 16
and over

Men
16 and over
16-24
25-54

55-64

65 and over

Women

16 and over

16-24

25-54
55-64
65 and over

82.7 97.4 . 113.0 119.4

51.2

9.7
32.2

7.1

54.4
12.9
35.7
7.0

63.0

1Z.5

41.8

7.0

65.1
11.2
45.8
6.4

2.2 1.8 1.8 1.7

31.5
8.1

18.2
4.2
1.1

40.0 49.9

10.8 11.9
23.7 32.4

4.4 4.5

1.1 1.0

54.3
11.2
37.7
4.3
1.0

SOURCE P-l Flaim and I s..rJ ralkEton., "I.abI~ r>.cre to 199o:

Three Possiblc Paths," Moa:ht:y L.4-or R,,itw, vol. 101, no. 1Z (P.-.asber 1978),

p. 29.

CIVILIAv LABOR FORCL PARI ICIrATtON RATIIS, INSI E KML1L'ATE

CRownTi ASsuhI'TIONS

Actual Rates ir, ctl.r Rates
(1,crecint) (pwenf")

Dcm1n0apIhic

Groups 1970 1977 19S5 1990

Total, age 16
and over

Men
16 and over
16-24
25-54
55-64
65 and over

60.4 62.3 65.3(67.0- 63.0)

79.7

69.4
95.8
S3.0
26.8

77.7
74.1
94.2

74.0
'0.1

77.0(79.4-7,4.7)
76.4(,7S.9 -74.4)

93.S(-5.1. *.".Z)
6S.1(73.S -64.1)
1 6.7(19.7 .11l.9)

66.2(69.7-63.0)

7'6.4 (50.0-73.3)

76.1(S1 .0 -73.3)

93.1(95.6-91.1)

65.0(73.3 -59.0)

157.(ls .l-94)

Women
16 and over 43.3 48.4 54.S(57.1-'....4) 57.1(;0.4-53.8)

16-24 51.3 59.6 69.S(73.2-(.6.2) 72.S()S.2-67.3)

25-54 50.1 58.4 rS.5(70.9-65.9) 72.4(76.1-69.0)

55-64 43.0 41.0 40.2(41.5 3S.1) 3?.S(:1.S-36.6)

65 and over 9.7 8.1 6.S(7.5 -5.9) 6.2(7.2-4.8)
_ _ _ vL~

NoTer: nsureS in parentheses ind-licale hifh and lowsniptii..s.
SOURCE: Paul Flaim and Howard rtlerton, LA'tor rogce P;--ksto 1990:

Three Possible Paths," Monthly Lab-or Rl-crew, vol. ICt, no. iz tL(0",tb, 1978),
p. 2.
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It should be noted at the outset that the early retirenment

problem relates mainly to men. This is not to say that employmient

and retirement issues relating to older women are not important.

The problem with older women, who are entering the labor force

in greater numbers is to obtain a job with adequate pension benefits.

The early retirement problem will face women some years from now._

At the same time that labor force participation rates for -

men are declining, the rate of retiring-workers taking a reduced

social security benefit is increasing.

Percent-of. Workers with social security benefits reduced
-for early retirement

Year M'ale Female Total

1965 53 69 59

1970 53 70 . 60

1975 61 89 68

1978 68 73 70

Source: Congressional Research Service
See Attachments for more data on
early retirement rates.

These trends, combined with decreasing fertility and

mortality rates raise a number of serious issues pertaining to

the social security and pension systems that provide the bulk of

retirement income for older Americans. Without some changes, the

costs for social security will become intolerable.

To reverse the early retirement trend, the Administration

proposed to reduce the early retirement benefit for workers who

choose to retire at age 62. Uner present law a worker leaving.

the labor force at that age receives 80% of the maximum benefit he
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would have received if he retired at age 65. The Administration's

proposal would reduce the early retirement benefit to 50% of the

maximum. The early retirement benefit for workers spouse would be

reduced from the current 40% of the maximum to Z7.5% of that amount.

The current monthly average benefit of $372.80 would be reduced

to $246.80 under that proposal which would go into effect in 1982.

The Administration estimates a $17.6 billion savings from 
that

measure by 1986--the single largest savings element in its social

security package.

The strong opposition to this proposal by the public and

Congress is now a matter of the record. But Congress is not un-

aware of the early retirement cost problems associated with 
Social

Security. Rep. Pickle's Bill (I!R3207) proposes to gradually raise

the normal retirement age from 65 to 68 beginning in 1990. The

age 62 early retirement eligibility age would rcmain--but the

benefit would be set as 64% of the maximum. 'This is no little re-

duction in itself.

Both the President's Commission on Pension Policy and the

National Commission on Social Security recommended gradual raising

of both the early and normal retirement eligibility ages from 62

and 65 to 65 and 68, respectively.

OASI retirement benefit costs are rapidly increasing. In

1979 $90.5 Million was spent on retirement benefits. The 1980

estimates are $105 billion. The average monthly cost for early

retirement benefits (recipients aged 62-64 was slightly over

$1.9 billion in 1977.

There is a problem with early retirement in social security

and Congress has to deal with it. Some of the key issues are
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follows:

o Should able, older workers leave the labor force at
age 62 (and earlier under many private pension plans)
when they are capable of extended and productive work?

o Would any attempt to .ciangethc long-standing early re-
tirement option in social 'security be regarded as an
infringement of the earned rights of older workers
who elect early retirement?

o Changes in the early retirement arrangements would adversely
affect-older-workers-with-miarginal-hc-al-th or-workers-in---
heavy industry who may need to or want to retire.

o What would be the magnitude of savings t6 the system if
significantnumbers of older workers defered the early
retirement option?

o What are the work disincentives in both the social security
and private pension systems (often closely linked) that
tend to lead older workers to early retirement?
Should these be changed? If so, how and when?

o What incentives can be built into the social security and
related pension systems to encourage employers to retain
older workers and older workers to defer early retirement?

o What personnel policies need to be changed to permit capable
older workers to make retention and continued employment
decisions well in advance of early and norisal retirement
dates?

BACKGROUND

The steady decline in labor force participjtion among men

and correstponding increase in early retirement rates can be ex-

plained, in part, by a combination of factors. Iconomic and

demographic conditions, existing social security law and pension

policy, collective bargaining strategies and ae discrimination

will influence early retirement rates at any given time.
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1 -- Economic and flemogaphic Factors

Economic factors affect employment opportunities and retire-

ment trends in several ways. When the economy is sound with both

low unemployment and inflation rates, as it was in the 1950's and

early 60's, both employers and older workers tended to take advan-

tage of early retirement options within expanding pension plans.

Employers can, and did, offer inducements for early retirement.

This was especially so afer 1961 when men became eligible for re-

duced early retirement benefits at age 62. The reasons, however,

were often mixed.

On the one hand, both workers and employers regarded the

early retirement (ER) mutually beneficial. It was there, why not

take it? Economic conditions were such that the amount of the

benefit appeared fully adequate to meet the worker's retirement

needs. The pension trusts were sound so the early retirement choice

had little apparent effect on the plan. On the other hand, employ-

ers could use the ER option as a way of controlling personnel costs.

Older, less able workers could be eased out via the early retirement

program. Older, higher wage or salaried workers could be replaced

by younger more physically able and less expensive workers who

were available in the labor force in ever increasing numbers as

the baby-boom cohorts moved into the youth and young adult worker

ages in the mid-sixties and 70's.

When down-turns occur in the economy, ER becomes a sort of

safety valve for employers and younger workers. Cut backs in

production and services often require a reduction in the personnel

force. This can be accomplished most easily by attrition through

early retirement. The older workers are often pressured out of
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their jobs and into early retirement regardless of seniority or

length of service to protect the johs of younger workers who don't

have a pension or social security income to fall back on.

These types of pension policies and economic factors are

very powerful and often influence the early retirement patterns

of older workers.

2 -- Collective Bargaining Strap zgics

Some of the greatest pressures to develop early retirement

options came about through collective bargaining. Workers in

the steel, rubber, automotive and manufacturing industries 
often

encounter health problems as they age due, in part, to the heavy

physical demands of their jobs. Given the solid status of the

Post WM II economy and growing, strong pension plans, labor unions

focused collective bargaining strategies on increasing 
pension

benefits--especially early retirement options--along 
with increased

wage demands. The UAW's thirty-and-out plan, which allows a worker

to retire with full benefits regardless of age after 
30 years of

service is illustrative of this trend. The ER option appeals to

workers who for reasons of health or desire for leisure 
can leave

the job early. The option appeals to union management which,

through ER, can move adult worker-members up in seniority and bring

younger workers into the labor force--and into the union.

3 -- Recent Early Retirement Incentives

In studies on selected pension plans, conducted by Bankers

Trust in 1975 and 1980 (see Attachments) two types of powerful earl

retirement incentives can be noticed. The first' s constituted by

a sort of bonus, or lump sum award, that is made available to cer-

tain workers who elect the ER choice. A variation of this theme is

to offer the worker a portion of his salary over a 
two year period
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if he elects the ER choice. In all cases, the retirement benefit

would be actuarilly reduced.

A second, and more recent trend is to offer a full, non-reduced

benefit for workers who retires early. Such an option goes a long

way to remove the desire and the need on the part of the older

worker to remain on the job. The strategy is affordable to plans

that are reasonably sound and which are integrated with social

security. The plan is relieved of much of its responsibility to

pay out when the beneficiary becomes eligible for social security

benefits at age 62--even though that benefit is reduced.

4 -- Age Discrimination

Many features of early retirement provisions and pension

policy are discriminatory. For example, the pressure put on

older Workers to take an ER option, for whatever reason, is

most likely a violation of the Age Discrimination in Employment

Act and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act which pro-

hibit the use of pensions and retirement policy as a means to

displace a worker because of his age.

IMore than one-half of age discrimination charges filed with

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission involve termination

or involuntary retirement. Management may feel easier in forcing

an older, worker to retire on the grounds that he has a pension.

This is a subtle form of discrimination and one that is not all

that uncommon (cf Retirement: Reward or Rejection--Attachment).
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EARLY RETIREMENT OPTIONS

Depending on one's viewpoint, there are incentives and dis-

incentives to both parties in the ER option. Many of these have

been already touched on. This section will sum them up and add

some others.

1 - EarlyRetirement and-Older-Workers- Incentives

o Older workers can choose to leave their jobs early if
they need or want to. This is espicially important for
workers in heavy industry. The trade-off for the choice
is, of course, a reduced pension.

o The ER choice is appealing if the early retiree has a
spouse who is working or who receives a pension. The
combination of incomes offers relatively firm economic
security.

o The early retiree can take another job and often gain
both income from the job and, ultimately, social security
and/or other pension benefits.

o The appeal of a lump-sum bonus or extended salary arrangement
over the early retirement years may be short term, but it
offers the early retire immediate cash benefits.

-- Disincentives

o Once the older worker makes the ER choice, he may be strapping
himself in to a relatively fixed income which can be easily
eroded by inflation and high costs of living.

o Once an older worker takes the early social security benefit
he is subject to the earnings, limitation which takes $1
from his benefit for every $2 earned once he exceeds $4,0S0.

o Older workers often face difficulties in finding new jobs once
they retire. Age discrimination in employment often accounts
for this.

o Any bonus, or short-term cash incentive for taking early
retirement is temporary. After it ins gone, the retiree
may regret his choice to leave the job early.

o ERISA presents obstacles for reemployment of older workers
in that it allows employers with multi-employer pension
plans not to enroll the older worker if that individual
worked in a similar occupation in the surrounding geo-
graphical:area. K .

.. ... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i
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2 -- Early Retirement and Exmlplycrs -- In.Vntives_

o The ER option gives management a mechanism to encourage less
able or less productive older workers to leave the job
without having to terminate them.

o When management develops new tcchnologics, production
and service procedures or new facilities it can use ER
as a means to get rid of older workers and reduce the
costs of retraining that might be involved in the change-
over.

o ER can be used by management as a way to reduce personnel

costs in the event of a reduction-in-force is called
for.

o ER plus special incentives allows management to reward
older employees for long term service and help them plan
for their future. This makes for good employee relations.

-- Disincentives

o ER mechanisms can be a ruse for discrimination against
older workers. Employers run the risk of encountering
age discrimination suits if they misuse early retirement
policy.

o The ER option can be taken by highly productive and valued
employees with relatively little notice. This presents
skill loss and replacement problems.

o The costs of the ER option lie in the future. By promoting
early retirement employers can be strapping their plans
with heavy future obligations as payout to greater numbers
of early retirees mount.

o By promoting ER, employcrs are blind to future labor force
realities which will require greater utilization--and not
early retirement--of older workers.
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INCENTIVES FOR RETAINING OLDER WORKERS UP TO AND BEYOND NORMAL
RETIREMENT

A -- Savings to the Social Security System

One major reason to encourage continued employment for

older workers is to conserve limited social security resources.

-o -In--1-9-77-a-total of-1,879,-37-1-carly--retirement benefits _ _
were granted to individuals between the ages of 62 and
64. 462, 333 men in that age group received an average
monthly benefit of $260.60. If we assume that SO,000
of them were capable older workers who, with some in-
centive, might have deferred the option for one year
then the savings to the system would be in the order of
$1.2 billion. Add to this the balue of their work and
that they will be paying income and payroll tax and the
savings grow--to social security and the economy.

B -- Some Steps to Encourage Deferred Retirement

o Allow FICA credits to employers who retain workers beyond
age 62 and beyond normal retirement at age 65. This
has a practical appeal and while it uses a tax credit
approach, it can eventually have the effect of changing
emplotment and retirement policies for older workers in
more positive ways--they are retained because they are
good.

o Employers are allowed to write off pension contributions
for covered employees against income tax liability. This
may be a difficult approach, hut allowing an increased
write off for workers retained beyond age 62 could hive
the some practical appeal to employers as the above strategy.

o Develop employer education programs on the capability
of older workers. This is a long-term approach which
needs to be put into place. Frequently employers simply
lack knowledge about how to utilize older workers effectively
so they take the traditional path of getting rid of them
through retirement. They need to know:

-- how to assess skills of older workers without
resorting to formal and youth-oriented tests.

-- how to train and retrain older workers in ways
that accomodate age and skills as an assets.

-- how to conduct performance appraisal which is
is free of age bias. .

--how to develop alternative working arrangements
to accomodate older workers in effective work roles.

--how to conduct retirenment preparation programs
that include continued employment options.

-- etc.
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o Eliminate mandatory retirement and tighthn
the execptions. in the Age Discrimination in Employment

Act which tend to inhibit hiring and retention of

older workers. The age 70 limit is no great barrier

since relatively few workers stay on to that age. It

is the attitude which the restriction underscores--that

age is a limit to ability--whichl needs to go. Removing

the limit would help accomplish this.
Exceptions in the law, especially the bona fide occupational

qualification section that allows age exclusions. for older

wbrkers as police, fireman, pilots and a variety of other

jobs need to be tightened up. As it now stands, older

workers are excluded from many jobs they could perform

by conservative court decisions Wilhch have turned against
older workers.

Older workers need incentives to stay on the job also. Some

of these could be.

o Increase the delayed retirement credit for workers who

stay on beyond age 65. Experiment with some type of a

credit for workers who stay on beyond age 62.

o Liberalize the earnings limitation as a general means

to encourage labor force activity for. individuals over

age 62.

o Consider allowing continued pension credit accrual for,

older workers who stay on beyond age 65. Consider allowing

special credits for those staying on beyond age 62--such

as a targeted write-off described above.

o Encourage workers to take retraining at age 50 or earlier

in order to maintain and upgrade skills needed to remain

in the labor force beyond the traditional early and

normal retirement ages. Tuition aid programs and other

training and development strategies need to be developed

to help older workers in this regard.

SOCIAL SECURITY DATA

The following are unpublished reports from the Social

Security Administration which illustrate the continuing

trends on individuals taking early social security benefits.
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Chdapier 1

The Retirement Revolution-
And How It Came To Pass....

WINTEN THIS CENTURY began, pcople had to
work much longcr than they do today. In 1900,
stcel production employees, for cxample, were
on the job 12 hours a day, 7 days a week, 52
weeks a year. Since then, the lengths of the
workday, the workweek, and the workyear in
the stccl industry - and in all other types of
business as well - have been shortened
continuously.

The length of the wvork life, on the other
hand, remained the same until fairly recently.
Only a generation ago, in fact, the average
employee was bound by ecoisomic consider-
ations to stay on the job until death or
disablement. But this is no longer the rule. A
succession or interrelated dcvelopmcnts has
produced what amounts to a rctirement revolu-
tion. Today, the ciuployce who may stay on the
job beyond an appointed age is the exception.
Mandatory retirement, sisnally at the age of 65,
has become a nearly usnanintous practice
throughout the busiess world.

This marked the first stage in the revolution-
ary process. Now a related developinent - one
that will have a far more significant and
extensive effect on the length of the work life of
employees - is making surprising headway. It is
the quickening trend toward retirement before
age 65.

Key Factors: Pension and Social Security
Benelits

Historically. the causes of the retirement
revolution trace back to the establishment of
Private pension and federal Social Security
benefits for employees. Althotglsh private pcn-
*ion benefits were pioneered in 1875, it was not
until World War it (when wage and salary
controls and the corporate excess profits tax
ttnade them an advantageous alternative to

rcstricted pay raises) that these benefits were
extended to a sizable segmeint of the working
population.' The United States Supreise Court
was also instruimental in further swellinig the
rainks of coveted workers when, in 1949, it

-rcriscd to revicw alower court ruling that had
declatcd private pension benefits a legitimate
issie for collective bargaining.' Soon after-
wards, about ten million union employees w'erc
accunlating private pension benefits.

Meanswhile, the Social Security Act of 1935
had provided another source of retirement
isconc for the bulk of the nation's work force.
The amoionit of such income was not enough, of
itself, to induce many cissployees to retire from
their jobs ols reaching the eligible age of 65.
Ilowcvcr, the financial prospects of retirement
at this age took ols a new asid msore realistic
dimension by isidcentury, when a substantial
pe lcntulge of the workirig population was
cosveed by both Social Security and private
pensioss bencfits.

Nvitli the retirenuent iscome picture thus
inipioved. thc stage was set for introducing the
psactice of msandatory retircment at age 65. It
was favored by company usanagemnents, because
they reali7ed that letting each individual
employee choose his or her retiremsest age could
lead to caidless planninig and staffing problems.
They found, too, that sunion officials were
willing to cooperate, because the forcing out of
older uision usembers (many of whom were welt
past 65) opened jobs for younger union
menshers who were out of work. Age 65, as a

Patrick J. Damuy, Fimwwail Alo.. ernct of Cou.pooy
Penasinn Plnrs. Thc Conrerence Board, Rcport No. 611.
1973, pp. 54.

2NLRR v. Intoodtect. 170 F. 2d 247, 7th Cir. (1948).
ccrt. dcnied 336 U.S. 11O, 69 S. Cl. S87 (1949).

THE RETIREMENT REVOLUJTION I
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result, quickly became the normal and required
retirement age for a dominant majority of this
countrys union and nonunion employees
* The transition from requiring all employees to
retire at age 65 to encouraging some employees
to retire at an even earlier age began during thit
1960's. Many companies decided they could easd

'out certain long-service 'employees - those
whose usefulness had declined although they
were noi yet 65 years of age - by liberalizing the
early retirement provisions of their pension
plans.' . Ever since, in increasing numbers,
employees at every level of the work force have
been electing on their own or have been
"encouraged" by their employers to retire at age
62, 60, or even earlier. "Our findings," a Social
Security administrator informed The Confer-
ence Board, "indicate that, in recent years
through 1970, 50 to 55 percent 'of men who
become entitled to (Social Security) benefits
elected to receive reduced benefits because of
retirement before the age of 65." '

Nor has this trend to early retirement taken
any downturn since-1970. About. two-thirds (43)
of the 75 executives whom The Conference
Board questioned on the point answered that 50
percent or more (the top was 80 percent) of the
employees retiring from their companies each
year are early retirees. And even in the 27
companies where this is not the case, most (19)
of the executives remarked that "early retire-
ment is rising gradually."

Economic Constraints

There were several other developments that
contributed in some measure to the growth of
the retirement revolution. One has been the
inconstant state of the economy during the
second half of this' century. Time and time
again, companies were forced by adverse
business conditions to seek out ways to reduce
the number of employees on their active
payrolls.

'Mitchell Meyer and Harland Fox, Eorly Reftrement
Proof rmsr The Conference Board, Repon No. 532, 1971,
P. 19.

Recession . .
Business organizations suffered three race-..

sions since 1960; The falloff in sales in each Or
these recessions - especially the most recent one
- necessitated cutbacks In production and left
companies with more employees than they could
use. What many of they did to remedy the
situation was to encourage employees between
the ages of.62 and 65 to take early retirement

:. when they were qualified for both company:
pension and Social Security benefits. This
obviated the need for laying off younger'
employees with growing families.

Another consideration added appeal to this
approach. The rapid advance of automation has
so altered job duties that the skills and
knowledge of employees at nearly every level of
the work force have been rendered partially
obsolete. Bringing such employees back to peak-
efficiency calls for some retraining, and this
entails an investment on which there is small
chance of realizing a profitable return if the
rctraining has lobe extended to employees only.
one to three years away from the mandatory
retirement age of 65t

It is tnme, of course, that the Age Discrimina-
tion in Employment Act may well apply to
compulsory early retirement situations. But it
would probably -not be interpreted so as to
pm eclide an employer from encouraging all
eligible older employees to agree to early
retirement by offering them extra financial
inccitives which make the prospect more
attractive.

Plant Relocations and Closings

Similar considerations prompted employers to
favor the early retirement approach when they
had to close a plant or move to a distant
geographical location.Young employees who are
deprived of jobs through such actions are laid
off and given severance pay. Employees old
enough to meet the eligibility requirements of
their employer's pension plan, on the other
hand, are persuaded to accept early retirement.

Some economists point out that if the
employees pressured into early retirement were

2 THE CONFERENCE BOARD
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counted, the current national unemployment repeatedly. In January, 1940, when the first
rate would be higher than It is. There is monthly benefit was paid to a retiree, it was for
evidence, though, of growing opposition to S22.54. By contrast, an unmarried male
mandatory retirement at any appointed age (see . .- employee who retires this year at the age of 65,
box on page 4). .. ..- . with maximum coverage under the Act, receives

-, i . a monthly benefit of S387.30 (an amount more
Government Aclion. ,- - . than 17 times greater than the 1940 payment).

After enacting the Social Security Act of -Such an increase in retirement benefits was
1935,'thc-Fcdcral Government moved in several ( made possible, of course, by repeated hikes in
different directions to promote the retirement of the rate and in the base of the Social Security
employees. .- taxes imposed on eligible employees and their

employers. In 1937, when tax collections
Ending Sex Distinctions * __started, the tax rate payab c-by-both-employees

and employers wvas one percent, and this rate
The primary purpose of the Equal Pay Act of . applied to only the first $3,000 of each eligible

1963 was to require employers to pay women as employee's annual earnings.
much as they paid men for the same work. But Now, the ratc of the tax is up to 5.85 percent
one of the effects of this act was to spur early for both employer and employee, and is
retirements among employees of both sexes. scheduled to climb to 7.45 percent by the year
Some companies that had provided pension 201 1 (assuming the same contribution rate for
benefits at age 62 for female employees, when hospital insurance as is scheduled for 1986-
only women could qualify for Social Security 1998). It should be noted, too, that since 1966,
benefits at this age, made the pension benefits when Medicare benefits were provided for those
available to male employees oil an equal basis reaching age 65, a percentage of each year's
after men had also becomic eligible for Social Social Security tax has been set aside for the cost
Security benefits at age 62. of this medical protection. This amount was

0.35 percent of 1966's 4.2 percent tax, is 0.90
Phasing Out Obsolete Jobs percent of this year's 5.85 percent tax, and will

On specific occasions, the government has be 1.5 percent of the 7.45 percent tax in 2011.
advocated the offer of early retirement induce- The * maximum tax base has also been
ments to help stabilize employment in declining multiplied over the years. It went fronm $3,000 in
industries. In the railroad industry, for example, 1937 to S13,200 in 1974- and is expected to go
where the advance of automation has discon- on rising for years to come, since the Social
tinued the need for certain jobs, the operating Security Act now calls for automatic increases
unions wanted to prescrvc these jobs. But the (according to wage changes) in the maximum tax
Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970, the federal base for every year after 1974 in which a rise of
law that set up publicly financed AMTRAK to three percent or more in the cost of living
strengthen the industry, called for.reducing the occasions an imcrcase in benefits. ' Because this
work force by attrition. And one of the chief happened in both 1974 and 1975, the maximum
means through which such attrition is being tax base was ipped from $13,200 to $14,100 for
sought is by encouraging the employees on the
Obsolete jobs, who are qualified to do so, to 'Anmsat tiring cost rises that prompt Increases In
apply for early retirement benefits. bsenes also bring eutomatic increases (arcording to wage

cr easing sSocial Security Benefits changes) in the maximum amount or other Incomn a retireeIncreasing Social Security Benefits may earn without losing some or all of his Social Security
bencrin. On January 1, 1976, this earnings limit was lifted

* Congress has increased the retirement benefits to 52.760 per year (or 1230 per monmh). It will go to $3.050
available under the Social Security Act of 1935 per year (or S2no prc month) on January 1, 1977.

THE RETIREMENT REVOLUTION. 3
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Will Mandatory Rotirement Be Outlawed?

Company imnnaggemont hod the cooperation of in another case. Cannon v. Gusto (Clvii No.
unions during the years they were siabllshing the 74t3211 (ED. La., 5/19/75), aIfirmed wilhout

practice of requiring employees to retire ai age 8L opinion. SOS. Ca. 257,48 LEd. 2d. 245 (1975)1. the

'The only objections it that time ceme from U.S. SupremeCourtffrmed alowercourtfdeclslon
disaffacted empioyeea. Of blat, however. thte thad had upheld the valdity of a Louisiana statute

practice hasa been running Into challengns from that compelled state chil service employees t0

other sources The Netional Council of Senior. ; retire at ag 65. "Thiers Is a ratlonai basis' the ower

Cilizena, t he Arnerican Association of Reired court staled, -for maintaining the mandatory

Persons, and other 6rianeeallons concerned with';. retirement requirameni s age sixty-tie In that It Is
the welfare of the elderly are advocating the. fairly and subsiantially related to the slate's vaild

elimination of mandatory retirement at any age. So economic objective of maintaining an elticient,

is the American Medical Association, which gives vigorous and halithy civil service. and of establish-

this reason for its stand:. Ing a Ieasible system tor promotions of younger
employees.',

*Considerable medical evidence is available to A third case (Murgla) Involved forcing slate
Indicate that the sudden cessation of productive policemen to retire at age 50.

work and earning power of an Individual, caused by While these three cases tailed on appeal lo the

compulsory retirement at the chronological age of U.S. Supreme Court, eltorts have been launched to

65 often leads to physical and emotional dalerlora- enact state and federal legislation that would

tion and premature death." ; Invalidate mandatory retirement tor employees 65 or
more years of age. Testimony In support of such

TheAMA made this statement when It joined Ina legislation Is now being collected by a Senate

lawsuit brought by Martin 0. Welsbrod. a 70-year. Special Committee on the Aging, gills aimed In the

old attorney with Ihe Department of Housing and same general direcrton have also been Introduced In

Urban Development. He asked the courts to outlaw Congress and In several state legislatures.
federal regulations which requied him to retire Fudthermore, the U.S. Department of Labor 1s

because of his age, even though the government stepping up Its proseculions of employers It teels

admitted that he was physically capable of perform, havo been unlair to employees because of their age.

Ing his job duties and that his job competence was . Carin Clauss. an associate solicitor for the

above average. The couris relused to do so and the department, was asked whether the Age Discrimina-
case was dismissed -for want of a substantiai lion In Employment Act, which precludes discrlmt-

federal question [Welsbrod v. Lynn (383 F. Supp. nation against employees between the specified

993. affirmed without opinion, 420 U.S. 940. 95 . agcs 40 to 65, would eventually mean an end to
Ci. 1319. 43 L.Ed. 2d 420 (1975)]. mandaloryreltrement. "Ithinkso shereplied, then

1975 and to $15,300 for 1976 (and wvill go to
$16,500 for 1977), even though the tax rate
stayed the same.

As a result, the tax bill that an employee and
employer each has to pay for maximum
coverage under the Act has jumped from $30 in
1937 to SS95.05 in 1976. (It will be $965.25. in
1977.) Furthermore, were the maximum tax
base to increase as much during each of the
next five years as it did between 1975 and
1976, the top tax payable in 1981 (by which -
time the tax rate will.be 6.3 percent) would
be $1,441.80.

During the beginning years, as has been
noted, no one could qualify for Social Security
benefits before the normal retirement age of 65.
It was in 1956 that the Social Security Act was
rev ised to make women eligible for reduced
retirement benefits at the age of 62. The same
early retirement option was extended to men in
1961. Ever since, "the proportion of workers
with such (actuarially reduced) benefits in.
payment status has increased by about 3 percent
a year for both tisen and women. Currently,
about half the men and two-thirds of the women
initially awarded retired-worker benefits elect an

4 THE CONFERENCE BOARD
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went on to say: 'Al present. we havo not Satd that
all mandatory rettrement 13 bad. although as a
practical mater It may be."'

Those who oppose mandatory retiroment at age
65 claim there Is no justitication for conditloning
retirement on the mere aflainment of an arbifrarily
determined age. since the effects that advancing
years hare on the capability to perform a lob vary.
from employee to employee. Before an employee
can be validly forced to retire, I Is argued, he or she
should be judged on Individual merits. Another
opposition argument Is that surveys conducted by
the U.S. and Canadian Labor Deparlmerts, the New
York State Commission on Human Riglhs, the
Geronlological Society, and. seneral unneersilles
have found that: (1) employees from 65 Iod70 and
even 75 years of age can generally perform jobs es
competenfly and productively as younger employ-
ees. as long as the jobs do nut Impose unusually
heavy physical demands; (2) advancIng years brfng
no significant decline In learnIng ability; and
(3) older employees are likely to have greater
euperience, more mature judgment, and better
records for attendance, punctuality and satety than
younger employees.

Companies that require their employees to retire
on reaching age 65 claim, on the other hand. that
such a requirement Is within their management
rights, and that the current shorlage of jobs makes
its enforcement an economic necessity. Otherwise.
they argue, they mould be compelled to lay off

-or.. Ann at.s Serrrmeuts to C.m-, Says Lbur Dept..
brdvete WmC. Junr 17, 1974.

young employees not enlitied to retirement Income.
would be presented from offering the motIvatIng
prospect of promotions, end would be unable to
provide In a proper manner for the tilting of future
work torce needs and the distrIbutIon of pension
plan benefilts. If they had to decide each employee
retirement on an Individual merit basis, they add, It
would cause more problems than it would solve.

Up to now, both federal and state legislatures and
the courts have looted with favor on the practice of
mandatory retirement at age 65. Indications are that
they will go on doing so as long as current
economic conditions prevail. Emerging de-elop-
mets. homnor, such as the steady Increase In the
numbers of Social Security beneficiaries and the
corresponding decrease In the number of Social
Security taxpayers, could enentually change present
legislative and judicial attitudes.

Meanwhile. the entrenched practice of com-
pulsory retirement at age 65 Is causing dissatisfac-
lion and hardships among many employees who,
although they get both Social Security and prtrate
pension benefits, object strongly to being forced to
retire from their carver jobs at an age when they
feel they are capable of continuing to work
productively for severai more years. This Is a reailty
of the retirement picture that some employers are
worried about. A personnel nice president in a large
company, for tstarncen ranks the following high on
the list of questions he Is actively Invesigating:
"Should wc replace our current policy of requiring
retirement at age 65 with a more feuible policy
alloming aternatines, such as part-time work.
transfers to less demanding work, and so on?'

actuarial reduction." This reduction is five-
ninths of one percent for each neosth of
entitlement before age 65, with a maximum
reduction of 20 percent at age 62.

What's Ahead?
Until recently, the Social Security system had

been self-sustaining. From year to year, it
generally took in more fax revenues than it

'Social Seurily Bulletin. Noveber, 1970. p. 3.

paid ottt in betefits and even amassed a trust
find of sotnc $40-50 billion. However, its future
is far less promising. In 1975, bencfit payments
edged $2.7 billion altead of annual tax collec-
tions. Subsequent years, moreover, are ex-
pected to bring increasingly larger annual
deficits.

A nuittbcr of reasons explain this financial
reversal. One is the current high level of
utetmtploytent. Another is the relentless climb
of inflation. The new automatic cost-of-living
increase, for example, was added to betefit
payments in June, 1975 and June, 1976.

THE RETIREMENT REVOLUTION 5
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On a long-rangc basis, however, the recent that would eventually make 68 the normal
sharp decline in the national birth rate may be retirement age and 65 to 68 the early retirement
the greatest contributor to the projected ages. Former Social Security Administrator
substantial annual Social Security deficits. Robert Ball, who favors encouraging workers to
There will be fewer and fewer taxpayers In the continue working as long as they can, said in
work force around the turn of the next century House i`earings_ on "Financing the Social
-a time when the many employees born during Security Systemr": .' .' : .""

the "baby boom" of the 1940's and 1950's, , . ;s
(most of whom'arc now paying taxes) will start "The most significant social trend causing
qualifying for benefits.'At present, the number ' higher than necessary Social Security costs in the
of retired beneficiaries for each 100 working next century is the trend toward earlier
taxpayers is 30. This number will go up to 45 or: retirement. . . If we would reverse this trcnd
more by the year 2030, according to forecasts by and have greater labor force participation
govcrnmcnt-established study groups. " among older people in the next century than we

These developments will undoubtedly necessi- have today, there could be a significant saving
tate changes in the Social Security system. A for Social Sccurity over what is currently
"white paper" released by five former Secre- estimated." (Committee on Ways and Means,
larics of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) Ilouse of Representatives, Financing tie Social
and three former Social Security Commissioners Security System, Hearings before the'
in defense of the system mentions an immediate Subcommittee on Social Security, Ninety-fourth
need for "some additional financing." ' It Congress, First Session, 1975, page 607.)
emphasizes, however, that "the size of the -.
problem over the next 25 years is easily Finally, the most drastic of the changes in the
manageable and certainly does not constitute a , Social Security system proposed to date would
financial crisis." .- *: put an cud to the Social Security tax as a distinct

It would seem that further increases in the rate levy. It %sould be incorporated into the federal
and/or the base of Social Security taxes arc the income tax, and retirement benefits would be
measures most likely to be adopted to satisfy the paid out of the government's general revenues.
immediate need for additional financing. The
Ford Administration rejected another approach Rcgulating Private Pension Plans
suggested by the Social Security Advisory
Council (13 private citizens appointed by the - Social Security benefits, although they have
Secretary of HEW). It called for a gradual been boosted repeatedly, still average only
divorcing of Medicare from the Social Security $2,616 a year for a single male ($2,496 for a
system. Each annual deficit, as it accrued, widow or widower) and $4,464 a year for a
would have been met with Social Security funds married couple. ' A comparison of these figures
now allocated to Medicare, and the remaining w'ith the present poverty level for elderly persons
Medicare costs would then have been paid out of -which is S2,5S0 a year for an individual and
general revenue funds. $3,255 a year for a couple - shows how

Some who look at the projected difficulties difficult it would be for the average retiree to
with a long-range eye feel that Social Security's satisfy his financial needs if he had to live on
financial problems will case up considerably Social Security benefits alone.'
when business conditions improve. Others Most large and some small employers,
advocate a cutback in Social Security benefits *

'Social SecuriiAdministration. Office of the Actuary,

'Social Securiy,: A Sound atd Durmble islimfftion f J 1976.
Grtat Value. Whiie Paper released February 50. 1975. 0-c.au of the Census, 1975.

*- * '', -:. .1- 1 .- . .A
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however, have voluntarily set up private pension;,.
or deferred profit-sharing plans to supplement
the retirement income of their employees. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that, in 1970,
more than four-fifths of workersiin manufactur-
ing industries were -employed in establishments
with- employer contributions to pension *or*
deferred profit-sharing plans." A Conference
Board study of employee benefits, made in'
1974, reveals that 87 percent of the 1,600
participating companies support pension
plans. "

The companies approached in BLS and
Conference Board surveys, however, do not
include the many thousands of very- small
companies that. employ only a handful of
workers and are not likely to have pension or
other supplemental retirement income plans.
Actually only 24 million (44 percent) of the 65.9
million wage and salary nongovernment workers
in the nation's civilian labor force at the end of
1973 were covered by employer-financcd retire-
ment benefit plans. "

What is more, there have been several highly
publicized instances in which employees of
companies with pension plans wcre hit with the
news, not long before they were scheduled to
retire, that they would be paid.cithcr no pension
benefits or benefits considerably below what
they expected. In souse instances, the reason wcas
that the pension plan funds had been poorly or
even criminally mismanaged by company or
union administrators.

These "horror stories" were never the rule.
Yet there are strong indications that the. telling
and retelling of them in the press and on the air
had the effect of getting not just older workers,
but younger ones as well, vitally concerned
about protecting their pension- rights- Shocked'

"Prevalence or Private Retirement Plans in Manafac-
toeing," BLS Monthly Labor Review, September, 1973;
pp. 29-32.

WMitchell Meyer and Harland Fox, Profile of Employee
Benefit, The Conference Board. Report No. 645, 1974.
Chapter 7, pp. 50-64.

" Walter W. Kolodunbote, "Employee Benefit Plansn
tg73,"SoialSriS-itLyBatetin, May, 1975, Table I p.23.

into action by the possibility that they could
eventually be deprived of the pension benefits
which they were accepting in lieu of current pay
raises, employees of all ages began questioning
employers about the financial soundness of their
pension promises. They also flooded Congress
with demands for pension reform legislation,
which alnost certainly played a part in the-
enactment of such legislation by Congress in
1974.

"In terms of formal history," two close
observers relate, "the Employment Rctircmcnt
Incosie Sccurity Act of 1974 can.be traced to the__
1965 report of a committee appointed by
President Johnson, which recommended that
federal standards be imposed on the private
pension system. More realistically, the origins of
the legislation can be found in a continuing fow
of complaints from participants regarding
specific private pension plans - severe age and
service requirements before eligibility for a
pension, inadequate funding by employers,
terminiation of plans without funds to assure
petsiolts to qualified. employees, and the
diversion of penision funds for private purposes (
by the employer or union involved." " The
Emuploymttent Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (FRISA) provides remedies for all these
coutplasirtts. (See box on page 8.)

Union Role Crucial

Around mid-ccntury, when unemployment
was rrlotively high in the steel industry, a good
many of the available jobs were held by union
mcmbers who ssere 65 or more years of age. "

FPotr ticle and Raymond Schmit."Pensbon Reform:
The Long, I .trd Road to Enact-tnt." MAlo-hly Labor
Re-i"e, N.sc.,tbcr, t974, pp. 3-12.

For a n-rlber of years, the American tron and Steel
Intostitc p,,blished an annual statistical report with some
data on the distribuaion or basic steel c.,ptoy lcte by age.
The 1957 report showed that, in 1956. thcrewete t2,175
employees (2.7 percent of the work force) who had reached
their sikty-Efifh birthday. By 1972, the latest such AtSI
report revealed, the number or employees 65 or more years
of age had dropped to 2,058 (0.6 percent of the work
force).

THE RETIREMENT REVOLUTION 7
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How ERISA Protects Pension Rights of Employees

ills still too eariyto determine the full Impact of aervice. en additional 5 percent tor each of the neat

ihe Employee Retirement Income Security Act of fivn years. then a Jump of 10 percent for each of the
1974 (ERISA). Ai en AFL-CIO retirement apecilat following ive years.'
observei, iome of the provisions of this Act - ' (2) An Immediate 100 percent vesting at the end

'whlch many coisider the most complicated tegis- - of 10 yesre servie; or- - -;

aion e've passed by Congress - will not beh - (3) A So percent vesting under the 'Rula of 45a -
operallng complelefy for years and the tinal resuets (which Is whon the employees age plus years of
depend on such unpredictable factors as adminia- service add up lo 45 provided he has five years

*Iralion, regulations and court decislons sorvice, or allor 10 years service, regardless of age).

Nonetheless, the changes that have already been then another 10 percent tor each of the nexi live
put Into elfect by ERISA provide extensive years.
protection for the rights of millions of employees by
imposing a number of statutory conirols on all - Consequenily, the benelit rights of employees
exisling and future privale pension plans.--: :: . havetovest 100 percent alter iSyears' service under

.: - the first option, alter 10 years' service under the
Vesting Requiremenis: Some privale pension second option, and alter 10 to 15 years nereice

plans enabled employees io gain vested rights to (depending on age variations) under the third

benelils alter 5 to 10 years of service. In many opilon, - J- - -

other such plans, however, vesting was delayed
until the employees were close to retirement age, no Ceiling on Reltrement Benefits: The new law

mailer how many years of service they may have Imposes limits on the maximum retirement beneilis
had. Henle and Schmilt report that the largest - that can be paid out each year. For a tlie

number of complaints against private pensions annuity-plan participant who Is 55 or more years of
came Irom Individuals who had worked as much as age and who has at least len years' service, this

30 years iora company bul still had not qualifled for annual limit (subject to adjusimenis for future rises
a pension."

3
In the cost of living) is the lesser of 100 percent of

On January 1. 1976, this was made Illegal. The the average of the top three consecutive years'

pension retorm law now requires all employers comtensallon or 575,00 In the case of dellned
who voluntarily set up plans that qualify for tax contribution plans (such as prolit-sharing or
privileges to make every employee working at least slock-bonus plans), the yearly addiilons made to a

1.000 hours a year who Is at least 25 years of age participani's account cannot exceed the lesser of 25

(unless he was hired within tive years of normal percent of annual compensation, or $25,000.
retirement age), and who has compleled.at least one
year of service (or three years lf the plan grants full Automatic Benefit for Suriving Spouse: Under

and immediate vesling). eligible for vested benefit the new law, the surviving spouse ov a participant In

rights under one of these three optional methods: any plan calling for a retirement benefit In the torm
of an annuity becomes entitled lo at least half the

(1) A 25 percent vesting at the end of five yenrs'

-S. 5 Fders Srand."ds tan enm Vnsin9: A Snmivay,' The
1

5annaneo 1. - a Year law,' ,, AFL-CiO - Cutar ard. Febuary r 1975: mra a litchn M and
S.i ry -n -t * Y- LpoaiTh. Af aurra HA r Fox. aP d FEmraeee aenesrerB . c Th. P fr err4

Adererin rederatenl-r, Ou.tuir. n1975s pp. 1ta-a texn R .. EWS. 1974. S. S

CAn etpr n-in ts tIl i,~ai t1ite I. thi -nrtrutin b s r e 'The S75,01ti eun re1ntuu rihnirehistrs Ma, I en Ilild
n she eraI es pdeaer p anin Pln Tha N1esine" p.mded h, to exuans75 by rot-1-ol a l lng rnrrel) hue hn taid twnm
the nw t deals nly with the ragt i1s -an tan renal ritle both nde. IU erded ltehro1hboPwtun annpilatar w.h

tetd rightel tro he btirall ade p r.shl by the e po sw.i yanr-msland t tern I by ny-lOpid x.Aald he teat

corrirblrl.nes to. the lrmpas.rle, Th W.
PnMe. Maia. ad frtlaynd .rw1it, -Peneiarr names Vt. wiy 11. 197a ) their it-elyt9. 9 a apntlrer a ysuppka

Lane. ied tred to En Lrnant' SLS ML5 uhr Labu erI... ta-fard p-msta tar nenetr by adding sOlar twn e ot

Ntren a1974. pr. 3-It - -, _ rrementh m tu-
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annutty that would be payable to the participant employer with a private pension plan must pay an
during the Joint tiers olf the employee and spouse annual premium to the P8GC. As a beginning rate,
This provision operates automatically lt the partnic) this premium Is $1 per participant In sIngle.
pent was married for a year and did not specillically *employer plans and 50 cents per participant in
elect to the contrary. In the past. employers were' mulilomployar plans. Employers who terminate
not oblIgated to Include a survlxor-benefii optIon In pension plans will become liable, to the extent Ot 30
thelr plans; It they did, the employees had to ask for percent of their not worth, for any benefit amounts
It eprfessiy. '. , . the PBGC pays their employees.

Funding Resariclions: It has bean common Employe's Reporting and Communvcatlns Obil-
practice, when a company started a pension pian, to gallons: The new law is under the joint urlsdictlion
pay the full cost oi the employees current-year of the Internal Revenue Service and the Department
coverage; the cost of coverage for the employees of Labor, while the Socal Security Administrallon Is
past service credits. however, has generally been charged with kheping records of vested benefit
handled through complicated accounting methods rights. The adminisiralors of company retirement
that permitted the lunding of such plan iabililties to benefit plans have to register their plans each year
be dragged out Indefinitely. Henceforth, not only with IRS and ille a detailed annual financlal report
will current-yea; coverage costs have lo be paid as - with the Department of Labor. Furthermore they
they accrue, but the cost of past service credits will must give plan participanis and beneliclaries:
havn to be evenly amortized, both as to principal
and Interest, over a period ol not more than 30 years I) A summary description of the plan that 1s
In the case of new plans and ol 40 years In the case 'written In a manner calculated to be understood by
of either plans already In eststence or new thl average plan parilcipant" and that is "sufli-
mulilemployer plans. ciently accurale and comprehensive to reasonably

Fiduciary Responsibilities: Standards estab-
lished by the new law require the fiductaries of
retirement benefti plans to act In the best Interests
ot the plan participants and to rolratin from using
plan funds In any manner intended lo advance their
own Interests or the interests of close relatives or
partners. Furthermore, they are made personasly
liable and punishable for violalions of the responsi-

- buliles entrusted to them. Under what Is termed the
"prudent man" rule, they are directud to diversity
plan holdings so as to minimize the danger of
losses. A further restriction, that 1s applicable only
to pension plans (not to profit-sharing and
stock-bonus plans), stipulates that no more than 10
percent of the plan s assets may be Invested In the
employers stock or real property.

Plan Termintilon Insurance: So that participants
in plans terminated wih a shortage of funds miii not
be depriveod of vested benent paymonts, the lam has
created a new agency Is the Department of Labor -
the Pension Boeneit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC).

; To build up funds eor the benefit payments Ihat this
agency may have to make to employees, every

,.-.

apprise such Parlicipanis and beneliciaries ol their
rights and obligalions under the plan.' This
descriplion has to be republished at least every ten
years, or every live years It the plan has been
amesded.

(2) An Inlormalive summary ot the annual
financial report tiled with the Depatiment ol Labor

(3) A stalemont to any participant who requests
It In writing ol his Individual accrued and vesied
benetils. Though such requests may be made at any
lime, only one statement need be giuen the
participant during any 12-month span.

(4) A slalernent to uny participant, who Is teaving
the plan, of his right to a deterred vested benefit.

Special Pennslo Arangements: The new lawm tn
addition, contains preoislons that permIt suit-
employrd persons and employees whose employers
do not have a pension plan to sane for retirement on
a tax-tree basis by the deposit of up to 15 percent ol
their unnual earnings In an approved linanciat
Institution. The most a sell-employed person can
sot asida for retirement In this way 1s S750ii0 a year
the manimum for employees not covered by 5
pension plan is S1t500 a year.

THE RETIREMENT REVOLUTION 9
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Some job holders, in fact, were into their To obviate this possible drawback., some

*seventies. . unions have won another benefit that requires

This suggested a new bar&aining objective to employers to make supplemental payments, on

the Steelworkers Union. If benefits could be an interim bagis, to any union member who

-gained that made, the, proSpect of voluntary retires after complcting 30 years of scrvic but

* retirement Iinancially 'attractive to the older who is still too young to be cligible for Social

union members, their jobs could be taken over Security benefits. Such temporary suppicmcntal

by the youriger union members who were out of . allowances are paid in vriouSiways. -; .
-'work.'i5,.:': 2g .z i-} ' -* - Rubber workers, for example, have afat

In pursuing this objective, the Steelworkers - 200 per month added to their'company pension

have met with signal success. So have the other benefits until they reach age 62; then they stop

large unions that moved in the same direction, getting the extia S200 monithly payments and

To illustrate, two of the benefits won in labor start receiving Social Security benefits instead.

settlements during the last decade make it Auto workers, in another variation, receive

possible for union members io retire, without their accrued company pension benefits and a

the loss of any of their accumulated company sssppIcnicnln] early retirement allowance. To-

pension benefits, long before they reach the age gethcr these dual sources of pre-Social Security

of 65. : -. . icome-which presently totat5650 a month-
but vill go up to S700 in 1978- are intended to

30 and Out * - - * .- provide no more than 70 pjrcent of prerctire-

The first such bellwether .benefit is the inent pay. Should the total of the two exceed the

"30-and-out" provision negotiated by the Steel- 70 percent limit, the amount of the supplemental

workers in 1966. Previously, no employee could allowance is cut accordingly; the amount of the

retire early unless he satisfied two requircneints: company pension benefit is never reduced.

(I) the completion of a specified number of W hcn the early retiree reases age 62, the

years of service, and (2) the attainment of a combined isoinshly payment is reduced from

fixed minimum age (usually 55 or 60). $650 to $400; at 65, vhat is received from the

Now any employee who is covered by the coipaiiy each month is the individual's rcgular

30-and-out provision - which has since been peissionl benefits plss $80.

obtained for large groups of their members by -

the United Auto Workers, United Rsubber Union Interest in Retirees

Workers, International Brotherhood of Electri- Benefits that encourage voluntary early

-cal Workers, and a few other unions - may retirement have not only opened jobs for

retire with full title to accrued company pension . younger union members; they have also proved

benefits as soon as the 30-year service mark is highly acceptable to the older menibers. This is

reached, regardless of age. Rccently, for ex- due, in part, to thc efforts undertaken by many

ample, a clerical employee who went to work for unions - either on their own or in cooperation

the Chrysler Corporation at 19 was pensioned with ciployers - to develop retirensent

off at the age of 49. planning programs. -
* . ~~~~~~planning programs.----

Some unions, for example, furnish their
Supplemental Early Retirement Allowances ncmbers with a manual that offers written

Under the 30-and-out arrangement, an em- counseliusg ois life-style adjustments, budgeting,

ployee is entitled to accrued company pension health care, use of leisure, and other such

benefits, even though retiring years before rctirciscst-rclated nlatters. For example, the

qualifying for Social Secunty benefits. During manual distributed by the Papcr\workers Union

the intervening years, therefore, inconie could is titled "Plan to Live - All Your Life."

fall short or actual financial needs. In other unions, the retirement counseling is
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made available through the. organization of .- ' such as govcrnincntal requirements or union
discussion seminars for members and -their ; demands. Other changes have been put into
spouses. Suggestions coveringi-the content and a''- effect solely for reasons originating insidethe
conduct of such seminars. are sent to all the. ; companies -. the emergence of an ttcess
locals of the Electrical Workers Union in a 'manpower probimc. for instance, or a new turn
publication, Handbook for 'Conducting PrNew In management thinkirig. But no matter what
retirement Programns. Locals and lodges of the t' caused It, nearly every corporate pension plan-
Machinists and Aerospace Workers Union are., - change made to date has liberalized the"
urged to sponsor clubs for their retirees In aa' retiremcnt income'provisions.
booklet called Guide for Older Workers and
Retired Meinber Programns. It contains a Increasing the Lcvel of Income
step-by-step blueprint on how the clubs can be What many companies have been trying to
set up to serve the best intcrests of their Whtancopishvebntrngomemer up to s. rve the best interes of their- '' achieve, ever since the practice of mandatory

retirement was established, is to provide their
Other factors, too, can add. appeal to retired employees with enough income to satisfy

retirement benefits. A few unions have estab- - their financial needs. But the cost of living has
lished retirement centers where their members needs. But the ost lng hacan live ~~~~~~~~~kept rising relentlessly over the years; and the
canlive well on their pension and Social Security " e';' 'companies. as a result, have found it necessary
benefits. The Typographers Union, for instance,- to go on-raising the level of the pension benefits
has been operating a retirement home in -, 'they pay their retired employees.
Colorado Springs since 1892; and the Carpcn-:- At present, long-servicc employees in business
ters Union and some railroad unions have long organizations with private pension plans can
maintained retirement facilities for their mcm- qualify for pension benefits which, when added
bers in Florida. to Social Security benefits, give them a

But even when such relocation inducements rctirement income that runs from 30 percent to
cease to be a factor, union members conitiuie to 50 percent of their prcretireincit pay.
look with favor on benefits that make early The 50 percent figure appears to be the
retirement financially possible. Years ago, for dcsired goal. It is considered, as a general rule,
instance, the membership of the Ladies Garment the equivalent of precetirement pay " when
Workers Uision included many immigrants from allowances are made for the fact that a retiree is
European countries who welcomed retirement liable for less income taxes, has no commutation
because it enabled them to return to their costs, and incurs loscer luncheon, clothing and
homelands with enough money to enjoy a o
comfortable way of life. Although the makeup
of the work force in this industry has since Increasing Security of Income
changed extensively, retirement benefits remain
as popular as ever with the union members. The At the start, pension benefits were generally
major unions, therefore, are expected to go on regarded as a "gift" frons the employer to the
pressing hard for early retirement benefits in the employces; and when companies started adding
future, even though their top demands in early retirement provisions to their plans, an
current bargaining arc for immediate pay raises
to make up for inflation. '- 84Another comuparison measure uses two-ihirds of

spendable prcretiremenmt incone as its cttulauion base.
Shifts in Company Policy Both these measures, hossever, produce approximatety the

- - < same results. For example, if a retree's gross p-retire-
Companies keep changing the provisions of ment pay asSi5.0O. hissp"udlbteincomrcispresumednto

their pension plans. Some of the changes, as have been 518,000. Two-thirds of SiS.o0o is $12,000,
noted, have been prompted by outside pressures - whereas hait of S25,D0O is $12.50D.

-, :, :.... .- :*-. -.....:.
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employee who wished to retire early often had to The L.nbor-Management Services Adminis-

mcefspdcificd igeand lcigth-of-servlcc requIre- t' taliwa of thc Labor Department reported In

ments,'as wll 'as'obtaln'thc permiss'on of his 1973 that an analysis it had made of 78 large

-emplojer.O-,>l,.44ji*,,.',-.," ........... ' ':; .: .company pension plans under collective bar,

''The' concept of penilon benefits as a gift has gaining revealed that, bctwcen 1955 and 1970,

'been losinig ground, however. Most company, the bcnefits provided for retirees had been':

managements have switched to the view that ,* increased at lcast once in 54 (69 percent) o te.

;fipension .beicfits ; are' i "right". which the :' '78 plans' and two' or more times 'in 42 (54

employ'cesearn th'oughllitcir'yeairs of contrib- ' I''rccnt) of the plans. The incrcases,' moreover,

uting to 'corporaie ~~6''pg'ress:] As a result, .~ had served to moderate thc impact of inflation-

relatively fewcemployers- today' retain the ary rises in living costs'on the retirces' pension

prerogative of being able to deny early' ' ' ' benefits. "In a significant number of plans,"

retirement to an employee who has satisfied the":: the analysis found, "the increases have exceeded

specified age and sevice rcquirements. ThjIs is ' the lvel of p-ices over a period of years. By the

evidenced in a recent Bankers Trust Company . end of 1970, for example, the pension benefit of

study which finds' that -"the' trcnd riontinues ' a 1955 retiree had been increased by an amount

toward giving the employee the option to retire"' '` in cxcess of the risc in the lvel of prices in 23 (70

early at his own election."" Only 12 percent of percent) of the 34 plans which were in effect and

more than 200 of the 1970-1975 plans inthe - paying benefits in 1955."'" .'

study require the company's consent for all In like manner, the rcccnt Bankers Trust

cases of early retirement; this 'percentage -was ' study. which covers chnge' between 1970 and

twice as much '(2 percent) in the Bank's"''' 1975, showvs that nearly three-quartcrs of the

previous study of- 1965-1970 plans. What is . more than 200 pension plans in the study

more, the Bank also found that in 85 percent of extended cost-of-living increases to retired

the 1970-1975 plans early retirees get more than ' sployces and that more than half of these

the actuarial equivalent of their accrued pension plans allowed more than one such increase since

,,benefits; this had been the case in oisly 47 1939." Why do companies, that have no legal

percent of the 1965-1970 plans. obligation to do so, continue to up the pension

benefits of retired employees, whether they were

Voluntary Cost-of-living Hikes for Retirees union members or not? One reason has to be

human concern for the financial well-being of

A 1971 decision of the United States Supreme the retirees. Tne managements of the compa-

Court ruled that retired pensioners are not nies, having recognized that the fixed income of

bargaining unit "employees" within the mean- many or their retirees was being rendered

ing of the Labor Management Relations Act and painfully inadequate by the relentless climb of

that their benefits, therefore, are not a inflation, took steps to remedy the situation by

'!mandatory subject of collective bargaining. a voluntarily increasing the pension benefits of all

Both before and after this decision, however, of their retired employees. Some companies, as

companies have been voluntarily granting' noted, have granted cost-of-living increases two

cost-of-living pension hikes to their retirees. or more times. General Electric Company, for

including those who had beWonged to unions. example, which has over 60,000 retirees, has

"Bakasn Trust Company. i197 lstdy of CorPorat " U.S. Department of Labor, Labor.Mtanagcomtct

Pension Plans(thelOthinawrts).NewYork. 975,p. tIL Sene Adstminttratio. Oftice of Labor-Meanatcnunt

"Alied Ch7ema end Alkali 11 kerr v. Pittsburgh De-e'nent "Union Stats and iefs of Rre"

Plate Glasst Co.. 404 U.S. 17 9I 2 S. Ct. 383. 30 Lklo 2d 1W

341 (1971n . ,404US 3. .- Q ,30 - .. - taskens Trust Company, 975. pp. 34 36.
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given them five such increases over the period businc!
from 1961 to 1976. situatic

'Another contributing factor 'may be that encour
retirees, as their ranks contlinic to grow, are in the I
gaining broader influence and learning how to many c
use it effectively; More and more, they are,.: Mos

'organizing into groups who'seneicmbrs have the. are enc
time to press demands for improvements in their special
financial status o'governcisiS, unions and ' susp
companies. Companies are especially sensitive early r,
to these demands in communities wthere they are the adc
a principal employer; thcir corporate image is at ments.
stake. What is more, the retirees arc wrinning the inducci
support of their children (who may be active and no
employees and averse to being burdened by the Other
financial problems of.their retired parents) and particul
of other young employees who see themselves as cause tI
eventual retirees and feel they cain further their . involve,
own future security by backing the'demands of
present retirees. - Incenti

Whenever companies voluntarily boost the'. '' ''
pension benefits of their retirees,'' they are ' xeesti%
usually deluged with enthusiastic letters of ciyi
thanks. Among the many such letters that d .
reached a manufacturing concern, however, wvas roppin
this more subdued expression of gratitude: aln as ye

persons
"Frankly, this announcement was as much a age is 47

morale stimulus as a financial boost. Bearing in the 700
mind the company's traditional conservatism, I conttibu
had assumed that inflation wrould continue to c;tilosivthat haserode the (unaltered) pensiors checks until that exccutiv
unhappy day when the postage exceeded the knovled
value of the contents." rnsi

esecutiV4Increasing Early Retirement Incentives compctit
Several reasons can prompt an employee to second c

opt for early retirement. He may be in poor But pc
health; interested iq starting a second career; or been the
ready to exchangejob prcssuire for a life of ease, the theo
Frequently, too, female employees retire before executivc
age 65 because their older husbands have had to certain n
retire at this age. Again, conditions existing spans of I
within a particular industry can influence early
retirement decisions. For example, an aerospace
executive notes: "Admittedly, the trend to early' "See at
retirement has been unusually high in our Eneccwice

. . '~~~~~N

ss for some years, due to the contracting
in. The company has not actually
raged early retirement. But its availability
'ace of a shrinking work force has caused
Aligible employees to elect it." -
t employees who retire early, however.
:ouragcd to take the step by an offer of

monetary incentives.- such as the
sion of the benefit reduction charged for'
clirement in company pension plans, or
litio"s of extra retirement income supple-
Somie companies, in making such special
snclits available, extend them to executive
nexecutive employees on an equal basis.
companies treat their executives -
larty key executives - .differently, be-
icy feel that different considerations are
d.

ves for Executives

ig recent years, the average age of
ics in business organizations - espe-
tose in top positions - seems to be
g. The Conference Board has'completed
t unpublished survey of sonic 700 senior
cl execuItiv cs. It reveals that their median
7 years and that only about 3 percent of
execntives are over 60 years. '' Factors
ting to this development include the
c giowth of technological innovations
rendered the knowledge of many older

rs obsolete; the demands of highly
geable: young executives for greater
bilities; the desire of more older
:s to get away from the strain of
ive pressures and pursue more leisurely
areers:
',rhnps the most influential factor has
ready acceptance in business circles of

ry that the peak effectiveness of top
s cannot be maintained beyond a
umber of years. How many years? The
minc mroost frequently mentioned is ten

so 'A Group Pmotto or the Fortune 500 Chief
," Fortune, May, t976. p. 172.
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3cars.a' After that, the theory goes, the rctiremcnt inducements for executives on.
policy-level executive is likely to refrain from'.' Informal basis. Each case is handled indl

making bold new innovations and corporate_ ually. As the particular circumstances warn

progress suffers unless new and younger an cxecutivemight beurged to retireearlyby
executives are'placed it the helmn. - . offer of; extra pension benefits, ia -apeC

This theory has given rise to a variety of: retirementfinancia incentves ris boirm n us'or consulting arrangctta
financial inientes desijned to encourage older ; that vould preclude him from peddling 1

executives to retire well in advince of age 65 In '. company's trade secrets to a eonspetit

order to maie room at the top for younger.: : These incentives for management people

-popleC In some instances the incentives are , app'rctlyserving their intended purpose. Hi

provided for in formal 'plans: At IBM, for of some 50 cooperators. wh6 were questiont

example, "corporate officers" have. to retire on this point by The Conference Board, si

when they reach age 60, but are given relatively that the percentage of executives retiringecarly

generous rrtiremcnt benefits. eVcstinghouse their companies is about the same as t

adopted a "Step Down at 60" policy in 1972. percitage of other employees doing s

- Donald C. Burnham, who wvas then the. Executives in these companies, however, n

corporation's Chairman and who has since offered special incentives. Where this is not t

- passed his sixtieth birthday and becoine a, case, early retirements are likely to be Ic

"Director-Qfficer," explained at the time this prevalent at the executive level. One explan

policy was annunce.. tion, given by a vice president of a large bank,

"U .s C;¢I~tS ffi~nder th ",--,,,i. ~ that jobs at this level are generally mo
Under the unique plan, which applies only ' chatlenging and rcwarding. The employi

to members of the five-man Managemcnt benefits manager of a giant manufacturic

Committee, these five top officials remove concern offers another explanation: .

themselves from their present executive .

positions at age 60 and become 'Director- "An analysis of early retirements from al

Officers' who will concern themselves with csccup:ational viespoint shows that executive

long-range plans and strategies of Westing- tend to retire later and production employes:

house. They will devote their efforts to socially earlier. Social Security has much to do with this

important issues which are also of importance to schest Social Security benefits become a signifi

the long-range future Of the company, while cant pericntage of an employee's total retire

younger managers assume corporate executive ment income (as is the case with production

leadership . . . younger men who are flexible,. ciployees), there is a greater incentive to retirn

venturesonie and in'tune with the changing Carly. Conversely, when such benefits represent

nature of our society and will be best prepared a smaller percentage of total retirement incomt

to meet the new demands and challenges facing (as is the case with executives), early retirement

business and industry." u - -- _ ; is less attractive. This is why the largest
- ;' -rpercentage of employees retiring early in oui

- A more common practice is to provide early compaisy are production workers."

X)Harotd Stietltz, "The Chief Executive- and Bis retsltins, and education. Should a httanagement Policy

Job.d Srudies in Personnel .Policy, No. 214, The Colmsittee mcnsber prefer outright retirement on reaching

Conrerence Board. 1969, p. 34. , .,: apet 6 be ssould berreetoengageinpublic serfice work or

Wit isssuggestedthatOflicer-Direcstors (hoareaskrd to in utnsompctitive business and proressional pursuits. A

devoic two-tirds of their time to the corporaison) snudy fey otbcr companies. including Tcxas Instruments and

.cthe fotlosin issues: technologles or the future, detelop. ' rS6s Ctemscal, require top executives to retire before age

sg -n.tions siratiey. wvorld energy sources. govcrnneat 6. -: . -
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Incentives for all Employees
Ordinarily. when an employee retires early,

the percentage formulas used to compute his
monthly pension bencfitssare' reduced. This
reduction is called asn "actuarial discount." It
allows for the fact that contributions to the
pension plan on his behalf will have been made
for fewer years; and that he will be receiving
pension benefits for more monrths than if he had
retired at the normal age.

Employers who are faced with the need of
cutting down their work forces often promote
early retirement by agreeing not to apply the
actuarial discount to pension bersefit computa-
tions, or by applying it at a lower redurction than
the plan permits. Large companics in the oil and
auto industries make periodic use of this type of
early retirement inducement.

In 1971. Eastman Kodak offered a temporary
early retirement inducement that went a step
further. Any employee at lcast 55 years of age
who retired with company consent betwveen
September I and December 1, 1971, was paid
not only the full amount of his pension benefits
calculated to retirement date, but also a
supplement of $200 a monsth to age 62 or 65.
Employees aged 55 had to have 30 years' service
to qualify for the otfer; for each year over that
age, the service requirement was cut two years.
The $200 monthly supplements were paid to
employees retiring at ages 55 through 59, until
they becanme eligible for Social Security benefits
at age 62. Employees leaving between 60 and 62
years of age got the $200 monthly supplements
for two years, while those going out betwveen 63
and 65 years of age received them until age 65.

A temporary incentive to pursue interests
outside of the company was offered by IBM in
1971 and again in 1975. Employees with the
company 25 years or more (there were some
7,000 s"ds employees in 1971, sonie 8,000 in
1975) were offered the opportunity to leave IBM
and be paid a bonus of two years' salary,
payable over a four-year period. If they were
also eligiWeto retire, they received this bonus in
addition ao their regular rctirement benefits.
Both times eligible employees were given six

months to accept the offer. One-third accepted
in 1971. arid about onc-quarter in 1975.

Incentives on a Selective Basis

One drawback of making early retirement
incentives available to all employees on a
temporary basis - or to all union employees on
a continuing basis under a negotiated labor
contract - is that it involves the risk of a
comnpany's losisg employees it does not want to
retire early because it needs their skills and
knowledge. One cxecutive observes in this
regard: "We would prefer that our highly
motivated anid highly competent employees not
retire early. Still, the same is true of their
retirenscrnt at age 65. This is a problem that
society has not yet learned to cope with
creatively."

The Conference Board asked some 30
company executives for their experiences in this
connection. Half a dozen of the cooperators
said they had used "personal appeal and/or
salary recognition" to persuade needed em-
ployees to forego early retirement and met with
fair success. The rest answsred that they had not
yet encountered such a situation. "Should it
occur," they confided, "what we do will depend
on how ruucl we need each particular
employee."

Most comrspansics that are not exposed to this
problem by union contract provisions bypass it
by offering early retirement incentives on a
strictly individual basis. The incentives are
tendered only to those employees who are
deemed experndable because their work skills
have beer rendered obsolete by technological
progress - because segments of the companies'
work forces arc overstaffed - or because room
has to be miade for the advancemcent of younger
employees. Corsmmrenting on how the attrition
thus made possible can help achieve job security
for younger errsployces, Markley Roberts, an
AFL-CIO economist, writes:

"Early retirement is certainly no cure-all for
the problem of job displacement resulting from
automation and technological change. But if

THE ntETIRFMENT REVOLUTtON 15 -
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rctircment benefits are large enough to provide a ' - worried - not so much becausc of how it Will

decent ' standard of living and rctirement - affect the company, but more because our

A counscling and constructive opportunities ror': managcment is greatly concerned that some

L. isure 'time activities . are available ' early employees will be lured out bMfore they are

retirement options for those workers who- wish i ' ready for' total retirement" 'A- bank vice

to take advantage of them can be humane' and president ' considers the individual 'treatment

4,', effective."t..t;, r- 4 ! 'ad ;' '.ti'-.'.S<'-' ; .'' accorded each early retiree more significant than

-' the monetary inducemcents he is' ofrered. The

Other Early Retirement Incentives " .: .' vice -president of 'personnel -ini!: 'cmical

While the incentives offered employees to:- company warns: "Early rctircenet 'can' create

retire early are generally restricted to unreduced ' severe financial problems. It can create even

-pension benefits or special retirement income stronger psychological problems. Because of

* supplements, a few companies add others as ' increased longevity, many individuals want to

wetl. The manager of employee relations in an work longer. At present however our society

oil company gives this example: . provides little opportunity for retired people in
-- *' their fifties or sixties to really contribute in a

"From tiet.i . ca constructive way..,
mtime to time changes in company

operations have necessitated work reductions.
This is done largely by encouraging eniployces in Or, as a bank official expresses it: "Our

the retirement zone to retire early by supple- responisibilities as managers of a business may

menting retirement income. For salary-exempt require its to ease out certain employees before

employees interested in other employment, the their normal retirement date, but it's a tough
' company has also employed the scrviccs of course to take. No one wants the capable young

placement firms to assist such employees in their vseteeing acad undcrutilizedn This nationc

search for a second carecrjob. This is expensive. \\etile cannotcountenalcea policy which
* . .. - ~ ~ ~~~...... .~.. would create a human scrap heap."

out the company Iced t' A lin - ls-1csMcl 11n
helping an employee Echo is forced to leave us
before lie had anticipated doing so.

"In addition to the income he will receive
from us, an employee considcrisg retirement is
concerned about his continuing life and miedical
insurance coverage. The programs that provide
such coverage must be geared so that his

transition from employee to annuitant brings no
sharp reduction in his protection levels. Other-
wise, he may be hindered from electing carly
retirement."

Although few companies go this far, many of
them fret about the possible human conse-
quences of encouraging employees to retire
early. "Early retirement," a maisufacturer's
director of compensation confides, "has us

""Adjusting to Technotogicat Chtnge." AFL-CIO
Federfioist, February, 1973, pp. t3-1t.

Are Early Retirement Incentives Justified?

There are companies that are inalterably
opposed to early retiremeist inceistives. A metal
products usanufacturer, for instance, rejects it
on priiciple; lie regards the encouragement of
early rctirement by offering monetary and other
isducensents as ."a misuse" of a valuable asset,
adding:

"Many companies use it to 'open up the
organization,' but I question its real worth for
the reason that, if proper planning is accom-
plished. attrition is generally a known quantity
and will provide for younger employees. If the
economic situation is casistig a company to cut
its work force, I would still question the use of
wholesale early retirements because an individ-
ual's performance should be the determinant."

Aiiother opinion voiced by a few cooperators
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Is that the trend to earlyr retIr'ent ~i~s passed Its - '~ peo ran -that- cos era all employees. But it
peak ' The heS0omims Of the situatbnind the" ' contains a specific provision for employees who

:,.age disimiint.aw..a Seniorce presidcti - : are asked to Icavc the company between the ages9ai a.~ b nijpX~e-,,s~il -s p - "'. y '~Or 55 and 65, when they are eigible for eary
pto a stca .nes;n ear1 , re-lnient- >A stee]- -: retirement. Such employees receive the regular
eompait Ice .presidentToreiees- tha-int ifthe.-j? t: early retirement Income they are entitled to..
trend o e'arlhyI retiremenrconatues _ 'I's > the' company pension plan "and, in
difficuil to'visu~alih shortage ot mnny types of M".- 'additiorin'in allowanCC equal to 13 weeks' pay>
p~ersonnel,~ ~which nou~d; lead lo -strongi: .'! .' A greater"added allowance tbased'oi years of'
' diusgeoura~emt of early'retirciient." This is a X< service) is provided for lang-service employees
*view shared in Canada, whiere anothersteel"' 'whose jobs areabolished. . ::- ;
compiany executive observes: "Studies in our ' -. ''''.Another insurance coipanyhas enlarged its
country indicate thIat beginning about 1980 we 'basis for'selecting employees it will "en-
will be having population inversion, due to our courage" to retire early. Every' affected em-
declining birth rate, our declining emigration ployce, how'cvcr, must be given at least one
rates, and other such factors. I think it is entirely year's advance notice. In the event a reorganiza-
possible that we may offer inceitivcs for people,_ tion requires ancimployee to retire early with less
not to retire." Such action has already been &"'' than a full year's notice, he or she is awarded a
taken by a department store in New York Ciy' : year's pay in one lump sum. --
"Rather than encourage early retirement," an'" 'her' * A program proposed for adoption in a
official of the store remarks, "the quaity of our . manufacturing company would provide for the
new hires has led us to request postponement of ' termiination or misatisraetory employees of any
the retirement of experienced employees beyond age. Each terminated employee would get a
the age of 65." ' severance advance that would depend on the

What is more, there are several cooperators individual's age, job level, and length of service.
who believe that early retirement inducements The decision to terminate, though, would never
would not be necessary if companies faccd up to be lert to a single company executive; it would
their management obligation and cased out be reached by a board or a committee. "We
unproductive and obsolete employersat the first have terminated long-service employees with
sign of their declining usefulness, regardless of useful knowsledge and experience," a company
their age. A few companies have set up or spok-csimai explains, "because some 'young
considered programs aimed in this direction: genius' camne in and sold management on how

much more productive we could be if we
*. A food service has 'a managerial counseling unloaded all our older employees. Later, whenProgram, in which each ' ' we realized that the young genius was a fash in

"lime planning" personal in is ived to a the pan and had gotten rid of him, we found
three of the years he is with the compan ourselves us the position of having to recruit
During the interview, he is given an honest employees w'ith the same abilities as the older
appraisal of his abilities, his productivityhis employees svc had pushed into early retirementapprisa ofhisabiitis, hs podutivtyhis not loug before."Potential for promotion, and his future pros-
Pects with the company. Should the appraisal
lead him to conclude that he would be better off Changing Employee Life-styles and Values
elsewhere he is ofrered psychological and other A generation ago, the prospect of retirement
professional consultation service at company held little promise for the average employee.
expense.- Stories were frequently heard of people who

An insurance company has an "unsatis- retired and died soon afterwards. It was said
factory performance and job abolishment" they died of broken hearts, because their jobs

THE RETIREMENT. REVOLUTION 17
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werc their lives. Many of them. morclikcly, died, The omission was not an'oversight. Workingi

from rcasbons related 6to.cmpty pocketbooks, men were not expected toielire'at an appointed

since the'lneome of most retirees was pitifully - age in Sha1kespeares' day - nor for many

'low. ' * ,' decades thereafter. Bui'this century,' as alread

d ceflairy,'th~s view .Of rcilrement has been . noted, has brought'revolutloriirychanges In the

-altered ionsiderably'rfoinany employees by the '. ' concept of the work etl;. And these ehang

4. 'asssraricer'' they savie'i received 'from their - 'have led "in"'a-"stcp'by-stcpj 'process. to

"":'emplogyers' and Social Sceurity of more ample .* addition'6f an eighth 'age tb' the lifeof ma

I' and motre secur;e ncome. and bythe opportun- a-'; ''the age -orc.tirc i . -

itles they are afforded to retire at you nger ages. ' In the first step of the process ithe duration of

But tlier'ehave been other developments as wven ' the workday was shortcrsed:' HclnjFord'gave

that ha've put the prospect of retiring in a new forceful impetus to this developmcnt when, in

light by gradually reshaping the life-styles and spite of vehement opposition from his fellow

values or the average employee.. .... :... industrialists 'he inaugurated the 'cight-hour

day. Next, came a cut in the duration of the.

Greater Longevity w.:,-i . ' . vorkweek. Many cmployces still on their career

Today, thanks' to the' striking 'progress jobs remember having just one full day off each

achieved *in scientific research.' an employee's week (Sunday) and briig allowed fewer paid

retirement years can span an appreciable period holidays than they are today. The third step

of time. Life expectancy at age 6 is now 13.1 -. reduced the duration of the workycar by a

years for men and 17.2 years for 'women." For steady lengthening of paid vacation time.

more and more 'employees, too, this normal Long-service hourly workers, for instance, who

span of retirement years is being' steadily were usually not eligible for paid vcations some

lengthened by the growing trend toward thirty years ago, are now commonly entitled to

retirement before age 65. four weceks off with pay each year.
Tlhesc progressive reductions in the workday,

Better Health Care the workweek, and the vorkycar paved the way
for the fourth and final step in the process - the

Increased normal life expectancy is largely the shortening of the wvork life. But they served

result of the many advances in medical science snotther purpose as well: They helped prepare

that makU it easier for people to remain healthy. * ciployces for the coming of mandatory and

Employees arc provided with the benefits of early rctirement by gradually exposing thermto

these health care advances through company- the experience of having, longer and' longer

financed m'edical plans and Medicare. stretches of leisure time on their hands.

An employee has to be 65 years of age to . Large segments of society seem to have

qualify for Mtedicar'. However, in many profited from the experience; they have learned

companies, employees 'hio retire early are to put the added leisure time to active use.

continued in the medical plan until they reach Active Iisure, in fact, has become the normal

age 65. Furthermore. some companies provide life-style. The average employee spends the extra

additional medical benefits for all retirees days and weeks and months that he is off the job

entitled to Medicare coverage. busily engaged in pursuits of his own choosing

Active-Leisure ' - participating in sports, traveling, reading
developing hobbies that range from rock

Shakespeare, when he'divided man's life into collecting to creative painting, going back to

seven ages, made no provision for retirement. school, doing home repairs, or volunteering for

- ' . .' commuunity work. ' ' '

nThe tostitaic oC Life lasaranee. Life Insuronured r Rethemcnt. as a result, apparently keeps

Book. 1975. New York: 277 Park Avenue, 10017. p. tt6. becomsig more desirable for more and more
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cmployces. At Is seen;-as. otfcrlng unlimited_' _-employees. Take the instance ofworkernow
_possibilities tot acivelcisure'- as a rewnrd-for' " around 60 yearsor ag'e, who purchased hisown '

uontributing many years to company progress, b'A' iseome back about 1950. Over the years, thc value
notas' arejection cuse of advancIng age. So '-- of his home may have doubled or tripled.
ong' as 'employ'ees are'~assvd in adequate cE tZ MeWhifle, he has paid'-off i20 or 25-year
eirement income, the- y trinuch more wiliign; i mortgnge and his children have grown and gone

than they oneewere to leave their eirer Jobs asc.-; off on thir own. Ui can afford joeiri early .soon asitheycan (asis witnessed by the spread of andhe nd his wit can live where tbej'choose.,
early rctirement). They'wantto retire while they:..:4.- If theydeeideto rnai heth4'ire2,the facth'
are still young and healthy ecniogh to fully enjoy that they haiv 'no rent 'to 'piay) h ssubsttiy'-
the activities Of 'their choice. Rocking chairs to offset the' iediEd iric6me whiX rctirmenthave no place even in tl'eir plans for the brings. On the other hand, if they want to
declining years that they know will conic later * relocate, theycan realize a sizable sum of moneyon. They realize they may have to slow down from the sale of their oie to fnance new living -
then - maybe switch to golf when tennis gets arrangements.
too demanding-but they have no intcition of ;
ever stopping. Active leisure makes retirement Lure of a Second Career
make sense.. -

Employees today are afforded endless oppor-
Increase'd Savings'ard Home Oil' ! hi - -; it a- tunitics to broaden the range of their interests

of the work force have been risingeconstantly. television programs, thciare kept well informed
This has contributed to the growing trend of emerging developments. They can go to local
toward early retirement, because It enabled high schools for all kinds of adult education
many employees to start saving moniey as soon courses that will teach them new manual and
as they started working. Thus, by the time they intellectual skills. Sonic employers even allow
reach an age when they are eligible for early eniployces approaching retirement to use the
retirement, the length of years over which they comipaiiy tuition-aid plan for courses not related
have been saving provides them with enough to their company job duties. :
accumulated money to make it financially Taking advantage of such opportunities can
possible for them to take the early retirement. open new horizons for the employees and

Higher earnings also enabled many employees suggest second career possibilities that lend great
to buy their own homes. There were only 15.2 appeal to tme prospect of retirement. Stories are
million home owners in this country in 1940. By told in the eemployee publication of many
1970, the count had more than doubled to 39.9 companies of men and women who voluntarily
million. > Employees, of course, made up the leave their career jobs before age 65 to devote
bulk of those who became home owners during themselves full time to activities they had been
the intervening three decades, especially since engaging in only during their off-the-job time.
the end of World War 11. There are stories, for example, of employees

As a result of this great increase in home who studied politics and ran successfully for
Ownership, there was a steady upward cliimb in public office, or who became so expert in a
real estate values that now gives added appeal to particular hobby that they could put this
the prospect of early retirement for many knowledge to profitable use by starting small

_businesses or their owvn.
. -~ -. :: i :", ' 'As a rule, though, the employees best

H. Aa.l, d., A GOde to Corwi5' .ekrts: . equipped to take early retirement to' enter
t5-t976, The Conterenee Board, Rep~ort No. 675, 1975, 'second careers are the executives. They are

: - : -:--:.. usually better educated and have more adapt-
- ; i : ;. -'~, ' . . -,; ' . ., . ,' .RE IR.;, . 19
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abie skills than other emplojees- they tend, too -' rand stayed on to dc% ote themselves full time Ic

to beiless dependent on the need for a regular teaching.

pay cbick. Many executives moreover, have ERISA, incidentally, will probably incrcase

'risenito positions o rdcative importance'but not: the numbers of executives retiring early to

*:thc top positions they had anticipated when they . ' undcitakc second careers. This lw require

left college. One man for instance vho became; ' ment thatpcnsion bcncfitsivest 100 percent afcri

-disillusioned with his corporate progress retired a masirn Of 15 years' service affords a forai

in his fifties' studied law,' and snot only b'came i 4 a of built-In portability. An cxec'utive hired out ol

' highly iucccssful lawyer but: now alto ' has a university with adniastr5 degree at age 25 can

cxhibits of his paintings at ;vcllknowvn galleries;; . leave his original employer at age 40. without

Other* executives. on being sent back' to ' losing his accumulated pension benefits, and

universities for advainc courses in their fields of then start accumulating new pension benefits

specialty, have become enamored of campus life with a incw employer. . -

- . E. R : . -; .
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fhthe 1995 1boib force:
a first look
All th/ree projections-high, middle, and low-
indicate that wvometn ivill accounItfo/r to-thirds
of the growth, inoSt of which wtill occur
in the prime tv'rling-age group; the blHick labor force
will groW tnvice as fast as the tw'Jite ftr,:e

I10WARD N FUL.LERTON. JR.

By. the rid-I9SO's, persons in the lbltor force arc pro-
joicr1 to cceed those ot in the labor force - inclrdling

lThis dcrdnpischt reflects the chanci.,g age comn.
ion of the population 'rhich. in tlu, is carssed by

the suings in birlhs over the past 50 years. By 1995.
this labor force would bare a Srcater proportion of
uomcn and minorifics; indeed, about irvo-thirds of the
labor force growth utould be generated by wromen, re-
flecting their continned labor force participation.'

The projections discussed in this article arc part of a
conlinuing program of economic projeclions m.adc by
the Bureau of Labor Siatistics. As part of this program,
cvcry 2 years labor force projections are prepared.
follovced by projections of the economy, of employment
by industry. of demand, and ultimnately. of occup..tions
by industry.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics dccloped threc labor
force groulh scenarios: a high-gron.-t projection, shich
assumes rapid Srowth in the labor force participation of
uomen in the 19SO's and the convergence of participa-
tion beltecn black men and srhite men under age 65; a
middle-gm.nrh scenario. with the c.pnnsion coming from
somen: and a lIgCrnomih path with only moderate in.

Hou.rd N Futtc.sna. Js. i- .d psr rhic s-i,.6ia i hse OMin e crd
E-mnoic G-osth and Emnltnan-t P Bnjsesonn. ,-sr.u ol Lt.bo
Sra~tntses.

cre.rses in th;e mi tipartion or swomen and with the diiscr-
gcneec io lM. 1.rrtiiprtios betet cen races continuing.'

In the in.tesqsdi: ic sccenario, the labor flrce is pro-
jected to c.rlt I15 mrillion by 19S5 and 12S million by
1995. (Scc tlabc 1.) This represents I.8 percent growth
per year fr,io 1979 to 1985 and 1.0 percent per year
front 1985 to 1995. (See table 2.) Under this sccnario.
labor force rites of weomen age 20 to 44 are assumed to
rise at arti irrrecscig rate until 1983. For most aSe
grotps of rrrrt pa.ticipation is projected to decline, al-
thortgh not .-s f.st'.as it did in the 1970's. Overall par.
ticipatirh is .rrs'.ood to increase more rapidly for whites
than for t 1..s.)

It the h:tch crorrth scenario, the labor force is pro-
jectecd to >.'rv 2.3 perccnt per year betwueen 1979 and
1995 arld 1.1 rcrrt per yrar bctcen 1985 and 1995.
ULndcr this .erraro. about 135 million persons svould
be irs thre 1:,rbr f1rcc in 1995. The participation rates for
sorssr age 16 to 19 and 45 to 64 arc projected to grow
at an irrcc..ig rate until 19S5. before tapering oft in
the 1990's. tIw .1ats for while men age 25 to 39 are as'
sttmcd to ise. reversirg a long-term drop since 1960.
By the erld of the crntrsry, the labor force participation
ratio of bllack lien are projected to convergc to the ra-
tio of 'vhile resc. (With the higher rate of black involve
meent in tre Anitcd Fckces and fiighcr rales of
instittstioss-sti rtion. the civiltan labor force rates for

. . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
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..,mc ;.c I.. .tps ot bi:.ck necn u.-i:;;i .-..d ;:.,.sc i
white men ) lloweser. because bltcks mralc up about 12
percent ot the bbor. force, this a3sunsplion of the high.
gro.th.,ccnario does not have a significant inpact on
the level Itf the oerall labor force.

In the low-growth scenario, the labor force is project-
cd to grow 1.1 percent a year from 1979 to 1985 and
0.8 perccnt from 1985 to 1995. By 1995, the civilian Ia
bor force is projected to be only 122 million. The par-
ticip3tion rates or women age 20 to 44 are projected to
rise over the entire period, but at a decreasing rate. For
other age groups o women, participation is assumed to
incrcase at a slower rate than in the nmiddlc-grosth
path, reflecting a longer run experience than that in the
1970's. For men, labor force activity is projected to de-
crease more rapidly than in the middle-growth scenario.
leading to an increased disparity in rates by race.

Vomen provide most growth

As a base for these projections, we used the popula-
tion projections prepared by the Bureau of the Census.
Under the Series 11 (middle) projection. the population
16 and oldet growes steadily through 1995, although the
decrease in births (which began around 1960) means
slower rates of growth during the remainder of this cen-
tury.' (See table 3.) Because of reduced birth rates dur-
titg the 1

9
30's and the 1970's and the baby boom of the

1
9
50'si the age composition of the population and, thus.

..f the labor force will change significantly during the
next 15 years.'

In the past, much of the increase in the labor force
has been getterated by the entrance of youth and wom-
cn. The ttumber of new labor force entrants could drop
in the future because there uill be fewer youths. This
means that the labor force would cottsist of more cxpe-
ritnced seorkers than now. By 1985. the small nunmber
of persons born during the Great Depression will begin
to leave the prime working ages. They will be replaced

:.) Inlc 0.C: ~.l..:l ., . 1 ;.1';1; z~

growth of the older population -ill be sl.-trd.
More than two-thiids of *he 1O°S -'5 lah-r tor-e

grotth would cotc fttnt wtomen. [lThesc 1to. Jtorts do
not yield estititcs of ttew cnnrattts and of re- mntIs.)
Women arc expectid to compose an additiotal 4 per-
cent of the labor force in 1995 tinder each of the three
patterns olflabor fooce grduth. The increase in the pro-
portion of enployed wesnsen in the prime uorking-age
group would more than olfset the decreasing propor-
tions of yotttigcr ,rnd older uorkitg women. On the oth-
er'hand, the proportion of men in the labor force is
assunted to be stightly less. Under the medium- and
low-growth scenarios, the activity rates of men age 25
and over is expected to drop. Under the high-growth
path, the rates for men age 40 tqr64 are projected to re-
nain cottstatt and the rates for nlett age 25 to 39 teill
increase slightly. Rates for men and wonten under age
25 are moving up. but those for women are increasing
faster. In the older age groups, where rates for men and
women are dropping, those for ncn are dropping faster.
Hence, women's increasing share of the labor force re-
flects their osn greater activity as well as the decrease
in male participation.

Until recently, labor force participation has been
dropping for most age groups of black men, while their
population has been inscreasing at a higher rate than
that of shites. As the black population coltinues to
grow at a faster rate. the black labor force also ca. be
expected lo grow at a f.u:cr rate. Thus. tinder all three
projections. the black labor force is groweing cottsidera-
bly faster-at about twice the rate of wshites. That the
relatively rapid gro-th is related to population grotsth
tay be seen by cotnpttitg possible participation rates.
Under nntiddle and loss scenarios. the overall rate is low-
cr for blacks than for shites. Under the high-growth
scenario, which assumes convergence of ntale total par-
ticipation ratios for.blacks and h bites, black civilian la-

2

Table 1. CM.ivia labor for-e based on three difetent g-oot1h paths to 1995
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bor force participation exceeds that of *shites by 1995. 'lowler rate. Further, during the late 19SOs and early
(This reflects. for black women. an cxpected continua- 19

90
's, -o-en of the baby-boom generation will pass

lion of higher participation and, for black men, higher their prite childbcaring ages.
rates of institutionalization and of participation in the
Armed Foces.) Under the middle and low scenarios. To ch:anging labor force, 1979-85
the racial gap in male participation rates is projected to A look back to 1975 -ill help our gaze forward to
approximately double from the percentage point differ. 19S5. In 1975. the total fertility rate was 1.8 children
ence in 1979. per oonan; for 1985. the Ccnsus Bureau's Series if

Thc abosc description of population and labor force population projection is for 2.0 children per woman.
0

changes suggests that the discussion of future labor h'.&-aowls the total ferttlity rate adjusts for changing age
force trends should focus on tIo periods, 1979 to 1985, comlposition. there would be an increase in births from
and 1985 to 1995. During 1979-85. the tecnage and the levels of the 1970's. This increase in fertility rates.
young adult population will decline in absolute numbers coupled with the Ticrease in the labor force participa-
and the prime-age population will grow sharply. During tion of women. means there sould be more sorking
1985-95. the older adult population will grow at a ottlhenr

13
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In 1175. 46 pt...t oi :01 ; .l.0.c..e . ;h.: :. ..Ir

force. 13y 19S5, this is r.Tje2C:ecd to ioe.-.-e to f56.4 pci-
ccci oxide, the middlc-g::. th set :no. l'c t:.bYes. 4

:id 5 Th:s.dram. atic itcris:e tcjies t-:'h the h moor-
m.ont of women of tho baby-boom gcareation into the

prinme orking-age group aod the projection of in-
coosed actisity rates. In 1975. tcorn represented 40
percent of the labor force-by 19S5 thoy would repre-
vent about 45 percent. The percents do not nary much
across scenanos.

Slow growih for youwht Since the early 1960's. the youth
population (age 16 to 24) has been growing at a faster
rate than has the older population. tlowever, 20 years
have passed since the years of pe.k births. and the size
of this age group has begun to fall. Tnhust with the ag-

.:1. ;: !1 i : I:y boom n .:' tit l:c t- r s of those age
16 u 21t .012 St.c : :.:y :1 dc!;:.o so th a. despite a

,tji. t 4 i~li;..5C toin :'. ':.hat fh ree y.articip;,tion
: s. tilec ec

1
of th . O . !:,o.br fortc o..,:old Ull. (Of

cuorsc. The drop toculd ;ct be as sharp as tltat for the
popttlatti.'n co.tntponictt.)

The comrposition of theyouinger population will also
be affctedrby the diftcrence in fkrtility bet.ecn blacks
and sohites. Although fertility for both groups has been
falling, Irlck fcrtility rates rcmaon higher. As a conse.
quette. the black population is younger (the median
age is lower), :atd the youth population will hane a
gracter proportion of blacks than till the population
age 25 and ocer. At the same rime, black youths hane
lower lobor force participation than do their white
coutlterpa.rts. so if olher things ?reoained the same, the

14

Table. 3 CelIa nonirotitution.I population, by ago, sex, and race, 1975-79 and prolected to 1995
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growth of the youth labor force would be slosrer. (See Prime-age labor force. The prime-age workers (25 t0 54
table 6. ) . years) would be the fastest growing compontent of the

The numober of black youths shoould incre-ase. Sligh~tly labor force under each of the growth paths. T7he follow.
while the number of whites sho~uld drop. 0Only black ing tabulation shows annual growth rates by major age
young men had lessening labor force particirotisoo during group aod race. 1975-79. and projected growth for
the 1970's. Under the middle-growth 'projcctiron. Slois 1979-gS:
drop is assumed to continue. alihough at a doorcasiiog
rate. The eftects of greater labor force participsation by 1971- 79 1979-V5
black women and a proportnionately larger youth propula. *th-
ticon would oefset the decline in male participaotioto. and Yot ........ S2 30.0
black youths would constitute the same proportion otf the Cloder..........2 .7
labor force in 1985 as at present. Under both the moiddle. White .......... 6 1.7
and high-growth projections, the black youth labor force t Muck and other...... 4.0 3.0
would he half men and half women. In the high-gStowth
scenmaro. black youths represent an cmen greater propor. In etch scenario' the prime-ge labor force of wome
tion of the labor force in 1915; the more pessinoistic low: would grow at a falger rate than that of men. Under tcheC
growth pattern yields a lower proporlion.- high projection, between 197S and 1985. the female Ia-

is
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or n pw!-i',rd i..._v .,I:~rcI INc triO rare " ,rII..rire~Nl ii .. .c1 r~iiri.

rind rio a price frster tran I rat eupt~i,.crJie A the 1970's. di,, ;.,iltiripitd under tic li N.r r cenario. thc
This is due to three fac1tos: the ritarsasent of sicinin of l.i..rknof' Trinc agc ares : 1rl ir les.s than :.-
thre baby-boom gcxeration into this age group, a mirder- 1975, hirlcl fair firtirle rerrirt ;p:rrs rrIld he mi::
ate rise in fertility, an d a corttinued greiwth in female la- thn l j-ie: .lltge prirtts liiylie Ilinl in 1975.
hoc force participation. The high-giowtb scenario for
women in this age group is an attempt to reflect the ac- Oiler -,kc Older people (age 55 and over) havec ati
celcrution in participation that was exhibited in the nrr's oniJhre-aob expcrieAce. although~on ave.rage, they
1970'r. have tire loast forxnalfediicatilin. From 1979 to 1985.

Under the high-growth scenario, prinoc-age men (par- older sworkeers arli expected to purticipate less intensively
trerularly young men), are also expected to experience an -in thle labor force. Thecse projections do not indicate the
increase in participation. Under the high-growth path, extent of part-time labor force activity that this growing
prime-age men would represent 78 percent of the total segment sIf the Pxpulation might elect.
male labor force, a moderate increase from 1979. Utoder Undier the high-growth scenario, men age 55 to 64
the middle-growth path, such trends would also be evi. are erprcctcd to have only a modest decrease in partici-
dent, although less significantly. For example. by 1985. patioro. 1Tlis-decrxase, cupleditnith population growth.
prime-age male workers would represent only 75 per- will result in an increase in their labor force. Under the

Tebte 5. Civilian tabue force by se., age, and race, 1975-79 mnd prnlcted to tun5
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drop mic Qi:.:ply. ::::d :!hc m.alC labor fbocc a e 55 to
64 irould ::.i,.:vl i.:e: c-c. Participation c,:es for nom.
cnin this age preap re espected to incre-ac olrdcr b-th
the niodcraic ::nd hl;h-g:o.slh projections. The ir'ult
would be an older labor force with proportionatcly
more women.

The scenarios in these projections for the age gronp
65 and over are the same for both sexes. For the high
projection, recent legislation forbidding mandatory rc-
lirement before age 70 is espected to hold participation
constant. Under the moderate-growth scenario. the
measured rate or decrcasc in participation is reduced
sonewhat, so that labor force activity drops at a slower
rate than in the past. Under the low-grotlh projection.
the measured declines in labor force participation are
projected to continue.

An experienced labor force, 1985-95

During 1985-95. the baby-boom generation will be
in the prime working ages and the relatively small num-
ber of persons born in the Great Depression will begin
retiring, easing pressures on retirement systems.

To put the 1995 projections in context, it is useful to
look back to 1965. a time of the buildup' of forces in
Victnam and a period of lover inflation. The fertility
rate was 2.9 children per wontan. well abdve the Census
Bureau's Series II projection of 2.1 for 1995.' In fact.
1965 was the first year in which births ,sere beow 4
million-after 11 years of high birth rates. In 1965. 40
percent of all v-omen. 34 percent of all married woomen.
and 23 percent of mothers with children under age 6
were in the labor force. Although comparable projec.
tions of the labor force by marital and parental status
were not made by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for
1995. more than half of all married ss'omen were al-
ready in the labor force by 1979. as were 45.2 percecn
of mothers with preschool children. Both groups
(which, of course, overlap) are projected to supply
much of the labor force growth in the 1990's.

Yonuhx In 1965, youths were a relatisely small propor-
tion of the labor force, 18 percent. By 1979. this num-
ber had climbed to 24.4 percent. The effects of changes
in the composition of the labor force may be seen by
looking at the median age of the labor force. Ic: 1965. it
was 40 years: by 1979. it had dropped 5 ycars. taking
the effects of both grealer retirement and the aging of
the baby-boom generation into account; by 1995, the
median age of the labor force is projected to be 37.5
years.

Based on the Census Bureau's Series If birth rate
projection, the youth labor force would continue to de-
cfease from 1985 to 1995. although a larger proportion
of teenagers would participate in the labor force. Ottly

to 24 hase a greater p..rcicipition tat than in 1979. y
IY95. the youth labor forcc world be a snmaller pro;:
lion of the labor force than in cither 1979 or 1985.

P'iim-aSe *uvr-em By 1995. more than 70 percent r,
the labor force would be in the prime working ages. F:r
the niidillc- attd high-,rowth scenarios. this is actu-lly a
lower ploportion thttn in 1985. The projected growth
for pliic-age men is about the sarmc under all three sce-
narios; consequently, even after the growth in fe.male
pirlicip..tionjis taken into account, the prime-age labor
force is still inure stable over the scenarios than that of
lte younger and older age groups. (See table 6.) In the
middlec- arid low-growth projections, it is assumed that
the youih and the older labor force grow relatively
sloscr thals the prime-age labor force. so these scenzr.
ins have a higher proportion of prime-age workrs.
However, the greatest tmumber of prime-age workers
would be attained under the high-growth pattern. Un-
der all projections, the labor force would have more
womcn and more blacks than now: 47 percent of the la-
bor force would be women, and 14 lo 15 percent of the
labor force would be black. Followeing are selected an-
nual growth rates (in percent) of all persons in the la-
bor force, by major age group and race, 1965-79. and
projected growth to 1995:

Yourh .................
Prim .................
Olecr .................
White .................
Ileek and mlier ..........

1965- 79 - 1979- 95

3.9
2.2 2.3
.4 -.2

2.3 !2
2.8 2.5

Older nk/r-.s Under all scenarios, workers age 55 and
older sould continue lo be a decreasing proportion of
the workforce. The changes for the 25 years from 1970
are most dramatic in the low-gro.th projection-in
1995, older workers would constitute about two-thirds
the proportion of the labor force that they did in 1970.
This drop reflects both their expecied continued drop in
particip.ation aiid the increase in the numbers of persons
in the priite working ages, when participation is
highest. The drop in the proportions for the middle-
aid high-growtlt paths is less extreme, from 14 percent
in 1979 to around II percent in 1995.

I low the projections were revised

The uncertainty of the projection process is indicated
by the changes front the 1978 se:.' (See table 7.) The
differrece between the high and low in 19S5 and 1990 is
about the sa"meas that in the 1978 projections; the cur-
rent middle proje tion is midway between the previous
niddle and high.Fach scenario. high, middle. and low
was revised upward-the low one the most. to almost
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the lesel of the previous middle-grovth path. The middle- altd high-growth scenarios.
chartges rcflect the effects of tso additional years of ob- Tlhe differences between the twvo sets of projections
sersations, as uell as changes in the assumptions made .rc less untifonr for mcn. TI'e number ol nmen in the la-
for snomen age 20 7o 44 mcntioned earlier. They also re- hssr force is essentially sunchanged in the high-grovth
flect the gencral experience that it is more difficult to sce7lario; in the low and tiddle scenarios the number of
project an increasing phenomenon. 77n is projected to increase. The Burcau of Labor Sta-

In 1990, the projected nuntber of women would be tistics typically revised downuxtrd the nuomber of men in
ahbout 2 5 3milli7 n higher under each scenario, but the the labor fore seith each succeeding libor force projec-
proportiol7 

7
f the lato7r force it each nlajor :ge grostp tio7,4 (wshle ilcrcasillg tIhe number of uomen7v). lb-.7

ditfcrs an37777g scenaric. Under bolh the high and mid. chalnges rcflect the slowing or ending or the declie in
dle scenarios, the number of young women in the labor mola participation rates. For the high-growth scenano.
Force sould be smaller than in the previous projection, it is 3ssu7mned that male participation rates will either
reflecting their slower participation growth. For somen rise or at least )told constant. -

in the 20 to 44 age group, the 1978 projection included To stumlntarie. pr each scenario. the number of
an adjustmelnt to the high-growth scenario to reflect ac. wonsel cxpected to ke in the labor force v0as resived
celerattng participation rales; in the current projection, uposard by about the shame antount. For men. the high-
this assumption weas formally introduced in both the growth projection was approximately the sanse as the

is
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aard ijEhily, and ihec law.gr- h 1 :;1 h v as'l i Jd ,ii,. i J.: tll the hiihb.L- I th i sceario. (w-hich assIme
0.ard i:;li~Cflil 1- . i :tn 93 . i 1 . ! Icy tiC drops signfi.
l'to;si!,le conlsequenesr$ .iit:-Th in [act. it shinS no sign of iesling off in thit

I- Iry. ULiI The cilsqn,,ivs of tilie low-grolvth projcc-
A number of qunstionls could be asked about The tlin. The eipcndency ratio vnould stahilize abose The

possiitle consequences of the chalnges in the structure of 100-iollszillrkcr-pcr-100-svorker level. but -uell below
The p.'palation anid of the labor force in these projec- hisoric levels. The f14-16bing tabulation shows dcepen-
tions. Would these changes afficct the ability of society deney r-tios for 1965-U79 and projected ratios for the
to maintain the responsibilities it has assumed. such as ihron crnarios, 1985-95:
social secunrity? Could the changing composition of lhe
l.'bor force niake goals such as equal etimployment op- Ponjetd
portunity easier or more difficullt tq accomplish? Is there Anlna MUddle High Low
potential for changes in productivity? Will there be 165 . .. .. 151S
scarcities of certain kinds of volkers? flow would mi. .197 ...... 1335 ..
gration affect the conmposition of The labor force?. 1975 ........ 125.4 * .. ... ...

1979 .... _. 110.1 ... ... ...
Societal responsibiliietx One of the implications of these 985.. .. 98.3 93.5 104.5
projections is the change in the "'conomic dependency an0o ..... 95.6 87t0 103.4
ratios" for both tte high and middle projections. Thc 1995 ....... . ... 94.5 84.4 104.1
economic dependency ratio is defined as all persons not
in the labor force tincluding those under age 16) divid- These favorable ratios are a charncteristic of the age of
ed by the total in the labor force.' This ratio should the baby-hoons cohort and of the numbers of projected
drop to below 100 nonworkers per 100 v orkers. Under births. A large labor force is combined w ith low births
the conditions of the middle-growth pattern, the depen- to give low econonic dependency ratios. As the baby-

Table 7., Comparison of the nurent and previoas projections for 198S and 1990
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retm l'hort Ira' es the prime wotki:tg agcs f(fter
2015). ihe dependcncy ratios shold esc again. :hbltl6Sh
the higher mortality of older people v ill p. scnt it fjca,

reaching the IcsIcs of the 1960's. Ditffetnevs in the
number of-older people are a consequecc of past feetili-
ty--tot improsetntuts in mortalily-but if spectacular
increases in longevity occur. this could chtange.t Thus.
the currcnt difficulties of the social securtty system are
not a result of the current age composition of the popu.
lation. This favorable age composition effect on social
,ecesrity almost certainly will reverse in the early part of
the next century.

Black-uhilte diffcrentiuls One dilemma confronting labor
force forecasters and policytttakers concerned with em-
ploynsnt and training programs has been the conlinued
divergence of lsbor force participation beltect blacks
and uhites it the prinC-agC groups. As recently as the
mid-1950's. the rates for men were virtually the same;
but since then, the participation rates for black men
have dropped more rapidly than those for vhtie sen.'
The high-growth scenario projects a possible return to
parity of their labor force rates. The exictt to hich
black rates havc to inerease ;s-a measure of the prob-
lems that have to be confronted. In nunsbers. about 1.3
million more black men would participate in te high
than in the middle-grossth path labor force. For wom-
en, the picture has been different; in 1979. the rate for
petme-age black wottlcn was higher than that for their
sehite counterparts (despile higher. fertility amotmg black
somen). Moreovere participation of wonten in both
groups is increasitg. although faster for whiles.

The ditfferences in femnale participation reflect the
greater fanuly responsibilities of black women-nitore
are single parents than are whites, although the nutmtber
of such white vvomen is increasing.

t t
The higher fertility

of black women obviously translates into higher popula-
tion growth and then into higher. labor force growth.
Thus. the youth grottps of the 19S0's and 1990's vill
havs. higher proportion of blacks.

irxdacticiey. One question- raised by these proj;.tiots is
the effect of a proportionsdly greater prinmc-ae ltbor
force on productivity. The proportion of pritte -age
workers u-ill itcrease at least by 10 percentage points
(vith the low-growth projectiost havitg the greatest
cotcettlration in the prime ;tges) Analyses hr:tvc cet-
tcred ot the relative sizce of the youth labor force (which
will dininish) and on the likely impact this would have
on productivity gains." The growing proportion of tIte
prime-age labor force should have a favorable imrpact
on productivity because of the greater continuity of par-
ticipation by women and bemuse of the higher educa-
tional attainment of all age; sex, and ethtic contpo-
nents.rn

1., :1: -::.,tv J ..td l':'Js t M:tph¾ ev ray have
tcr:-:-t. tr iffi.:lt) f:.iitg yotttg-a c-Is o r, Tie tcetline

in :Ic-: ! )ot;ihs vill be p.::6tiwlrl)t:i l...ant
to tlte N ::rd R-. es - the largest Sim.!. r.:!.-ycr o!
youthls. isbt ilie dtct-,cm in the .vtim lalmtmr ftrtce
those whlo inyploy xtsl tilled workers may also cxpcri-
encc difficulty-dependimg to some extent on the Na-
tion's imtimgration polic/

The growtb of thi. ptime-age labor force votld
eacced that of the' overall ltbor force by 20 percent. Be-
cause this is the cperictced component of the labor
force, antlysis viho look for a shortage of skilled work-
ers must consider likely clmnges in the composition of
the primc-agc labor force. More than half (59 percent)
of the growth is projected to be generated by wonsen
attd 22 percett by blacks (bitk women are in both
groups). Skilled attd professional workers vdll have to
cottle frot thtse grtops it greater anumbers thatt in the

past if there is not to be a shortage.
-In the U.S. labor tmtarket. there is a tradition of male

occupations attd of tirale occupations, and there has
been little change in this pattern,' The growth in female
participation h:ts occtrred largely in occupations tradi-
tioally held by -ottmetn. Wxhat would happen if dematd
would no lostger grow in ttose sectors? The argument
has been presetlted that higher participation would be
tratslated into greater cottinuity of work and, thus,
itlo more capacity to retain skills and professional abil-
ties that diminish if not tssed. Given that much of thc
increase in feInale labor force actietty will probably
conme frott ttothers, cmploycers nmay have to review their
persontel practices (srtch as provision of day care) to
attract tlese workers.t ;

By 1995, the yottgest of the baby-boom generation
will be in their thirties. They may well face competition
for career positions vs Iict may restlt in frustration for

some and greater productivity for all. The older mem-
bers of the baby-boom getreration will be in the pre-
retirement years and should be at the peak of their pro-

ductivity.

Jttnigut~ixn. Alottg wilh growth in the naive adult
population attd ircreased ltbor force activity. imUsigra-
lion represcetis a possible source of labor force grouth.
For purposes of this disctssion. migration can be divid-
ed into two groups, legIal or "docunmenied" Umigration
rs d illeg:sl or 'sttdoctttetcd'" migratiou. The fltreau
of the Cetsus projects thlt 'documented" net migration
will average 400,000 persons a year. with bulges in a
few years such as 1976 assd 1980 vs-hen large numbcrs of
reefuces re-alted our shores. To estimate the proportion
of the labor force gro-th that net migration represents.
we can look at 1979AThe labor force participation rate
for those age 16 and older was 63.7 percent. If the com-
parable rate for the mitrant population seas about the

20
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-::: ''.:1:. ' .. c :!wic are p:o.t.t;ion-
: C" Ct ! ter; pcsf.is :n ther riy:nlt p';'laltion.

*: '.'-3 a.:cld bu .a tei Ir lador f'tnc in
:).?.wr :'haut 7 pr.ciii of trOc :;iual labor farce
c :h.' D,,ceu.ni.d ,r.:l:,rs sary Iroin those ith

':4.h *iis (the brain drain) a.d i- .lfesioiaal athletes to
lower skilled agricultural anid sers icc workers.

Undocumenlted workers also represent a "anicty of

skills. Trom college graduates to unskilled workers. By
their nature, we know little about these people as a

group. The discussion that lollowas is based on a study

cotiducted by Jacob S. Siegel, Jeffrey S. Passel. aid J.

Gregory Robinson for the Select Commission on Immi-
gration and Rerfgee Policy.

t
'After-a resiew of past esti-

elates, they concluded that there are 3 to 6 million
ondocumented workers in the United Slates. It is im-

These prajeli-si ropltce hta.. deib.id by Paut O. 0 tLim and
ttoaaid N Fuettrite. Jr. in Labor tere pajentioans n 19t0, three
p.siibfe paths,." Ateel- Lobe, Rene- pp. 25-35. D5-ember t978.

Their aecnaris aii piepared by pinjecie the ehangen in ihe o-
tie a the inat tahni force no the -inet poputain tar eat of 54 age-
rsnaracr greups. the tort' at the ariniipaed tahato tntee vre cak'ntat
cd by arpiting die pirajed i-so tn he B.iea ol ihef C Psipa .
alien projeeiai. The high and law -enanes de eat represen
"-cohideneeiaiicats." hut -aiheer ititrrr-n trns i b the fuicee. A
remptle mnihotetertat siateI cn is in preparatian.

The hem "btacks' setors to htack aed .ther races. ahich ineltden
Na gias. Ameni'an aitdin. E.-kimos. ,d others. At the inta elhe
1970 Ce-ses at Pora.fnin. 89 Recent of this popataitne greap Ca,
black.

t'.ei. iians af rhe Paputanie of the Uiled State- 1977 ia 203tt
Ceereot t' kcoino Ri.ee (IBuerca- at the Cresas. Seem P.25. Ne.
704. 1977). Fat an aita.fsia at rect tetitlity trends. -eo Aithue A.
Campball. "Baby B.om to Birth Diaiih and tlcoad.- .4da.t.. Jae..
apy t9a7. I. 40a no

'Three is no standid definiice ri the hb-bybonm preied: this arti-
cle ans the 195's. an d ehed in Leen F. Baeine. "Americas Baby
Bemet Geantaien: The Fairdul Rule-g" Papelaihan Betertro. V.e. 35.
No. 1. I9EO.

'eejeeiiaoe of the Ppu.tia .. Tasbe A-5. A moderate i-ernas
in tetlilily is plautabtr hiausa ihe Scum 11 population peejre-ti-s are
tacking wlt at this finm

Pmjeei'et afthe Paptctiia ... Taste A-5.
'Faim and Futlnrten. Labor erre projeti s .. ... r.ro. iees

're nne pablished ten 1995.
The is no saedaid definitian a the -.eneeemin depend-ny o-

"Ii ... l I t l ro.nfoc the aecok of c.: a'-sm.::
it ad 'cci i~ti thc floa' of documented :. 'kees discrs-.:&

it tile, '.cii:: patojgie:ph. The only inf..n-:;ion as:::]-
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